


Here are four new "today" colors - b right, bold, vivid - in 

one of today's finest commercial floors - Azrock vinyl 

asbestos tile. The color-chip styling is distributed through the 

full thickness of each tile. Design and specify with confidence 

exciting custom floors that can be installed in heavy traffic 

areas. In 3/32" and 1/8" gauges, 12'' x 12" size. Six other 

Custom Cortina colors. in t ints and tones of spice are also 

available. 
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America's leading vinyl asbestos tile ZROC ® 

Consult Sweet's File or write for samples. Azrock Floor Products, 552A Frost Bu ilding, San Antonio, Texas 78205 



emphasis on 
protection 

combined with harmonious 
styling and efficiency 

The clean , uncluttered look of a Kinnear door blends well 
with all styles of building design. Behind that sleek appear· 
ance is a door constructed for "rugged protection." Kinnear 
realized the needs of business and industry and developed 
and perfected the interlocking rolling slat curtain door that 
compactly coils over the door opening, completely out of the 
way. No other door system has been designed to surpass 
this efficiency. Built of either steel or aluminum, doors for 
even the largest openings operate with surprising ease 
and dispatch - and with maximum economy when motor 
operated. 

Factories ... warehouses .. . service garages . .. sports 
arenas ... monumental buildings; these are but a few exam· 
pies where work, weather and even man induced hazards 
have thoroughly tested and proven the value of the Kinnear 
door system. 

Retail stores in shopping centers and malls have found 
Kinnear doors especially adaptable to their varied 
requirements of design and protection. 24-hour 
traffic through these expanding centers is a real 
security challenge, and Kinnear doors are added 
insurance against "off hour" problems. 

l<INNE~A 
rolling doors .... 

Wehmueller's, West County, Jewel ry 
Store, St. Louis, Missouri. A striking 
illustration of how "open or closed," 
the two Kinnear doors in this mal l-way 
store fulfill every requirement. And, 
notice how the door blends well with 
the tasteful architectural design of the 
store facade. The open door com
pletely disappears in a minimum stor
age space above the lintel, using no 
valuable di sp lay or work area. 

Kinnear Rolling Grilles, that oper
ate on the same principle as the Rolling 
Doors, have found great acceptance from 
store owners. Where display, ventilation 
and light is important dunn g closed hours, 
Kinnear's Grilles - made of steel or alu· 
min um - are extremely rugged but very 
compatible to building design . Grilles are 
also idea l to close off corr idors and stair· 
ways to traffic. 

A Kinnear representative is always ready to consult with 
you about your projects. Send for a complete new catalog 
on Rolling Doors, Rolling Grilles, Fire Doors, Counter Shut· 
ters, Overhead Doors and Electric Door Operators. 

KINNEAR C O RPORATION 
and Subsidiaries 

1900 Fields Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43216 
FACTORIES: 

ci1~rrt~a~fa . 0Wa~i~ 1gas31 sa.n ~~~~~~~~0bn~~.1 ib~:J:4 

Offices and Representatives in all Principal Cities -
Listed in Yellow Pages under "Doors." Also see Sweet's! 

• ~W.M¥iP;t~ 
Saving Ways in Doorways Since 1895 
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Blender. 
This Oasis water cooler fits right into 
a wall. And right into your plans. 

It extends just 91/ 2" into the hall, 
conceals plumbing and is available 
in handsome finishes. 

Shown above in vinyl-laminated 
Chestnut Tweed. Walnut Wood
Grain and Charcoal Tweed vinyl 
laminates, as well as stainless steel, 

are available too. 
For details plus roughing-in dimen -

sions, see Sweet's or your Oasis ~ 
distributor listed in Yellow Pages. Or 
write us, Ebco Mfg. Co., Dept. PA-1, ~ 

265 N . Hamilton Rd., Columbus, 0. O~SIS® ..... · .JI~ 43213. We'll blend over backwards to ~ 
help you, with "Quality you take 
for granted." 
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The interior designer as tenant 
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78 Simplicity leads to complexity 

Crossroads Office Building, Rochester, N.Y. 
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What makes 
this ceiling 

right for this job? 

-
-



The way it minimizes costs while it maximizes esthetics. 
The ceiling is Armstrong C-60/30 Luminaire . And for a building designed specifically for rental
with economics a prime concern-it's a natural. In a single package, the architects have 
air conditioning (provided without distracti ng hardware by the Armstrong Supply-Air Linear 
Diffuser), efficient lighting, sound control, and fire protection. Because Luminaire is an 
integrated system, initial costs are kept in line. Because vaulted Luminaire modules provide 
efficient lighting, operating costs can be kept down. 

Luminaire's modern, striking appearance speaks for itself. What can C-60/30 Luminaire 
or one of the many other Armstrong ceiling systems do for you? Write for our folio and find out. 
Armstrong, 4203 Watson Street, Lancaster, Pa. 17604. 

@ ~
CEILING mstrong SYSTEMS 

THAT WORK 
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Letters from readers 

Views 

The following article from the Sunday, 
January 24th edition of The New York 
Times, is by Ada Louise Huxtable, 
architecture editor of the Times, critic, 
author and Pulitzer Prize winner. The 
letter which follows by Ulrich Franzen, a 
member of PI A's 1970 Design Award jury, 
is in response to the article. 

'Social significance' qualms 
overcome in design award 

The First Design Award in this year's 
awards program of PROGRESSIVE ARCHI
TECTURE magazine-a compet ition that for 
the last 18 years has been a reliable in
dicator of which way the architectural 
winds are blowing-is a house. 

That hardly sounds like a rad ical choice 
or statement. It sounds more like good 
news for househunters. 

In these parlous times, however, the 
choice of a house is highly controversial 
and has little immediate application to the 
country's unhoused or poorly housed mil
lions. 

Six years ago the competition virtually 
swore off houses. The private house was 
not a "valid architectural problem," the 
jurors declared; it had no "social sig
nificance" on the scale that housing must 
meet today. The next year, houses were 
still found by the judges to be "embarrass
ing." 

"Socially," said one juror, "it's difficult 
to care about them." 

This year's top winner is an excellent 
house, a kind of ecological architecture 
designed with skill and sophistication by 
Muchow Associates to blend into a moun
tain slope at Sun Valley. 

This was the jury dialogue: 

<- On Reader Service Card, circle no. 339 

Ulrich Franzen: "It's a piece of spectacu
lar architecture." 

John Kouwenhoven: "The house is aw
fully good." 

Edward L. Barnes: ''Weall likethe house.' ' 
Myron Goldsmith: "It bothers me to give 

it a First Award because of all the earth
shaking problems of modern times, of 
cities." 

Franzen: "What's the point of feeling 
guilty? By not awarding this the First Award 
you're not going to help the city. The only 
way you can help the city is, when you 
have a city problem, try your darndest." 

Kouwenhoven: "Aren't we, by picking 
the Sun Valley house and throwing out all 
the urban planning th ings, saying that ar
chitects aren't sociologists?" 

Franzen: "I think any architect that 
thinks he's a sociologist ought to be 
locked up." 

Kouwenhoven : "That is why I don't have 
any compunctions about having that 
house as the First Award." 

And that about sums up the state of ar
chitecture versus the state of society. 

In addition to the first prize house, the 
four top awards went to two schoo ls, a 
hospital and apartments-all good archi
tecture and acceptable sociology. The 
schools tap the extremes of large-scale, 
long-range design and the immediate 
imaginative uses of "found" spaces. 

The Eastwick High Schoo l and George 
Pepper Middle School of Philadelphia, by 
Caudill, Rowlett, Scott and Bower and 
Fradley, is a 39-acre project for 5000 stu
dents and staff using a "house-plan" 
scheme and common facilities. At the 
other end of the spectrum are the East 
Harlem Pre-Schoo l and the Block School 
in Brooklyn, by Hammel Green and Abra
hamson, in which miniaturized, creative 
community learning environments are set 
into an abandoned supermarket and a 
synagogue. 

The Madera Community Hospital, Ma
dera, Cal., designed by Rex Whitaker Allen 
and Associates, drew the jury comment 
that hospital architecture has vastly im
proved over previous years. 

The Santa Ana Apartments, phase two, 
by Backen, Arrigoni and Ross, Inc., is a 
court-housing scheme with particular at
tention to density, circulation and private 
open space. 

Of the second group of prizes, the cita
tions, one was awarded to a "walk-on" 
community map. Several others went to 
what might be called "conservation" de
sign. It was a big year for environment and 
ecology. 

The commun ity map was prepared by a 
coalition of local groups and professionals 
called Community Design Associates for 
the Hill District of Pittsburgh under the 
Model Cities program. 

Its purpose was the involvement of the 
community with its planning, and the de
velopment of a device for visual under
standing of the planning process. The re
sult is a lively and useful graphic tool in the 
exercise of social and environmental 
change. The neighbors came in and 
walked all over the map to decide what 
their neighborhood should be. 

"Ecological" projects range from a 
greenbelt and swimming pool for a hous
ing development, the Trailwood Path Sys
tem for the Trailwood Subdivision in Hous
ton, Tex., to a nonarchitectural scheme 
called "Take Me to the Mountain" de
signed as a program for the use of a 55-
acre wooded retreat near Austin, Texas. 
This one does not have any bu ildings at all. 
Both are the work of Charles Tapley and 
Associate. 

The first will give environmental pleasure 
to suburbanites. The second is for a group 
with fewer hangups for whom nature and a 
little servicing from L.L. Bean are enough. 
What the jurors adm ired was the attitude 
toward the enjoyment and inviolability of 
nature, which "development" almost in
variably destroys. Gu ilt perhaps, since the 
architectural profession has done a lot to 
destroy it. But the scheme is sensitive to 
the basics of land use and the joys of natu
ral beauty. 

It did not faze the distinguished jury 
(those quoted in the dialogue plus Ezra 
Ehrenkrantz) to consider these things the 
proper province of architecture. It was in
dicative of a new consciousness pervad ing 
the profession and its attitudes and prac
tice, as well as the jury deliberations. 

The emphasis is on process, or what the 
problem really is and how it can, or should, 
be solved. Process is an even greater pre
occupation today than the end product. 

The PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE awards 
program has always told a great deal about 
the state of architecture and the profes
sion. It did not become seriously involved 
with the state of society until six or seven 
years ago. 

It has attracted trendy, as well as trend
setting projects, like flies to sugar. (There 
was the "megastructure" year, the "dumb 
and ordinary" year, and th is year, the 45-
degree angle.) 

The program carries an air of prophecy 
fulfilled, because the awards are usually 
[continued on page 1 2) 
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INNOVATION IN DESIGN. One of a series created for OAP Architectural 
Sealants. Design and rendering by Richard P. Howard Associates, 
Architectural Illustrators, Sylvania, Ohio. Harold R. Roe, A.I.A. 

versatilitr 
Delivering top sealant performance without imposing limi
tations on architectural design is a job for OAP Flexiseal®. 
It's not unreasonable to expect 20 years ' service without 
failure from this outstanding polysulfide polymer system 
-even in moving joints once considered marginal. Now 
available in two-part and one-part systems. Both feature 
balanced modulus-adhesion always exceeds cohesion. 
Both have received the Thiokol* Seal of Security. For cat
alog on the complete line of OAP architectural sealants, 
please write: OAP Inc., General Offices: Dayton, Ohio 
45401 . Subsidiary of ~k 
On Reader Service Card, circle no. 338 

DESIGN CONCEPT: The featured apartment tower is the focal point 
of a high density commercial and residential complex set in a subur
ban locale. The tower is supported on four massive u:shaped col
umns housing vertical transportation. Lower area of the structure, less 
desirable for living space than upper floors, is used as a 5-story 
atrium garden for year 'round greenery. 

-
OAP ........ 

fLEXISF.~I 

~ DA'® 
ARCHITECTURAL 

SEALANTS 
Also available in Canada 

*Trademark of the Thiokol Corporation 
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Integrated Ceilings Inc. 

2231 Co lby Avenue I Los Angeles 90064 I 
Telephone (2 13) 272-1136. Our international 

licensee is Integ rated Lighting Canada 
Limited I 500 Suave Street NW I Montreal, 

Quebec , Canada I Telephone (514) 382-2793 



1. Lightrium is a metaphor 
that looks like a skylight. 

You're looking at part of 
3900 square feet of Lightrium 
cei ling in the Marquette National 
Bank, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Baker Associates, Inc. are the 
architects; B. Brukoff Interiors, 
Inc. are the interior designers. 

Lightrium is 3 dimensional 
tangent pyramids on 21/2 ', 3' and 
4' centers with either fluorescent 
lighting, incandescent lighting 
or both. 

Do you dream in color? 
Lightrium does. Lightrium is for 
department stores, interior 
malls, libraries, theatre lobbies, 
restaurants, banks. You name 
the next six. 

2.contoura. Detail at typical 
intersection of 2' x 2' die cast 
aluminum frames in our 
exclusive electroplated real 
bronze finish . 

3. Celestial . To remind you 
of crystal . 

4. Girl . We wish to point out 
that besides being nice to look 
at, Integrated Ceilings get 
along with all kinds of people 
very nicely. 

5. Sculptura. A new 3 
dimensional suspended 
luminous ceiling . 

Integrated Ceilings offers 
nine lighting systems that can 
be combined with your 
imagination to create an infinite 
variety of designs and materials 
and finishes and sizes. 

We have a brief catalogue. 
We have nine specification 
guides. And we have dozens of 
splendid sales representatives . 

If you'll write us or call us 
collect , we'd be pleased to 
send you some of each. 
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Integrated Ceilings 
(Maybe we're your next idea.) 



Views continued from page 7 

given in the project stage, for real commis
sions for real clients that are about to be 
bu ilt. There are no drawing-board dreams. 
A clutch of PI A files is the handiest pos
sible reference to the styles and shibbo
leths of a decade. 

This year, for the first time, a second jury 
was set up for planning and urban design 
entries. That is another barometer of the 
times. These entries were judged by Jerzy 
Glowczewski, Robert Schofield and A.E. 
Bye. 

An award and a ci tation were given to 
two schemes, one urban and one rural. 

The award went to a proposal for inner 
city redevelopment by the Detroit City Plan 
Commission that emphasizes a pedestrian 
network tied to familiar and landmark 
structures. The cited plan, for an unspoiled 
part of Islip, L.I ., by Rafael Villamil, would 
preserve the land in its natural state while 
providing residential development. Both 
are given high marks for environmental 
sensitivity. 

This year's results seem to say not only 
that environment and ecology are in, but 
that monuments are still out. They were vir
tually declared out last year . (No statement 
has more power to enrage a large part of 
the architectural profession than this one. 
Like all groups, it is neither monolithic nor 
unanimous.) 

Among the architectural citations given, 
large or commercial buildings were notice
ably absent. If the king-size commercial 
products were submitted, they were not 
chosen. 

The one office bui lding, a state office 
building for Salem, Ore., by William, En
dicott, Greene, Bernhard and Associates, 
was less imperial than usual. An IBM-MIS 
computer center facility in Sterling Forest, 
N.Y., by Gunnar Birkerts and Associates, 
was also selected. 

Other citations were given to a modest 
art center for a small city, Mansfield, Ohio, 
by Don M. Hisaka and Associates, and ten
nis and handball co urts for the University 
of Oregon in Eugene, by Unthank, Seder, 
Poticha. 

One more house was cited, by John P. 
Grady, to be made out of catalogue com
ponents in Pleasant Valley, N.Y., and one 
more hospital , the Sacred Heart General 
Hospital, Eugene, Ore., by Rex Whitaker 
Allen and Associates and Balzhiser 
Rhodes, Smith and Morgan, associated ar
chi tects. Oregon will soon be the place to 
see. 
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Two major fields of expressed dis
appointment were industrialized housing 
and churches. 

No churches were chosen. There was 
some confusion about what this meant, 
spiritually, but no confusion about the fact 
that the jurors disliked the fact that a lot of 
them looked like Howard Johnson motor 
lodges. 

One modular housing system, by Wells, 
Koetter, was given a citation , but the gen
era l opinion was that architects were miss
ing the boat with showy "all-purpose'' 
technical displays that were more impres
sive as engineering feats than as homes. 
Unless you live at Sun Valley, salvation has 
not yet arrived . 
@1971 by the New York Times Co. 
Reprinted by permission. 

Editor 
Real Estate News 
The New York Times 
Dear Editor: The article in the Real Estate 
section of the Times on Sunday, January 
24, entitled " 'Social Significance' Qualms 
Overcome in Design Award," by your es
teemed Mrs. Huxtable draws conclusions 
on the state of architecture versus society 
which are not warranted in the context of 
the jurors' full comments as published in 
the January issue of PROGRESSIVE ARCHI
TECTURE. The Times article implies that the 
comments of the jurors such as architects 
not being sociologists indicate that they 
have no interest or commitment to the so
cial problems of today. The d iametrically 
opposite view motivated these comments, 
particularly by this writer. 

The planning and building of archi
tecture in the recent past for the poor in 
this country are mute witnesses to the dis
astrous consequences of architects, plan
ners and politicians confusing their tasks 
with those of sociologists, i.e., prescribing 
design solutions in the name of the people, 
is precisely the kind of misguided paternal
ism that resulted in the mistakes of the past 
when entire communities were devastated 
by "renewal." 

What indeed is required is the input into 
design programs, especially at the commu
nity level, of professional sociologists and 
better yet, the people themselves. The ar
chitect should be a highly competent pro
fessional whose prime contribution is to 
sensitively translate the wishes of the 
people and their advocates into imagina
tive reality. 

It is for this reason that the PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE jury selected, among a varie
ty of awards, the making of a neighbor-

hood map so large that the people them
selves could walk on it , and thereby partici
pate in the definition of its needs. Had the 
designers of this ingenious com mu
nications device thought they were sociol
ogists as well, there would have been no 
need to invent this instrument for listening 
to what the people have to say. 

It is therefore out of profound respect for 
the depth of social problems that the com
ments you quoted do in their ful l published 
context show that the architect as repre
sented by the jury is ready to listen to the 
people rather than posing as a pseudo-ex
pert telling them how to live. 

Clearly, the jury sought to reward ex
cellence in the context of the given prob
lem, including the awards given to several 
projects of social use. The jury avoided 
fashionable postu ring, including the con
descending attitude that the poor don 't de
serve excellence, but only cut-rate archi
tecture as long as it is " socially significant." 
Ulrich Franzen 
Ulrich Franzen & Associates Architects 

Dear Editor: Your Awards Dinner was a 
great success acco rding to reports from 
Clark Neuringer. I' ll be forever sorry that I 
couldn't come. 

The open-mindedness of this year's jury 
is staggering . I'm reminded of a remark 
Dean Hunt made at PROGRESSIVE ARCHl
TECTURE 'S 1959or1960 Awards functions: 
"As Adam and Eve were leaving the Gar
den of Eden, Adam said to Eve, 'I think 
we're going through a period of transi
tion' ." 
Ronald W. Haase AJA 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Editor: Thank you very much for the 
most enjoyable party at the Brown Palace 
Friday evening. I enjoyed the Awards Pro
gram and am honored that our firm re
ceived recognition from you . 
W.C. Muchow 

Denver, Colo. 

Appreciation 

Dear Editor: I wou ld like to express my ap
preciation for your very fine coverage of 
the Jacksonville Children 's Museum in 
your November 1970 issue. Your recogni
tion of this project has been most grat
ifying not only to my office from the archi
tectural standpoint, but also to the many 
c itizens of Jacksonville whose undivided 
efforts made this new institution possible. 
William Morgan, AJA 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
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Excitement for all seasons is planned in Kansas City. In 
reinforced concrete. This new Jackson County sports com
plex, created by architect Charles Deaton . is a spectacular 
for spectators inside and out. Both stadiums offer every 
fan an unencumbered view of the action. Football stadium · 
seats 75,000. The baseball structure holds 45,000. The 
graceful sight lines and sculptured beauty of the Deaton 
design demonstrate why the trend to reinforced concrete 

grows bigger by the day. There's new utility, flexibility 
and economy in this medium. New design freedom. A 
greater opportunity to run with bold concepts and score. 
New high-st rength reinforcing steel is one of the reasons 
why. It offers 50% greater yield strength. Faster, more 
practical construction. Almost limitless design possibilities. 
New high-strength reinforcing steel makes everything your 
mind's eye can imagine build better in reinforced concrete. 

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE 

4•69 228 North LaSalle Street • Chicago, Illinois 60601 



Grade 60 Steel* offers new strength 
and economy in a one-grade package. 
Ultimate Strength Design (USD) utilizes 

• 

fully its 50% greater yield strength. 
Helps achieve slimmer columns. • 
Lowers over-all construction costs. 
Write for new Grade 60 Steel Brochure. 

*"Grade 60" the new term that describes ASTM specs 
for 60,000 psi reinforcing steel as upgraded in 1968. 
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eat pile resistance to them w1 
gr t construction of the proper 
carpe t type Hence U.S. Steel 
contrac • . 

1 
the 

is able to place direct y . on 
et without undercha1r pa~s, 

carp ' d of secretarial chairs thousan s . 
with standard casters now ID serv-
ice elsewhere. h "s 

Ga mar Co., Pittsbur~ ' I 

handlrng the installation, ~!th the 
Under the superv1S1on of crews 

fl for direct glue-down · to concrete sub- oor, fl u S Steel I · g adhesive . w 64- oor · · Installers app ym bl i'ute-backed carpets m ne installation of dou e 
Building, Pittsburgh. 

Don McGinn. He reports: "Pre
cutting for the large floor exp~n-

between trench headers, with 
ses . t t fit separate carpet strips ~u o . g 
the headers, is greatly mcreasm 

. "ty We foresee no our produchv1 • . 'ut 
roblems in pick-up with the J 

p d if 't becomes necess when an • . 
h underfloor sections. to reac . din a str 

jute backing is provi g . 
d "th minimum adhesive boo w1 d a 

cause it holds the com?oun tti 
absorbs it thoroughly right oncon
surface. Carpet edges are -
sistent in height, so we can butt 

fast with the result prac-seam • ,, 
tically invisible. 

Specifiers strongly favor double 
Jute-backed carpet glue-down 

Specify this system Where you couldn't specify carpet. For the reasons 
at the right. Pius aesthetics, sound absorption, low-cost maintenance, 

. f Floor Covering Weekly Reprinted rom 

employee morale, comfort uncterfoot, insulation. 

Double jute backing makes glue-down work. Retains adhesive for strong, 
permanent bond lo any subfloor or previously installed hard flooriOQ. 
Provides the necessary dimOnsional stability. Specify both Jute primary 
and secondary backing in tutted carpets, because their compatibility protects against delamination. 

JUTE CARPET BACKING COUNCIL, INC. 25 ••oodwoy • Now York, N. Y. 10004 
Am"'"" lociO"h". loo . • BMT CommOdlly coo, .• C. G. '"dlog Coco .• Doi" loiom,;100,; Co;o ' 
Doooord & Priicherd Co .. Lid. • A. do Swoeo loe • Robori F. F.;;,,.li lok & Co . • G111.,,;, & Co. ol 
N. Y, loo. • "'°'°" & Orih. loc. • 0. G. loo" Coco. · Jo" lodo"''"· Lid. • Loo Mollm Co. •Pok-Am 
loe. • Wllllom E. Pock & Co. ol N. Y., loc . • A. L Prlich"d & Co • "'""'" Spioolog Mill' • Sioio, Hall & Co, Inc. • White Lamb Finlay Inc. • Willcox Enterprises. Inc. · 
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LOWER INITIAL COST-less than identical 
carpet plus separate underlayment, or foam 
or rubber backed carpet with equal pile 
specifications. 

CLEAN PICK-UP FROM FLOOR - carpet 
can be lifted to reach trench headers, intact 
for re-installation anywhere. 

EASY WHEEL, CASTER MOBILITY - with 
standard contract pile construction, no 
mushiness to bog down carts, mobile 
equipment, secretarial chairs. 

HELP IN MEETING FIRE SAFETY CODES 
- provided the carpet is otherwise qualified. 



PHOTO: Memorial Art Gallery of the University of Rochester, Rochester, New York. Waasdorp Northrup and Kaelber, Architects, Rochester, New York. 

Where should the door closer be placed? 

LCN's complete line permits you and your Hardware Consultant to situate 

door closers where they can do the most for the looks and efficiency of 

the building as a whole. An excellent closer site (and one often overlooked) 

is within the top rail of the door itself. These closers offer superb control, 

simple installation, and a neat and uncluttered look. Consider them on your 

next specification. LCN Closers, Princeton, Illinois 61356. 
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Column showers that serve up to 6 people 

with one set of plumbing connections. 

Multi-Stall units for privacy at low cost. 

Modesty-Module® showers with dressing 

rooms . Econo-Wall, Panelon® and single 

person wall and corner showers. Bradley 

offers you the widest choice of models 

for maximum flexibility . 

~radley showers cut installation costs 

and time. Save space and money after 

installation because they serve more 

people in less space than ordinary 

showers. Vandal-proof and built 

for years of rough use. 

Bradley showers . . . they're beauties 

when it comes to serving crowds 

of people the fast and easy way. 

See your Bradley washroom systems 

specialist. And write for latest 

literature. Bradley Washfountain Co., 

9109 Fountain Boulevard, 

Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051. 

m re bright: 
ideas from 
e Bradley 

Leader in Washroom Fixtures and Accessories. 
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Client: State of Missouri, Warren E. Hearnes , Governor • John D. Paulus, AIA, Director of Planning and Construction, Missouri State Board of Pub lic Buildings 
• Governor, Warren E. Hearnes • Lt. Governor, William S. Morris • Attorney General, John C. Dantorth Architect: Richard P. Schneider, St. Louis . Missouri 
General Contractor: E. G. Linhardt, Jefferson City, Missouri Lead Sub-contractor: Larry Goad & Company, St. Louis, Missouri 

Lead Plugs the Forty-Year Leak 
For the past forty years the graceful oval pool on 
the grounds of the Missouri State Capitol Building 
has leaked. All attempts to stop it wi th tar and paint 
and other things have failed. An 8-lb. (1/e" thick) 
sheet lead lining finally turned the t rick. 

A prior, high ly successful application of lead as 
the waterproofing membrane for the steps of the 
Missouri State Capitol Building pointed to its selec
tion for waterproofing the pool as well. Waterproof
ing of the State Capitol steps (part of an overall 
Capitol Restoration Program) was done in order to 
gain use for offices and storage of the vast space 
underneath the staircases. While the antimonial 
sheet lead was used to keep water out of the area 

under the Capitol steps, it was used to keep water 
in the newly lined pool. 

In addition to lead's impermeability, the ease with 
which it can be worked made it a natural for the 
complicated design of the pool. Welding was a 
relatively simple matter and the lead was easily 
carried up over the drains, overflows and pipe pene
trations. The end result: a handsome, exposed 
waterproofing membrane that works very success
fully. 

For information on lead as a waterproofing agent 
and detailed specifications, write Lead Industries 
Association, Inc., Dept. M-3, 292 Madison Avenue, 
New York, New York 10017. 

Lead Industries Association, Inc. 
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Single 
source 
respo 

1. 

Typical designs and occupancies: 1. The 62 ,000 square foot laminating plant of 
Pi oneer Plastics Corporation. 2. Beck/ Arnley Corporation of California, distribu tor of 
auto parts. Both designed by Fiel d and Si lverman, A.I.A., Beverly Hill s, Cali fornia . 
3. Under Sea Industries , 35,000 square feet, a manufacturer of sea diving equipment. 
Designed by Latt, Jackson & Associates, Inc., Austin W. Daly, A. I.A., Los Angeles. 
Developer Boise Cascade Build ing Company, Gardena, California. Air Conditioning 
contractor, Landmark Heating & Air Cond itioning, Torrance, California. 3. 

One manufacturer, Lennox, is responsible 
for the HV AC equipment and controls 
in this 800-acre industrial park. It's the 
Dominguez Industrial Park, adjoining 
Los Angeles . A Boise Cascade 
development, centered in a 2000 acre 
industrial complex. Buildings like these, 
for light manufacturing or service 
companies, are custom designed, and 
available for purchase or lease. 

(continued overleaf ... ) 



continued ... 

single source responsibility: the Lennox concept 

Tri-Lite Manufacturing Company, 
Inc., manufacturer of light fixtures , 
occupies this 24,000 square foot 
building. Architect: Latt, Jackson 
and Associates, Los Angeles. 
Located in Broadway-Rosecrans 
Industrial Park. 

Innovative design themes , creative 
landscaping and wide traffic 
arteries add to the park feeling. 
Special zoning plans keep 
compatible industries adjacent to 
one another. Sites range from 
one acre up. 

T he developers have 
standardized on Lennox Air 
Conditioning and Heating, and 
one contractor, Landmark 
Heating & Air Conditioning 
Company of Torrance , and one 
source for the service contract, 
also provided by Landmark. 

This standardization offers 
Boise Cascade important benefits . 
Design and purchasing time is 
reduced. Because the system is fully 
packaged, the cost of purchase is 
predictable. On-site labor is 
minimal. Service contracts fix the 
cost of owning. A full range of 
equipment is offered. Functional 
capabilities are known. It is easy to 
integrate Lennox systems into any 
plans , for any type of occupancy. 

Sleek, low-profile silhouettes 
preserve the esthetics of the 
development. 

Because Lennox systems are 
modular, principally rooftop, they 
pose no problems for expansion. 
New units can be added as a 
building grows . Walls can be moved 
or added as the owner adjusts to 
change. Single and multizone units 
provide precisely needed 
environments for different 
occupancies . .. offices, production 
or warehousing . 

If you are planning a 
development, consider the esthetics, 
the comfort, the economies, the 
performance of Lennox Air 
Conditioning and Heating . Write 
Lennox Indust ries Inc ., 983 South 
12th A venue, Marshalltown, 
Iowa 50 158. 

LENNOX 
...................... ~07 
A I R CONDITIONING• HEATING 
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Aeria l view of 800 ac re Doming ues Indu strial Park, 
Los Ange les. At present stage of development , 
there are 225 Lennox gas-elec tri c air conditioning, 
heating, ventilating units installed on rooftops. 

Lennox air cond itioning, heat ing and ventilating 
un its are completely factory-assembled, wired and 
tested. Choice of: gas, oil, electric or hot water heat 
with up to 33 tons DX coo ling. They are shipped 
ready to lower onto a Lennox roof mou nting frame. 
Optional Power Saver1" cools with outside ai r when 
tempe ratures are under 70°F. 



NEW l.B.E.W. OFFICE BUILDING localed In Allenle 
adjacent lo Iha city's Sports Stadium. 
Building owner: International Brotherhood Electrical Workera. 
Architects-Engineers : Stevens I Wilkinson, Atlanta 
General Contractor: H. W. Ivey Conalructlon Company, Atlanta 
Window-well Fabricator: Soulhern GF Company, Atlanta 

Another concrete example of 

Anianc~Nan ® 

porcelain-on-steel compatibility 
Striking color accent was achieved for Atlanta's new 
l.B.E.W. Building with AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel 
insulated panels. Specifically selected were AllianceWall 
earthen tone, matte finish, Terra Cal colors which combined 
perfectly with the pre-cast concrete to create a structure 
of unusual beauty and durability. 

Today AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel panels are available 
in virtually any color giving imaginative architects a valuable 
new dimension in design. These remarkable panels require 
practically no maintenance. Their smooth, non-porous 
surface will not retain dirt, grease or stains. Colors stay 
bright and new looking without fading or appearing to age. 

For complete information including specifications check 
Sweet's File or write to: AllianceWall Corporation 

P. 0. Box 247 
Alliance, Ohio 44601 
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a Design award winners celebrate in Denver 

Denver during the stockmen's show is a sea of cowboy hats, 
which made it easy to spot the architects and guests who had 
gathered at the Brown Palace Hotel for the 18th Annual PI A 
Design Awards presentation . They were the only folks in 
town, it seemed, who weren't wearing western gear. 

The lack of pretense that marked the award winning proj
ects was echoed in the informal awards ceremonies. After a 
congenial cocktai l hour outside the hotel ballroom, the 150 
dinner guests sat down to enjoy a slide show of the winn ing 
designs by PI A editor Forrest Wilson and associate editor Da
vid Morton . Presentation of certificates followed a hearty 
roast beef dinner, and the presentation was followed by 
James Marston Fitch, who explained why photographs don't 
tell the whole story of a building. 

Most of us see architecture through photos, he pointed out; 
his point was that photos only show a building from one of an 
infinite number of vantage points and at one of an infinite 
number of times. They show nothing, he said, of how a build
ing really meets, or doesn't meet, the needs of its users. 

The top award, as any who read the January PI A know, 
went to the Denver architectural firm of Muchow Associates, 
for a vacation house designed by George Hoover for a snow 
covered slope in Sun Valley, Idaho. The model of the house 
was on hand, and so were the clients, who seemed a trifle 
overwhelmed by the attention their retreat was getting. 

Guests for the evening included Denver' s Deputy Mayor 
Richard Shannon and Mrs. Shannon; John Anderson, the 
president of the Colorado State Society of Architects and 
other local and state officers. In describing the winning proj
ects, Forrest Wilson noted that he was presenting them with~ 
out the jury comments. Those, he said, were included in the 
January issue of PI A, which was to be distributed at the end 
of the evening "in a plain brown wrapper." 

Systems conference will look at actual problem 

A systems building conference with a difference is planned 
for April at the University of Wisconsin . The program, orga
nized by Joseph C. White and Douglas C. Rhyn, will have par
ticipants solving an actual design problem . PI A Editor Forrest 
[continued on page 34] 
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1. Scholar's library and librarian's school are combined in Uni
versity of Toronto Research Library and School of Library Sci
ence . Library wi ll accommodate 6000 researchers in humanities 
and social sciences. School of Library Science is smaller bui ld
ing to right of main bui lding; bui lding to left is rare book library. 
Triangular plan was chosen for 14-story building because it gave 
more perimeter (for offices , carrels) than square of same area, 
gave equal emphasis to all sides and reduced visible mass of 
building . Mathers and Haldenby are architects ; Warner Burns 
Toan and Lunde are design consultants . Engineers are: C.D. 
Carruthers and Wall ace Consultants Ltd. (s) and H.H. Angus and 
Associates Ltd . (m,e). 

2. Central lobby and counci l chamber are surrounded by 
offices in one story Upper Arlington , Ohio, Municipal Services 
Center designed by Schooley Cornelius Associates. Lobby is ad
jacent to all departments and acts as overflow space for 200 seat 
council chamber. Exteri or materials wi ll be limestone, textured 
concrete and copper. Parking areas holding 143 cars are to be 
screened by landscaping. (Photo: Dept. of Photography, Ohio 
State University .) 

3. High rise municipal building is proposed for Bloomington, 
Minn. in civic center master plan by Hammel Green and Abra
hamson , Inc. Tower would be partially surrounded by plaza 
bounded by museum, theater and other civic buildings, including 
exist ing junior college and community ice center. 

4. Addition to Houston's Museum of Fine Arts wi ll double 
space and give new main entrance at street level. Designed by 
Mies van der Rohe short ly before his death in 1969 , new wing 
will provide large new gallery above street level offices , library, 
members room and shop. Auditorium and storage space wil l be 
on lower level. 

5. Central spine houses student laboratories, wings house ba
sic and clinical labs, lecture theaters and 450 bed teach ing hos
pital in design by Campbell Aldrich and Nulty for University of 
Massachusetts Medical School at Worcester . Building is roughly 
H-shaped, with vertical transportation in cores where spine and 
wings join. Exterior is granite with gray glass, except for central 
portion which is dark anodized aluminum and gray glass match
ing skin of power plant bu ilding (P I A Feb. 71, p 29). Ellerbe , Inc. 
were consu ltants on project; engineers are: LeMessurier Associ
ates (s), Francis Associates (m, e). (Photo: William Gerold) 

6. High rise dorms at University of Delaware are being bui lt 
with completely precast concrete wall and floo r-ceiling unit sys
tem . Structures wi ll be erected in 20 weeks, regardless of weath
er. Charles Luckman Associates is architect , Ogden Devel
opment Corp. is developer; housing will be privately run. Towers 
wi ll offer 255 one-bed room apartments and 197 two-bedroom 
units. Adjoining commons bu ilding wi ll house lounge, study and 
rec reational faci lities . 

7. Total community involvement is goal of Mount Hope A.M.E. 
Zion Church , White Plains, N.Y. Designed by George van Geld
ern, church includes day center , street level row of shops, sec
ond floor professional offices, th ird floor commun ity rooms and 
church offices and ch urch on fourth floor. Steel structural frame 
supports exterior skin and roof of copper al loy. 
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Now you can have 
a warm-toned, light- and 
heat-reflective glass 
that doesn't cost a lot. 
Solarcool Bronze Glass is a new 
light- and heat-reflective glass from 
PPG. It can bring a unique beauty 
and warm-toned reflectivity to any 
building facade. 

Solarcool Bronze Glass is coated 
on the outdoor surface with a per
manent. durable, metallic oxide 
which transmits approximately 39% 
of daylight incident light and re
flects approximately 35%. It helps 

... 

increase occupant comfort, because 
solar brightness is reduced. 

Solarcool Bronze Glass is mod
erately priced, yet its performance 
can reduce mechanical equipment 
requirements. Operating costs may 
also be significantly reduced. 

Solarcool Bronze Glass is the only 
single-glazed, annealed, light- and 
heat-reflective product available 
today. It can a Isa be heat strength
ened and tempered. Only PPG has it. 

Solarcool Bronze Glass is the 
newest addit ion to PPG's family of 
Environmental Glasses. Look into it. 
Or see us about one of the others. 
early in the design stages . There's a 
PPG Environmental Glass that can 

meet any esthetic consideration, 
solve any environmental problem, 
and provide a solid return on in
vestment in your next bui lding. 
Write PPG INDUSTRIES, Inc .• 
One Gateway Center. Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 15222. 

PPG: a Concern for the Future 

Below: The Southern Yacht Club on Lake 
Pontchartrain, in New Orleans . Curtis & 
Davis, Architects, spec ified Solarcool 
Bronze Glass on a test basis two years ago. 
The results: an open view of the lake; 
greater occupant comfort ; a beautifu l, 
reflective facade . 
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News report continued from page 29 

Wilson will be the keynote speaker and problem evaluator. 
Participants in the program will be asked to solve a typical 

space planning problem with the normal program constraints; 
an abstract "kit of parts" will be provided fo r them. Cost and 
time objectives will have to be met, in addition to the basic 
space requirements. 

White and Rhyn are principals of SYNCON, a Milwaukee or
ganization active in the development of building systems. The 
conference is to be given by the University of Wisconsin Ex
tension ; further information on " Systems Generating Sys
tems" is available from Raymond C. Matul ionis, Program Di
rector, University Extension, The University of Wisconsin, De
partment of Engineeri ng , 432 North Lake St., Madison, Wisc. 

John Gardner to speak at AIA Convention 

Former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, John W. 
Gardner, will address one of the three theme sessions of the 
1971 AIA Convention in Detroit. Gardner, now chairman of 
Common Cause, a c itizens ' lobby group, will discuss how na
tional resources can be applied to meet basic human needs. 

Earthquake damage shows up faults in building codes 

Some high-rise buildings in San Francisco, Los Angeles and 
other western cities could collapse in a great earthquake, 
warns a San Francisco structural engineer. The problem, ac
cording to Karl V. Steinbrugge, is that building code require
ments for design of earthquake resistant high-rise structures 
haven't kept up with changing construction practices. So , he 
says, it is possible to design an extremely hazardous structure 
that meets legal req ui rements. 

Steinbrugge's warn ing was contained in a report to the Na
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrat ion based on the 
study of earthquake damage during quakes in Santa Rosa, 
Calif . in October 1969. No lives were lost, but property dam
age was put at $7.25 million , with some 50 buildings damaged 
beyond repair . Among the damaged buildings was the So
noma County Social Service Build ing, bui lt in 1966 and de
signed as an earthquake-resistive building . Damage to it was 
greater "than expected in what is considered to be, at worst, 
a moderate earthquake," according to the study. Practical ly 
every reinforced concrete colum n cracked, the report 
states, and several exterior beams cracked on the main floor. 

The report also pointed up another problem for high-rise 
structures-the possibility that stai rs might shatter , endan
gering lives and hampering rescue operations. The possibility 
occl!rs because stairs are allowed to act as weak diagonal 
braces between floors, the report says. 

What it all boils down to is that changed practices in con
struction can lead to unsafe build ings if the designer lacks 
"experienced judgment. " A designer could fol low the codes 
to the letter, but without that experienced judgment in extra
polating code values to new types of structu res, he could "in
advertantly design a collapse-hazard structure which is legal
ly safe," the report says. It goes on to add that collapse is 
more probable today than it was years ago, before " changed 
practices had reduced a structure's uncounted strengths." 
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A critical re-exam ination of the judgment factors behind 
seismic codes is needed, the report concludes, particularly 
where high-rise construction is concerned . Structural steel as 
well as reinforced concrete structures should be re-exam
ined, it said, plus shear wall buildings as well as frame-action 
buildings. 

Computer and scale models aid pollution studies 

Seven months into a two-year, $80,000 study, three Univer
sity of Utah professors have developed a computer model 
for air pollution patterns in the Salt Lake Valley, and an ac
companying scale model to duplicate the real thing . The 
professors, Dr. Harold R. Jacobs, Dr. S.K. Kao and Dr. Po
Cheng Chang (mechanical engineering, meterology and civil 
engineering respectively) feel that their models will let them 
project pollution patterns for any part of the country. 

Both models incorporate all of the region 's topographic 
and atmospheric characteristics. But where the computer 
model works mathematically, the scale model works physi
cally . It is equipped with a network of tiny pipes that spew 
pollutants in proper quantities and at proper places to simu
late air pollution in the valley. Wind speed and di rection can 
be simulated in a wind tunnel. 

Sponsored by the U.S. Public Health Service, the study is 
expected to provide tools fo r spotting areas vulnerable to air 
pollution . In that way, the professors feel , industrial and pop
ulation growth could be channeled to do the least damage 
to the air. 

East Orange school to be designed by community 

East Orange, N.J. has been looking at new ideas in educa
tion for some years now, first with a plan to put all the city 

schools on one central campus, and now with a program 
aimed at centering sixth- to eighth-grade teaching on the 
needs of the students and of the community . To bring 
school and community together, the school board and its ar
chitects, UNIPLAN, have set up a school planning center in a 
vacant store on the town's main street. 

Personnel from UNIPLAN will staff the office, with the help 
of community residents; included on the staff will be some 
present or former students of the East Orange schools. The 
Center hopes to draw the people into the design and make 
them equal partners in the process and to assure that the 
community's physical needs will be met. It will be more than 
just a community liaison office, however; regular office hours 
will be kept and the actual designs for the new school will be 
developed right there, with the public watching and helping . 

Tulsa architectural firm talks up the environment 

With a program of 80 slides and a live commentary, Murray 
Jones Murray, a Tulsa architecture, engineering and planning 
firm, has been spreading the environmental gospel to local 
civic groups. The firm has prepared three different programs 
during the past few years. 

At the end of the discussion, after the slide talk , the firm 
hands out a small folder titled 'Seventy Possibilities.' The pos
sibilities are really recommendations fo r action-positive, 
[continued on page 36] 
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negative, constructive, preservative, large scale and small. 
Some samples: "Push for the recreational development of riv
ers and streamways .. . replace American elms ... check sub
urban sprawl ... strengthen community centers so that educa
tion and the arts are provided at the neighborhood level ... 
seek authenticity in all things ... make a park in a vacant lot ... 
walk more ... be sensitive to the things and people around 
you." 

b Eames-designed exhibit traces computer history 

A century of computing techniques is on display at the IBM 
Building in New York City. Designed by Charles Eames, the 
exhibit is really a large assemblage of original documents and 
mach ines dating back to the 1890s. A large part of the mate
rial was retrieved from basements and attics of the inventors 
or their families; the rest had been collected by Eames over 
the past 20 years. 

Historical material is shown as a three-d imensional collage 
along one wall of the exhibit space, putting material in its 
proper historical context. The exhibit also includes a 10-
minute color film by Eames. Set to rock music, it shows the 
workings of a computer and its programmers. For those who 
are satisfied only with the real thing, there are four computer 
terminals on which visitors can play 20 Questions. 

Boston studying moving walks 

Three design concepts for moving walk systems are being 
looked at by the Boston Redevelopment Authority. Developed 
by Jackson and Moreland Division of United Engineers and 
Constructors, Inc. after a year of studying existing systems, 
the three new systems offer a solution to one of the largest 
drawbacks of moving walkways-speed, or rather, the lack of 
it. A prototype, using one of the three ideas, is proposed for 
an enclosed .concourse in downtown Boston . 

The walks recommended by the engineers consist of a 
series of consecutive conveyor belts of increasing length. Belt 
speeds increase from one end toward a long center belt, 
which moves at the fastest speed; speeds decrease toward 
the other end. Passengers are able to accelerate and deceler
ate gradually and safely. A set of two belts, moving in oppo
site directions, wou ld make up the complete installation. 

The other moving walk concepts developed by Jackson 
and Moreland involve a walk moving at a constant speed 
combined with oscillating aprons that move passengers on 
and off the walks. The basic arrangement is an elastic apron 
made up of ribs that move up and forward, then down and 
back; it accelerates the passenger from standing still to the 
speed of the moving walk. One arrangement takes passen
gers on at the end and moves them to the end of the main 
belt, the other works from the side. 

c Breuer's addition to Cleveland Museum opens 

Stripes of light and dark gray granite are probably the most 
immediately noticeable feature of Marcel Breuer and Associ
ates' addition to the Cleveland Museum of Art, wh ich opened 
its doors last month. The $10 million, 3-story addition gives 
the museum a new main entrance and provides 11,000 sq ft of 
gallery space, including a ground floor gal lery 90' x 86', en-
[ continued on page 38] 
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5300 Antique Laurel 

Even if you only want white 
yo,~w~,~~uld ~ a,.~~~~ce . 

When General Electric Textolite® 
offers you wh ite we offer you as 
many varieties as we think we 
can make outstanding and beau
tifu l. Which is how we approach 
our entire line. We feel the least 
we can do for you is more than 
anyone else will do for you . That's 
ou r obl igation as the design 
leader in the laminate field. 

Whether it's a world of one-of
a-kind wh ites, a rainbow of solids, 
a forest of beaut iful woodgrain 
patterns or exciting abstracts, 
Textolite knows the way to give 
you the one perfect laminate is 
to give you more than 120 that 
are perfect. And you can see 
them all by sending for our full 
line cata log . 

5400 Wh ite Paisley 

General Electric Company 
Laminated Products Dept. 
Coshocton, Ohio 43182 
Gentlemen: 
D Send full-line catalog. 
D Sendcompleteset ofsamples . 
D Have your salesman call. 
Name 

Firm 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Position 

TEXTOLITE® 
DECORATIVE SURFACING 

GENERAL.ELECTRIC 

1480 White PA-1 
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ti rely free of co lumns; another gallery is on the second 

floor. 
The building houses the museum's Art History and Educa

tion Departments, Music Division and the Extension Exhibi
tion Department. Among its facil ities are a 750-seat audito
rium, lecture and recital halls, classrooms, offices and fi lm 
and audiovisual facilities. Windowless exterior walls provide 
continuous walls for exhibitions and allow complete control of 
lighting. Spaces requiring natural light are grouped around 
two glass walled in terior courts. 

d Louis Kahn to receive AIA Gold Medal 

e 

The AIA's Gold Medal for 1971 will be presented to Louis I. 
Kahn at the convention in Detroit in June. Besides main
taining his practice in Philadelphia, Kahn is a professor at 
the University of Pennsylvania. 

Chicago Chapter AIA moves to historic house 

Chicago's AIA chapter will move to a new home this spring-a 
new home that is 85 years old. The new chapter offices will be 
in the Glessner House, designed by Henry Hobson Richard
son in 1885 and named a landmark in 1970. 

The house is owned by the Chicago School of Architecture 
Foundation , wh ich hopes to turn the Victorian landmark into 
an architecture and conference center. Restored rooms wi ll 
be open to the public, some 5000 sq ft will be used for offices 
(the AIA Chapter, and the Foundation, as well as others) and 
conference areas will be developed for use by a variety of 
groups. The house is the last remaining Richardson building 
in the c ity. 

Plastics to play larger role in industrialized building 

The present use of plastics in industrialized housing and the 
prospects for the future are outlined in a 152-page study by 
plastics consultants DeBell & Richardson, Inc. The report 
looks at wall structures, inter ior and exterior wall coverings, 
vinyl veneers and decorative laminates, flooring, insulation 
and vapor barriers and a host of plastic components. Major 
mobile and modu lar housing manufacturers are surveyed, 
and codes, regulat ions and costs are reviewed . 

The report carries a $600 price tag, but De Bell & Richard
son have released a few sample conclusions: (1) Modular 
housing is here to stay; present output is around 20,000 
units a year, will grow about 40 percent through 1980. (2) 
Plastics will generally see more use in on-site construction. 
(3) Plastic components will play a larger part in future modu
lar construction. ( 4) Of 14 application areas studied, the 
most significant plastics developments are cropping up in 
bathrooms, wall structures and pipe. 

Cultural center will be NYC's largest space 

There is no specific site as yet, but the Lower Manhattan Cul 
tural Center and its architects, Kahn and Jacobs, have some 
specific ideas about their project. It will be, acco rding to the 
architects , the "most glorious and largest single space in 
New York." 

The project is seen as the hub of activities aimed at making 
[continued on page 43] 





CELOTEX: 
contributing to 
the progress of 
Man the Builder. 

Th.e history of shelter and 
construction is an unending search 
for new and improved ideas, 
materials and building methods. The e 
Celotex Corporation is proud to 
add its own history of pioneering 
achievements to the continuing 
development of better building. 

The Acropolis, Athens, Greece-409 B.C. 

Even today, after the ravages of time, 
and the cannons of a dozen wars, 
the ruins of the Erechtheum stand as the 
finest-known example of Ionic architecture 
-representing the enduring architectural 
heritage of ancient Greece. 

The painting: Cleophon, elected leader 
of the Athenians, oversees the construction 
of the Erechtheum with the architect Philocles. 
The Parthenon is seen in the background. 

This painting is one of three works 
in Set A of the Celotex Collection of paintings 
depicting major events in the history of 
Man the Builder. For full color reproductions 

in 

2011xl6" suitable for framing, send $1.00 [ve 
for each set of 3 to: Historical Construction 
Paintings, Box 368A, Miami, Florida 33145. 
Important: please specify Set A, Set B, or Set C. 

Set A consists of: The Ise Shrine, Japan; 
The Erechtheum, Athens, Greece; 
Ollantaytambo, Peru. Set B: City of Uxmal, 
Mexico; The Bayon, Cambodia; Neolithic 
Shrine, Turkey . Set C: The Palace of Minos, 
Crete; The Step Pyramid, Egypt; Pueblo 
Bonito, Arizona. 
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lower Manhattan an around-the-clock community. It would 
provide a large space for exhibitions, shows and special 
events, plus an assortment of meeting rooms, libraries, gal
leries, restaurants and other facilities. The structure will be 
stee.1 and exposed concrete, sheathed in heat resistant 
reflective glass. Water will play a large part in the design ; an 
ideal site, according to the architects, would be on the edge of 
one of Lower Manhattan's landfill projects. There will be wa
terfront esplanades, ramps, lookouts and plazas, along with 
moorings for boats, including a pier for special exhibition 
boats. These boats, really barges, would be towed to other 
parts of metropolitan New York to extend the Center's activi
t ies up the Hudson and out the Long Island Sound. 

Unions active in San Francisco architectural circles 

Two reports from San Francisco point up the slowly but surely 
growing strength of unions in the drafting room. Architectural 
employees of the City and County have new tit les, the results 
of negotiation by the Professional and Technical Engineers 
Association. Junior Arch itectural Draftsmen and Architectural 
Draftsmen are now Architectural Assistants I and II; Senior 
Architectural Draftsmen and Architectu ral Associates are now 
Architectural Associates I and II. 

Meanwhile, in three of the city's architectural firms , the Or
ganization of Arch itectural Employees has been busy . OAE 
feels that it now has enough members in the firms of Wurster, 
Bernardi & Emmons, Hertzka, & Knowles and Howard Fried
man & Associates to hold elections; the group has petitioned 
the National Labor Relations Board, with the aim of becoming 
legal ly recognized as a bargaini r:-:.,,t;:igent. 

Federal contracts outlined at New Orleans meeting 

Some 800 arch itects and engineers gathered in New Orleans 
in January to get the latest word on Federal architectural and 
engineering contract procedures. A variety of government 
agencies was represented at the conference, which was 
sponsored by AIA, CEC and NSPE. 

In a discussion of Federal contracting procedures, Gilbert 
Cuneo urged that professionals know the regulations binding 
every agency contract and warned that they should make 
sure that everything desired is written into the documents. 
The Department of Defense , he noted, has adopted a "con
sequential damages" clause for faulty design, and other 
agencies will follow suit. Contracting by the book is a way of 
life, he told the audience (according to a report on the confer
ence prepared by Gaio Associates, Ltd. fo r its clients); but he 
also added that architects and engineers have certain rights 
that may be written into Federal contracts to nullify some gov
ernmental regulations. He emphasized that getting the rights 
written in is important: he warned against accepting the good 
word of any official because, he said , "there is usually some
one who can overrule him." 

GSA administrator Robert L. Kunzig started a panel discus
sion about his agency by announcing two major changes in 
construction work within the agency. GSA will now provide in
dividual project managers fo r each major job , and new con
struction contracts will be phased , he said . He also stated : " I 

want beautiful federal buildings . . . a high quality of de
sign .. . and recognition that time is money." 

Other members of Kunzig's panel elaborated on the gener
al theme. Arthur Sampson, Commissioner of the Publ ic Build
ing Service noted that an A-E selection board would be main
tained for all major work and that the design and construction 
division of GSA-PBS had been renamed Office of Construc
tion Management. Ray Nixon, Assistant Commissioner for Op
erational Planning , stressed the agencies' desire to protect 
the environment; all projects will be studied to determine their 
impact on the environment. In certain cases, he said, PBS 
would even consider redevelop ing adjacent areas if needed. 
More specifics came from Walter Meisen, Assistant Commis
sioner for Construction Management: $1 billion to be spent 
on construction annually; project reviews to be held in A-E 
offices, rather than PBS offices, to speed things up; only 12 
months, at the most, for design and contract documents 
-time really is money. 

Other agencies-Veterans Administration, Post Office, FAA, 
Commerce-outlined cu rrent procedures and programs. 
HUD's Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology, 
Harold Finger (he runs Operation Breakthrough) took the 
building trades to task for overly high wage settlements. If we 
are to meet our public housing goals, he said, the wage set
tlements must be rolled back. 

Calendar 

March 11-April 27. Counci l of Educational Facility Planners: 
eight regional workshops to be held across the country. 
March 22-25. Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc. 1971 
International Convention and Exposition , New York Hi lton 
and Coliseum , New York City. 
March 30-April 1. Second Annual GATE (Group to Advance 
Total Energy) Southwest Research Institute Engine Use Fo
rum, San Antonio , Tex. 
April 5-7. Portland Cement Associat ion, Advanced Seminar 
on Lightweight Concrete, PCA cam pus, Skokie, Ill. 
April 18-21. Seventh North American Conference on Campus 
Planning and College Building Design. University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Ill. 
May 10-13. Consulting Engineers Council / U.S. Annual Con
vention. Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, Fla. 
May 12-15. National Society of Interior Designers' 8th Nation
al Conference, Cleveland, Ohio . 
June 7-9. Construction Specifications' Institute, 15th Annual 
Convention and Exhibit, Anaheim, Calif. 
June 20-24. American Institute of Architects, 103rd Con
vention, Detroit, Mich . 
June 23-25. Third National Exposition of Contract Interior 
Furnishings (NEOCON) , The Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill. 
June 28-July 2. MIT Systems Building and Industrialization in 
the United States, Cambridge, Mass. 

Awards 

Ten winners, half Honor Awards and half Awards of Merit 
were named in the second annual Community and Junior 
College Design Awards program , sponsored by AIA, American 
Association of Junior Col leges and the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. Honor Awards go to: Caudill Rowlett 
[continued on page 44] 
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Scott and William Blurock & Partners (Cypress College Phase 
I, Cypress, Calif.); Hartman-Cox, Architects (Mount Vernon 
College Chapel, Washington, D.C.); Wolff Zimmer Gunsel 
Frasca Ritter (Portland Community College Phase I and II, 

Portland , Ore.); Celli-Flynn & Associates (Community College 
of Allegheny County, Boyce Campus, Monroeville, Pa.) and 
Caudill Rowlett Scott (Joliet Junior College, Joliet, 111.). 
Awards of Merit: Schaefer, Schirmer & Eflin (Allen County 
Community Junior College, Iola, Kans.); Jeppsen, Miller & 
Tobias and Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall (Linn-Ben
ton Community College, Albany, Ore.); Daniel, Mann, Johnson 
& Mendenhall and Phillip J. di Corcia (Manchester Commu
nity College, Manchester, Conn .); Kirk, Wallace, McKinley & 

Associates (Seattle Central Commun ity College, Seattle, 
Wash.); Tarapata-MacMahon-Paulsen Assoc. (Washtenaw 

Community College, Ann Arbor, Mich .). 

Washington report 
Budget, revenue sharing go to Congress 

The budget message sent to Capitol Hill at the end of January 
was harder to read than usual (and that's hard enough, con
sidering that the message is largely an 1100-page com
pendium of fine print listing every department and agency 
of the government and its proposed expenditures). 

The reason was that President Nixon presented his mes
sage on two levels: The $229 billion spending he proposes for 
the coming year , department-by-department and program-by
program; and also allowing for what will happen should Con
gress go along with his revenue sharing plan, under which 
states and localities wou ld get some of the money on a "no 
strings" (about $5 billion) and "few strings" (about $11 billion 
more) basis. The problem is that $11 billion is already com
mitted to various programs (like urban renewal) tucked away 
among the detailed departmental and agency budgets. 

Nevertheless, a look at the overall budget indicates-as ex
pected-few changes in Federal spending that are of direct 
concern to architects: An overall total of about $14 billion for 
all Federal construction work and assistance, with the few 
gains concentrated in ass istance to housing, and work to 

clean up and mainta.in the environment. 
Mr. Nixon 's optimism about revenue sharing, by the way, 

may not be as misguided as some stories from the Capitol 
may indicate: Despite obv ious congressional balking, there is 
already a strong groundswell of favor from harried mayors, 
governors and county officials and a considerable buildup of 
public acceptance. 

Although it has not been noted too strongly, there is a di
rect tie-in between revenue sharing and the President's pro
posal for merging seven cabinet departments into four orga
nized along lines of function-"human resources," "natural 
resources," etc .-and gobbling a swatch of other agencies 
(like General Services) into these overall departments. The 

tie- in: If more money is sent back to states and localities, with 
either minimal or no Federal strings, then the enormous bu
reaucracy in Wash ington that spends most of its time telling 
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others what to do and checking fo r errors or fraud can be re

duced as well. 
This will be the main sticking point in Congress. Involved 

are more than a million jobs in the seven departments, and a 
lot of congressional power and pat ronage through the numer
ous committees that oversee these departments . There's an
other point: Washington can't really believe that anyone else 

is honest enough,. or knows enough, to adm inister anything. 

Architect named Capitol architect 

At least part of the long controversy over the office of Archi
tect of the Capitol may be quieted, with the appointment of a 
practicing architect (and an AIA vice-president) to the post. 
George M. White, newly named to the $38,000-a-year, lifetime 
post, operates his own architectural firm in Cleveland (spe
cializing in commerc ial and industrial work) and lectures on 
architecture at Case Western Reserve. 

The first practitioner of the art to hold the Capitol post since 
1865, White actually holds civil engineering (bachelor and 

master) degrees from MIT, as well as business and law de
grees. His appointment ends a 23-year running battle be
tween the late J. George Stewart (who was a construction ex

ecutive and ex-Cong ressman) and Congress-largely 
centered on the fact that Stewart was not an architect. 

It should be remembered, however, that very few of the 
2400-odd persons who work for the Architect of the Capitol 
have anything remotely to do with architectu_re-most of them 
are concerned with maintaining the buildings on Capitol Hill, 
operating restaurants and cafeterias, running heating and 

lighting systems and the like. It has often been suggested
not in fun-that the t itle might well be changed to "Cus
todian of the Capito l." Nevertheless, the Architect, in 
concert with House and Seo::1... te leaders, has much to do with 
selection of architects and engineers who do actual design 
work on Hill buildings. 

President seeks answers on construction wages, prices 

The White House openly called the wage-price spiral in the 

construction industry a "crisis, " in asking the Construction 
Industry Collective Bargaining Commission to reach some 
sort of an answer by mid-February. Although the Adminis
tration was careful to insist it wasn 't threatening anything, 
branding the situation a crisis opens up a lot of powers to the 
President, if the industry doesn't get into line. Behind the ur
gency were some solid facts, among them this: official goal 
for housing starts this year is now 1.7 million units. But HUD 
Secretary George Romney recent ly opined that that figure 
could "easily" top 2 million-if costs and labor conditions 
were stabilized. 

There was other activity as well both on legislative and pri

vate levels, among professionals: A bill to increase per-diem 
allowances for professionals (which died in the last Congress) 
will be re-introduced; long-dormant efforts to merge three 
consulting engineering groups (Consulting Engineers Coun
cil, American Institute of Consulting Engineers, Professional 
Engineers in Private Practice) suddenly came to life, with a 

proposal to be submitted in mid-year; and 15 organizations 
(including NSPE, AIA and others) formed the "Council for Ad
vancement of Construction Technology"-principally to com
bat labor boycotts o f materials and methods. [E .E. Halmos] 



Plexiglas® 
Keeps the Sun 
in its 
plilEe .., __ ~-;~ ..., 

To have the sun's li ght and 
warmth on your terms, you 
need control. The best control 
is easy with transparent gray 
and bronze Plexiglas acrylic 
plastic-the "Solar Control 
Series" . 

There are five densit ies of 
both transparent gray and 
bronze Plexiglas to prov ide a 
scale of visible light and solar 
heat transmittance values. This 
range of transmittance values 
permits you to select the 
density of Plexiglas which most 
effectively satisfies the inter
re lated requirements for ade
quate illumination and control 
of glare and solar heat gain. 

Besides effectively control
ling the sun, Plexiglas offers 

light weight; high breakage re
sistance; economical form
ab ili ty; and freedom from 
thermal shock cracking. Plexi
glas is a slow burning plastic 
that is widely approved under 
local building codes. 

You can use the Plexiglas 
acrylic sheet "Solar Control 
Series" for window glazing , flat 
or formed sunscreens, and 
formed skylights and dome 
enclosures. 

ROHM SJ 
iHAAS~ 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19105 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 369 

Rohm and Haas Co. 
Independence Mall West 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. Alt: R. Rorke , PA-71 
Check Information desired: 
o Solar Control with Plexiglas 
o Sunscreen Design Data 
o Standard Residential Skylights 
o Window Glazing with Plexiglas 

NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

PLEXIGLAS is a trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off . 
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Office planning going up. Prepainted welded steel tubing 
joins the walls and built- ins of these free-standing office mod
ules that take height into office planning and offer privacy with
out isolation . Designed to accommodate varied overhead 

built-ins, modules of %"-thick solid core panels have vinyl 
laminated faces and a series of built-in components, furnish
ings and fixtures al l said to be easily and inexpensively dis
mantled and re-erected . Steel tubi ng: Hofmann Industries. 
Apton office modules: Dexion . 
Circle 101 on reader service card 

Popular prices. Desks, credenzas, conference tables and 
seating for the office come with a wide choice of design al
ternatives including oak or walnut woods, wood or metal legs 
and many fabrics and vinyls . Upholstered portions of chairs 
are easily removed. Hardwood House. 
Circle 102 on reader service card 

Fabrics. Collection of upholstery, drapery and casement fab
rics for the contract and interior design fields includes im
ported wool designs by Suzanne Huguenin, wool blends by 
Richard Wagner and verel and velvet prints and earth tones 
by Yoshiko Kogo . Custom colors available as well as stock 
colors and patterns. Schumacher. 
Circle 103 on reader service card 

Data secretary. Th is editing typewriter consists of an electric 
typewriter and deskside console which stores, corrects and 
automatically produ ces typewritten material with magnetic 
tape or card storage devices. The manufacturer claims it is 
priced lower than other such equipment due to a digital sys
tems approach . Redactron Corp. 
Circle 104 on reader service card 

Solve. Flexib le modular office furn iture designed to bear
ranged in an almost unfi mited number of different config
urations; can be stacked and arranged to fit any existing floor 
area. Included are storage units and desks with such features 
as open-top files, desk-top work organizers, built-in phone 
unit. Flat sliced whi te oak with simulated oil finish: optional 
plastic laminate tops. Leigh-Leopold Furniture Co . 
Circle 105 on reader service card 

Variable air volume. With VariTrane, a single duct variable vol
ume system, only the quantity of conditioned air necessary to 
balance heat gain is provided to each space. According to the 
manufacturer, there are excellent cost advantages since the 
total capacity of the central fan and refrigeration systems can 
be substant ially red uced . Slot-type high induction ratio 
diffusers (the Coanda effect) are capable of handling a wide 
variat ion in air flow. High and low velocity units available. The 
Trane Co. 
Circle 106 on reader service card 

c Interchange. A new li ne of wood office furn iture is made to 
accommodate interch angeable parts. Panels are joined to a 
structural steel frame with metal brackets and screws. Desks 
can be converted easily to sing le or double pedestal or right
er left-hand L-shaped models. Marble/ Imperial Furniture Co. 
Circle 107 on reader service card 

[continued on page 54] 



II THERMAFIBER: the extra-dense 
sound attenuation blanket, 

assures 
comfort and 

acoustical 
• privacy. 

THERMAFIBER SOUND ATTENUATION 
BLANKETS 

Blanket 
Thickness 

Inches 

No insulation 
1 
11/2 
2 

Density 
pd 

0 
4 
3 
2.5 

Acoustical 
Impedance 
(Frequency, 

1000 Hz) 
Ray ls 

0 
725 
450 
360 

The most effective sound-control partitions rely 
on sound attenuation blankets for efficiency. 
Performance of the partitions is based on the 
blanket's acoustical impedance. t 

Extra-dense THERMAFIBER is the only blanket 
labeled with tested acoustical impedance ratings 
(see table). Since all blankets are not the same, 
substitution of a less dense blanket or one with
out a comparable acoustical impedance rating 
will impai r the acoustical performance of the 
partition system. 

For sound control efficiency comparable to 
laboratory-tested-and -rated systems, the same 
materials must be used in partitions on the job. 

Partition system left, 2-in. USG® Metal studs with 1/2 -in. SHEET
ROCK* FIRECODE* " C". Gypsum Panel faces and 11/i in. THERMA
FIBER Sound Attenuation Blankets, achieves STC of 52; without 
THERMAFIBER, STC is 45. 

To protect your specifications, specify THERMAFIBER Sound 
Attenuation Blankets wi th U.S.G. partition systems. See our Architect 
Service man, or write 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. PA-31 . 

tMeasurement (in terms of rayls) of a blanket's resistance to flow of 
acoustical energy, determined by combined performance of the 
blanket's thickness and density. *Reg. u.s. Pat. Off . 



Rehabilitation Center 
Buffalo State Hospital 
Buffalo, New York 

Rendering by Brian Burr 

Architects: Milstein, Wittek, Davis & Hamilton 
Buffalo, New York 

A project of the New York State Health and Mental Hygiene 
Facilities Improvement Corporation for the New York State 
Department of Mental Hygiene 



The reasons for specifying TCS (T erne-Coated 
304 Stainless Steel) can be even more various 
than the many advantages which are inherent 
in this superbly functional material. 

In the case of the Buffalo State Hospital 
Rehabilitation Center, the architects were pri
marily motivated by the fact that TCS weathers 
n?turally to a uniform dark gray, and that it is 
resistant to corrosive attack under even the 
most severe atmospheric exposure . 

• Your own problems may well be different, 
but TCS provides equally cogent solutions in 
virtually every situation involving either roofing 
or weathersealing. 

May we send you the substantiating evidence? 

fOLLANSBEE 
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION • FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA 

On Reader Service Card, c ircle no. 384 



The electric climate is 
for architects who want 
unlimited design 
flexibility. 
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On Reader Service Card , circle no. 340 

Read how it helped 
Odell Associates Inc., 
make 128,000 square feet 
of building deliver thousands 
of dollars in long range 
savings. 

When the architects were designing the $3,500,000 
Spring Mills Customer Service Center near Lancaster, 
S.C., they had two basic goals: First, a building that was 
distinctive as well as functional; and second, the best 
overall investment for their client. They achieved both 
goals when their plans specified the electric chmate. 

Because there's an all-electric system to fit any modern 
office building, the architects had the freedom to design 
with flair and imagination. 

Savings? The owners are saving over 6% a year com
pared to operating cost estimates! What's more, they 
save thousands of dollars in direct overhead, too! Because 
the Center has no large boilers or furnaces to maintain. 

Before designiHg your next building, ask your electric 
utility company how the electric chmate can help you 
save money for your client. 
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Whatever the premlses,Zonolite 
roof dldls will hep tM Matin. 

-
ENGRAVING CO URTESY THE BETT MANN ARCH IVE. 

The Zonolite® Dyzone™ 
roof deck system produces "U" 
factors as low as .05 . 

Dyzone is a combination of 
vented polystyrene board 
and Zonolite insulat ing concrete, 
applied over a structural 
base of concrete or metal. Two 

great insulations that make one 
great roof deck. 

Zonolite roof decks are per
manent, lightweight, and 
firesafe . They provide positive 
venting and slope-to-dra ins. 
Because they're monol ithic, they 
eliminate heat-leaking seams. 

On top of all this, they're applied 
by approved applicators, and 
certified. For our latest roof deck 
catalog, see your Zonolite man , 
or write to Construction Products 
Division, W. R. Grace & Co., 
62 Whittemore Ave. , Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02140. 

CGAACEJ ZONOLITE 

Just soy Grace! 
On Reader Service Card, circle no. 388 



Quality: An open-and-shut case. 

--------------- ---------------- --------------

------------

-------
------------

School lockers - you get out of them 
what you put into them. 
Republic Steel lockers give you total 
quality. For dependable operation, good 
looks, the utmost in life expectancy. 
Heavy-gage steel construction. Handles 
that are kick-proof. Rubber silencers 
riveted to the frame hooks, and 19 
decorator colors to choose from. 
Not that these are extras. They're 
standard equipment. They're what 
happens when sound construction and 
fine engineering come together. In 
single or double tier lockers with 
standard or full louvers.Two person, 
box type, you name it 
Case closed. Republic Steel Corporation, 
Man ufactu ring Division, Youngstown, 
Ohio. 

~ 

Rapubliasteel 
Manufacturing Division 

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 409 
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CONTROL UNIT 6 COMPRESSOR 
(lN GARAGE OR UNDER SHELTER) 

g 

d 

e 

From Finland: pictures for business. An American-born, Fin
nish-based artist, Howard Smith, has designed 36 signed, 
silkscreen graphics prints for business and professional in
teriors. Avai lable in limited quantit ies per subject, they range 
from 24" x 18" to 32" x 44", are abstract in design and ex
pressed in strong vivid colors, often on white backgrounds. 

Pictures for Business. 
Circle 108 on reader service card 

Volumaster. This air-conditioning system for apartment build
ings has a variable volu me fan-coil unit, solid-state controls 
and the Volumaster outlet assembly. A variable speed fan in 
the recessed fan-co il unit supplies warm or cool air through 
ductwork to each room ; a counterbalanced damper automati
cally maintains a con t inuous airflow across the ceiling . Car
rier Ai r Conditioning Co. 
Circle 109 on reader service card 

Single-handed. Lavatory faucets with single handles, now in 
colors, are said to be priced about 30 percent less than double
handle models. Shell , valve body, tube and aerator body are 
injection-molded Celcon in blue, sand, avocado, gold and 
wh ite; one-piece cartridge. Cole Valve Corp . 
Circle 110 on reader service card 

Sculptured. Boldly-scaled armchair designed by O.J . Holo
han is upholstered in varied fabrics , over a filling of%" poly
urethane on a basic fi berglass-reinforced polyester shell. Also 
available without upholstery, or part-upho lstered . Occasional 
tables, one with a 26" square top, the other with a 33" diame
ter round top are also formed of glass-reinforced polyester. 
White or colors . Vecta Contract Marketing Co. 

Circle 111 on reader se rvice card 

Sewage treatment plant. Compact unit , designed to replace 
septic tanks and cesspools, is said to remove up to 95 per
cent of pollu tion from home sewage. It produces a clear, 
odorless fluid suitable for irrigation and other uses. Sized for 
residences, multi-fa mi ly and small commercial buildings. En
vironmental Services , Inc. 
Circle 112 on reader service card 

g Pre-finished building system. A structural , insulated panel 
system for res idential and comme rcial building is jointless 
and leakproof; the cavities formed when panels are joined 
are filled with urethane foam at the site. The makers main

tain that there is no through-the-wal l conductivity; a polyvi
nyl ch loride spline separates the panels while it connects 
them. Insulation val ues are said to be higher than in other 
sandwich panel systems. Phelps Dodge Building Systems. 
Circle 113 on reader service card 

Concrete flooring. Identified as the l / D Floor , and designed 
for low-rise apartments and single-family homes, the manu
facturer claims that this flooring combines the permanence, 
fire safety and acoustical properties of concrete with fast 
construct ion and easy integration of mechanical systems. 
Fiberboard forms rest on steel purlins, which reinforces the 
concrete. Portland Cement Association. 
Circle 114 on reader service card 

[continued on page 56] 
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Ceramic mural walls. Seventeen new designs have been 
added to th is line of ceramic walls, which are installed like 
tiles in modu les of from 16 to 18 in. Ranging from textured, 
earthlike surfaces to abst ract and geometric reliefs, the de
signs are available in natural clay colors and matte and 
glossy f inishes. For use as facings for buildings, in lobbies 
and on accent walls . Design-Technics Ceramics Inc. 
Circle 115 on reader service card 

Single-hung windows. Only the bottom sash of this window 
operates - the top sash is glazed directly to the frame. Its 
simple construction is said to offer cost savings. Available in 
52 sizes with exterio r and interior prefinish, making the in
stalled cost even lower. Marvin Windows. 
Circle 116 on reader service card 

Theater "Luv" seat. Theater- or movie-go ing couples can 
be seated together on this "Luv" seat. Forty inches wide 
with urethane cushioning over serpentine springs, th e chair 
is supported by hor izontal bar beam construction to which 
cast iron floor supports connect: The American Seating Co. 
Circle 117 on reader service card 

Wall type lavatory. An al l stainless steel, surface-mounted 
lavatory suitable fo r commercial and institutional appli
cations. Installation costs are said to be lower because ex
pensive framing and rough-in plumbing are not required; 
units come with plu mber 's hook-up kit. Columbia Sanitary 
Products. 
Circle 118 on reader service card 

We made a few changes 

• 



Literature 

Domes and skylights. "Natural light through design-oriented 
glazed structures," a 23-page booklet, shows transparent 
overhead domes, skylights and vaults that use round, square 
and rectangular flush-type tubular aluminum architectural 
members. IBG / Ickes-Braun Glasshouses, Inc. 
Circle 119 on reader service card 

Commercial furniture. This 8-page catalog displays over 200 
varied furnishings including the Astra upholstered stack 
chairs and the stack gang table. Fixtures Mfg . Corp. 
Circle 120 on reader service card 

Office seating. A 24-page catalog illustrates executive and 
secretarial seating , sofas, lounge chairs and tables in modern 
and traditional styles. R-Way Furniture Co . 
Circle 121 on reader service card 

( 

Wood stains. Illustrated handbook offers a guide to wood 
stains and staining and answers frequent ly posed questions 
about when to stain, when to paint. Letterhead request: Sa 
uel Cabot Inc., Dept. 328R, One Union St ., Boston, Mass. 

Glass classics. An 8-page brochure, "Classics in Glass, " 
presents patterns and applications of float , drawn sheet and 
heat-absorbing glass. Also covered are solar glass, colored 
slabs and nonreflection and diffusing glass. Glaverbel, Inc. 
Circle 122 on reader service card 

One-man building control. Automation center, operated by 
one man, offers total building control. It features a rap id 
scan rate that can report alarms at one of as many as 80,000 
points within five seconds, offers monitoring, indication, 
command, motor status . Powers Regulator Co. 
Circle 123 on reader service card 

Hardwood flooring. This 12-page catalog illustrates many of 
the 150 parquet floor patterns available in Thai-Teak and 
other hardwoods from all over the world. Technical specifi
cations and installation details included. Bangkok Industries. 
Circle 124 on reader service card 

Double shell chair. 451 series chair line, designed for general 
office and middle-management budgets, is described as hav
ing a chair-within-a-chair construction . Steelcase. 
Circle 125 on reader service card 

Paneling. A 12-page catalog presents plastic-finished hard
board for walls and ceilings. Illustrated are 4-ft panels, 16-in. 
square ceiling block, and 5-ft wide mural panels. Paneling 
Guide from Marlite. 
Circle 126 on reader service card 

Porcelain-on-steel. A 32-page brochure, " Guide to Designing 
with Architectural Porcelain Enamel on Steel," presents color 
ranges, types of insulated panels, design data and other de
tails. Porcelain-Enamel Institute. 
Circle 127 on reader service card 
[continued on page 60] 

in our new Zoneline heating/cooling unit. 
We've made changes. Over 90 of them. Not just for the sake of change. To be better. 

The new Zoneline is quieter! We redesigned the air flow system and added a new two,motor fan 
system that automatically modulates air flow to cooling and heating requirements. We built a stronger room 
cabinet and gave it a urethane foam acoustical treatment for greater quietness. 

The new Zoneline is more rugged! 
We're using heavier gauge metal in the outer case. 
The air/water seal has been laboratory tested in 
winds up to 75 miles per hour and the equivalent of 
8 inches ofrain per hour. This is rugged, 
heavy,duty commercial equipment built to withstand 
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constant year 'round usage. O ur new GE Zone line heating/cooling unit. 

And the new Zoneline is beautiful! 
Inside and out. From an exterior grille that can be integrated into the building design to the new optional 
simulated molded wood-grain finish of the interior cabinet, Zoneline is new and good,looking. 
All controls are concealed under a door on top where they are easily reached. 

If you're looking for terminal thru-the,wall heating/ cooling units, see the new Zoneline 
for office, hotel/ motel, apartment, school or hospital. Available in deluxe and standard models for 
208 V, 230 V, and 277 V, and a variety of installations. See your General Electric Central Air Conditioning 
distributor right away. Or write the Air Conditioning Dept., 
Commercial & Industrial Sales Section, Louisville, Kentucky 40225. '!h,g~S$/sOvrMostlmpom11f'Ptol/11C1 
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Twelve of more than 150 Rixson concealed floor closers: L'Enfant Plaza, Washington, D. C. 

Architect: I. M. Pei and Partners, New York City 
Hardware: Rudolph and West Co., Washington, D. C. 

silhouettes No visible door 
closer or hinge mars the contemporary lines of 

these entrances. Yet, the great glass 
doors of this exciting underground 

mall are reliably controlled under 
any condition. No compromise 
was made. Concealed beneath 

t he plaza's gl~aming terrazzo 
-fully accessible and adjustable 
-Rix son's No. 28 Series closers. 

A D ivis ion of Rixson Inc. 
9100 W. Belmont Ave., Franklin Park. Ill. 60131 
In Canada: Rixson of Canada, Ltd . 

On Reader Service Card, ci rcle no. 368 



sPEEO QUEEN 

r--------------------------· 
Mr. E. W. Jess, 

I Manager, Commercial Deportment PA -5 

/ Speed Queen, Ripon, W isconsin 54971 

/ Gene, please forward your laundry room 
/ design brochure. 

/ 0 Please send me the name of the Speed Queen 
/ Route Operator nea rest me. 

I 0 I would like a Speed Queen representative 
/ to call. 

/ Name and title _______________________ _ 

I 
/ Firm name ________________________ _ 

I / Address _________________________ _ 

I City State iP•-----

/ 
I 
I r 

............ ..--.. 1 



Literature continued from page 57 Paints for renewal. Three textured spray coatings are rec
ommended for interior use in aging urban buildings and in 
new low-cost housing. The paint can be applied over un

Appliances. Free-standing and built-in electric ranges, ovens, primed surfaces and covers hairline cracks, patches and 
range hoods, room air conditioners, dishwashers, disposers, other su rface irregu larities. PPG Industries, Inc. 
refrigerator-freezers and washers and dryers are illustrated in Circle 136 on reader service card 
this catalog . Detailed featu re and installation information. 
Hotpoint. Trackless sliding doors. The hardware that makes it pos-

Circle 128 on reader service card sible for sliding doors to close f lush without grooves or 

Steel doors. " Recommended Standard Details-Steel Doors 
& Frames," is a five-part technical data document. Recom
mended are door frame details; details for dutch doors; for 
standard steel doors; a door, frame and hardware schedule 
and weatherstr ipping for standard steel doors and frames. 
Steel Door Institute. 
Circle 129 on reader service card 

Secondary school seating. School furniture ranging from 
fixed to movable desks, chairs, and combinations of same, 
and lecture room and aud itorium seating is described in a 
series of separate catalogs. Furniture is available in a wide va
riety of materials, shapes, colors and finishes. Heywood
Wakefield Co . 
Circle 130 on reader service card 

Marble/epoxy. A catalog sheet featu res canyon colors and 
aggregate style for marble / epoxy terrazzo tile. Specification 
sheet gives installation methods, performance, material com
position and maintenance. Tiles are 12" x 12" x 'X/ '. For use 
in industrial plants, offices, institutions and residences. Mar
Bel-Air Division, Commerc ial Steel Co . 
Circle 131 on reader service card 

Drawing reproduction. For use in the reproduction or resto ra
tion of engineering and architectural drawings, this updated 
materials selection chart is 25" x 29"; materials are divided 
into room light and darkroom handling, as well as contact and 
camera speed. Eastman Kodak Co. 
Circle 132 on reader service card 

Training pool. Described in a small folder is an above
ground pool for swim training and water safety instruction . 
According to the maker, th is pool offers installation speed, 
burst-proof design, multiple depth control, portability and a 
superior water f iltration system. Used for rehabilitation pro
grams for handicapped children . Modular AquaSystems. 
Circle 133 on reader service card 

Package burner. Featuring Flexi-pak and PK-74 burners, bul
let in # 1008 offers descriptions of each unit, as well as avail
able engineering services. Bulletin # 5000 summarizes burn
er conversion needs; bu lletin # 1009 defines low excess air 
burners. Peabody Engineering. 
Circle 134 on reader service card 

Reflooring aid. Ways and means to eliminate roof leaks, 
cracked felts, tar drippage and water stains are described in 
this brochure. Included are reflooring procedures and those 
for rep lacing faulty gravel stops without reflooring . W.P. Hick
man Co. 
Circle 135 on reader service card 

~ On Read er Service Card , circle no. 412 

tracks. Suitable for fixtures up to 42" high, it is recom
mended for kitchen and bathroom cabinet use, store fix
tures, hospital and offi ce furniture. Bara Industries Corp. 
Circle 137 on reader service card 

Building sealant. The resul ts of a " Seal of Security" program 
which tests and evaluates building sealant products based on 
Thiokol LP Liquid po lysulfide polymers are offered in this data 
brochure. Sealant specification information and a table of 
typical physical characteristics of cured polysulfide polymer 
sealant compound given. Thiokol Chemical Corp. 
Circle 138 on reader service card 

Soil pipe noise reduction. This re port gives the results of a 
two-year study of no ise and vibration in cast iron so il pipe sys
tems. Tests were co nducted by Polysonics, acou stical con
sultant eng ineers, and results show that neoprene gasket 
seals provide a reduction in noise and vibrat ion at each joint 
in the piping run. Diag rams of test methods and results in 31-
page booklet. Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute. 
Circle 139 on reader service card 

City night-lighting. Ways and means to alleviate nighttime 
problems through lighting are described in a 20-page booklet 
"See Your City in a New Light." Safety, protection, iden
tificat ion, attraction , beautificat ion and unification are among 
problems considered. General Electric Co . 
Circle 140 on reader service card 

Fire-retardant coatings. Applied over existing combustible 
surfaces, this paint possesses "intumescent" qualities. It 
bubbles and foams when subjected to heat rather than 
burns, and thus protects combustible materials underneath 
from burning . Made from Pliolite resins by Goodyear. 
Circle 141 on reader service card 

The landscaped office. Loose-laid, interchangeable carpet 
squares suited for com mercial use are described in booklet 
illustrating many facets of office landscaping. Letterhead 
requests to Jerry Romaine, Heugatile Corp ., 185 Sumner 
Ave., Kenilworth, New Jersey. 

School sound systems. Ways and means to solve public ad
dress problems in high schools and colleges are described 
in a brochure which includes illustrations of Vocal 
Master Sound System installations. Shure Brothers Inc . 
Circle 142 on reader service card 

Molded fiber glass concrete. Some of the design possibi lities 
of fiber glass reinfo rced plastic domes are illustrated in this 
brochure. Featured are buildings using grid slab construc
tion. The Molded Fiber Glass Concrete Forms Co. 
Circle 143 on reader service card 



Editorial 

Progressive Architecture 
March 1971 

Curse you Red Baron 

New York has been dubbed " Fun City" officially by its mayor 
and derisively by those who have become al ienated by the 
s.terility and inhumanity of its built environment. This month, 
P I A's lead article concerns a speculative o ffice building with 
fun and humanity as a performance specification . The story is 
told by the owner-builder client and the architect and design
ers who worked wi th him. 

Melvyn Kaufman is the builder of the tri umvirate William 
Kaufman Organizat ion. The " organization" included Melvyn 's 
brother, Bob, who handles rental and management, and their 
father, Wi lliam, who handles the financin g. The th ree men 
compose one of New York City's seven major building fami
lies.Owner-bu ilder families are tightly kn it units, virtually an 
autonomous force in the reshaping of our major cities . They 
pu rchase land, f inance, rent and build in either orde r. Having 

Photo: Willi am F. Oakley 

built, they manage, ma intain and usually sell. 
If the process stopped there at 77 Water Street , there wou ld 

be little to say. But Melvyn is a man driven by an idea that has 
become a cliche in architectural circles: buildi ngs are for 
people. Yet , he cla ims he cannot f ind an architect who will de
sign fun and humanity for the people of Fun City. He had to 
turn to graphic , interior, landscape and lighting designers to 
inject these elements into the design. 

Kaufman is totally serious when he says that fun and 
humanity is not something that can be laughed off ; it should 
come with the city . This is no impoten t idealist or petu lant cri t
ic. That he is as ready with his money as he is with his mouth 
is evidenced by 77 Water Street . His money pays for the fun, 
and his comments in th is issue of P I A are as amusing as the 
Sopwith Camel on the building's roof. 
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77 Water Street 

There's a Sopwith Camel on the roof 

By adding untypical touches to a typical office building, 
the owner and his team of architects, landscape 
architects and designers put some fun into Fun City 

The usual lobby-with-bank-on-the-ground-fioor generic to 
New York office buildings has been cast aside in a solution in
troducing fun and the human element into the city's most fa
mous building type. Instead of a lobby, there is a spacious 
plaza with a series of stepped pools, sculpture, cafe seating. 
Shaded by leafy foliage in the summer, it is heated by "heat 
trees" -specially designed treelike heating lum inaries-in the 
winter. Instead of the corner bank, an authentic replica of a 
turn-of-the-century wood framed candy store sits within the 
ground floor's columnar grid. The only enclosed portions of 
the ground floor area are the two banks of elevators. Con
ventional lobby elements, the building directory and the tele
phone booths, are transformed into graphic and sculptural 
objects for the outdoor plaza. 

Inside, graphic art enlivens core end walls, and the elevator 
interiors turn into il luminated light boxes when the doors 

From a distance, a straightforward office structure . 

close. A repl ica of a World War I Sopwith Camel was installed 
atop the building on a landing strip of Astro-turf against a 
brightly painted background of mechanical equipment. 

For an owner with definite ideas about his buildings and 
one who maintains c lose control over his projects, Melvyn 
Kaufman is considered an ideal client by the architect, graph
ic designer, lighting consul tant and landscape architect who 
worked with him on the project. As the arch itect, Richard 
Roth, Jr. of Emery Roth and Sons expressed it, "He' s com
pletely involved in the project and pushes you to do the best. 
Although he has defi nite ideas, he stays open to others. He 
enjoys the give and take and the bickering." When a decision 
is made it results from a dialogue between architect and 
client, although as Roth points out, "He's always one step 
ahead of the architect." About Kaufman's interest in the 
build ing , Roth (who has worked with Kaufman previously on 
one other building) said, "He wanted to have fun with the 
building ... . He's always looking for someth ing new, and is al
ways rethinking the problem of office buildings." In this case, 
Kaufman was working on a small site squeezed in among sev
eral gargantuan projects, and "he had to do something where 
the building wouldn 't fade" yet would connect to other build
ings along the street. 

Richard Roth 's feelings about Kaufman are echoed by the 
lighting consultant , Howard Brandston. Kaufman is "exciting . 

to work with, tough and demanding but fair , with a lot of dar
ing and an open mind. " Brandston planned a parklike atmo
sphere, increasing th e foot-candles in the lights by using de
luxe white mercury bulbs in specially designed fixtures . The 
city , however, c laimed these lights were dimmer than the 
norm . Brandston won, partly, he says, because Kaufman 
allowed him to pursue it: "If you are willing to tackle a prob
lem, he is willing to let you, something few people will do." 
Brandston is responsible for the building 's total lighting , in
cluding the ground level heat trees th at provide 600 sq ft of 
warmth each. Rudo lph de Harak, principal in the firm of 
Cerchia, de Harak, Inc. found Mel Kaufman to be a "terrific 
client. He may have definite ideas about what he wants, but 
you can contribute to and embellish them . . . . Most of his 
ideas are very good anyway. Kaufman is not concerned with 
architecture and design per se, but as it relates to an organic 
environment. " De Harak attributes three overriding interests 
to Kaufman : people, humor and design . 



Credits 

Project: 77 Water Street, New York City. 
Architects: Emery Roth and Sons. 
Program: commercially viable rental office space in financial busi
ness district extension of Wall Street area, formerly low-rise bu ildings 
undergoing redevelopment which was neither planned nor govern
ment contro lled . 
Site: client selected. 
Structural system: steel frame, 28-ft modu le, center line spandrels 
afford stiffen ing reducing moment connections on interior columns, 
truss in core for further stiffness. · 
Mechanical system: primary air induction units. 

Major materials: bright aluminum skin, solar gray glass, black hori
zontal bands becoming louvers at AC floors; interior partitions dry
wall, hollow metal doors and bucks. 
Costs: not available. 
Consultants: landscape arch itect, A.E. Bye Associates; structural en
gineers, James Ruderman; mechan ical engineers , Jaros, Baum & 
Bolles; graphics, roof scu lpture, illuminated elevator interiors, helix 
sculpture, Corchia, de Harak, Inc. ; lighting , Howard Brandston Light
ing Design , Inc. ; candy store, JFN Associates, Geraldine Sakal! de
signer; commun ication, Charles W. Schweizer Assoc iates, Inc. 
Client: William Kaufman Organization, New York City . 
Photography: as credited. 

Up close, a place for people. Plaza offers sculptures fo r sitting, a 

rep lica of a 1902 candy store for lunc h and (below) "heat trees " 

fo r wi nter comfort . (Photos: William F. Oakley, above left ; 

Kathryn Graham, top; G il Amiaga, above.) 



77 Water Street 

We owe something to the people 

Owner Melvyn Kaufman explains his opinions on 
architecture, architects, designers and nondesigners, 
what should be fake and what should be real 

If you are an architect and a zoo gives you a job to make a 
monkey house, you would talk to the zookeeper and he would 
tell you all of his needs, and you would build a place called a 
monkey house. The function of that place is to house mon
keys. The purpose of the place is for the people to live and 
work with monkeys. The monkeys don 't want the place-it's 
the people who want the place. There's no point in having an 
architect for any kind of place if it's not for people. I want to 
make functional buildings that do what they're supposed to, 
which is relate to the purpose of their existence. That purpose 
is people. 

Unless you give back to the people those elements they 
need in order to function , you've failed them arch itecturally, 
culturally, and as a builder. We are builders, not architects. 
You make a zi llion dollars from a job and you plunk it down in 
the middle of a block. You owe something to the people for 
doing that, even if it's just a place to sit. 

I'm very conscious of what goes on on the ground floor of 
an office building . As far as I'm concerned, what goes on up
stairs is a sheer waste of time. I wouldn't give it more than a 
few hours of consideration. Certain things, I know, are impor
tant: I want my building light in color; I'm not interested in the 
joinery or the details-nobody can see these things and no
body gives a damn. But at the level at which people can com
municate and relate to it, it becomes important. 

I can't make anything work unless I meet a certain set of 
criteria, and those are all economical. Unless you can get an
swers in an economical manner, make the thing pay off by 
being resourceful and ingenious, you're never going to build . 

We raised this building off the ground and it's cheaper . 
There is a limited amount of good shopping that can be put in 
the Wall Street area. So office space is more valuable than the 
ground floor space. Part of the FAR (floor area ratio) is lobby 
space. Another rule also applies: an arcade may be up to 30 ft 
wide. So I made the widest arcade possible, all around the 
building, and eliminated the lobby-put it on the mezza
nine-and bought rentable space for that lobby. So you build 
a nonlobby bu ilding, so what! It's dead space anyway. 

To make the thing pay for itself, I have to spend more mon
ey because I have to build an additional amount of space, or 
nonspace. You sit down and start to talk to architects and 
they tell you that you must have columns. The minute you do 
that you say to the people, by the grace of the architects, and 
the owner, we ' re permitting you to see daylight on the other 
side of this building. I turn to a landscape designer and he 
has no interest in the building. So we put in black columns. 

Most designers want to use granite. But the whole thing is a 
big fake so we put in fake stone. We put in concrete blocks on 
all the interior columns and painted them black. 

At 77 Water as on all of my projects, I'm finding that I'm 
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loaded with money, because I'm way under budget. You put 
up granite walls for $15 a sq ft, and granite or terrazzo floors 
at $5, $6, or $7 a sq ft, and all the incredible structure you 
must have to support the thing! You take the same amount of 
money and disperse it in other areas. Let's assume your 
budget is a quarter of a million dollars for a standard lobby. I'll 
give you an entire lobby and 10 pieces of artwork designed to 
work in conjunction with the architecture for half the price. 
It's easy to satisfy people. They are not satisfied when you 
give them a travertine or marble lobby. It doesn't mean a 
damn thing. Give them a place to sit, to have some fun, to 
walk around. 

I've done a lot of architectural art and if it gets serious, 
chances are you'll come a cropper. All the architectural art 
we do now has a sense of humor. It must have a lightness, a 
warmth and a friendl iness or else I want no part of it. I don't 
want any serious art, because you never know if it's going to 
come off . 

The Month of June sculpture, five plastic discs on round 
bases, are art and seating . The most important thing is that 
the people who sit in that area can arrange things to suit 
themselves. 

Where are the designers? 
It's impossible to find designers. Every designer is saying 

the same damn thing that was said to him when he was in 
school. That's why I had to go to graphic and theatrical de
signers. Emery Roth has a lot of pluses; he has a design staff. 
They are all really good people, every one of them. I think 
Roth is a hell of a good architect but he is stuck with what he 
knows and it is hard to change, to break away. We have had 
some terrible fights. Emery Roth makes great plans. His plans 
are so well drawn you could frame them and hang them on 
the wall. They're marvelous. You can build from his plans. 

Office workers can lunch , read or relax under honey locust trees 
that line the plaza. (Photo: Kathryn Graham. ) 
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Since actual Sopwith Camels are hard to obtain, scul ptor 
Bi l Tarr was commiss ioned to do one in weathering steel. 
Landing strip is Ast ro-turf ; exposed mechanical equipment was 
painted in bright colors. (Photo William F. Oakley.) 

The building at 77 is a good building , mostly because it' s a 
nonbuilding . I can take it down easily as I put it up. It' s not as 
demountable as an erector set, but except fo r welding the 
deck on the structural steel , the whole th ing unscrews. The 
structural steel is bolted , all the panels are bolted and 
cl ipped . All the walls are screwed to the deck above and the 
floor below. The wall panels are screwed on, all the ceil ings 
are clipped and the bu ilding is completely removable with no 
trouble. 

You can pull it r ight out of a catalog . What' s the matter with 
that? You ' re using a pencil. Where did you get it? You went 
into a store and bought it. 

If you stay economical , you automatically become light and 
soft. The strain occurs when you are against the stream of the 
society you live in . You do live in a society- let 's not knock it. 
It is a technological society-panels and rai ls-that is the way 
we build things. If you cannot make a building wi th panels 
and rails, you are not living in you r own t ime. 

It isn't just panels and rails , but the system that makes pan
els and rails economical. The rein forced co ncrete job is ab
solutely and unequivocally the wrong way to build in today's 
society. 

Anyone who uses precast is out of his min d. You should not 

have to use a crane to lift a piece . The building should be as 
light as possible. Two men shou ld be able to walk it over and 
stick it outside. We are now putting up buildings without 
ou tside scaffold-it's al l done from the inside. 

We have plenty of leakage, but all the leakage is kept on the 
far side of the bui ld ing structure. The only things that leak are 
the windows, and they would leak no matter what you put in , 
no matter what the wall is. But either way, this costs less than 
a masonry wall. There are a lot of reasons we do what we do. 

Some of them are insane. The business of breaking tradition 's 
stranglehold on architects and mechanical designers is 
dreadful. 

The city is another thing. That's the reaso n I have no in
terest in building per se. I give it a certain amount of study 
and then I'm finished. The c ity is the archi tect. The architects 
are not the architect. The city tells you what to do, says this is 
the delineation within wh ich you can place a bui lding . They 
tel l you it may be in approximately this or that shape. 

Today they are still bu ilding the same shape because it was 
the most economical, viable shape we could build within the 
line that the c ity said was the shape. Every one has the same 
shape, building afte r bu ilding. I cou ld design an offi ce build
ing for New York City in two hours. No troub le. 
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77 Water Street 

Construction details 
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77 Water Street 

A place to tarry 

Landscape architect A.E. Bye describes the plaza 
at 77 Water Street as a place to retreat from the weather 
and the crowds, to relax, read, sit and even eat 

Our central concept fo r the plaza at 77 Water Street was to 
bring nature to downtown Manhattan fo r the many who need 
to see some natural green . We were fortunate that we had 
space to plant 30 honey locusts rather closely together to 
form a thick sheltering copse on the north side of the building 
and 20 more for a double row along Water Street and a few 
single trees on Old Slip. The city welcomed our idea to aban
don the 30-foot spacing rule for street trees so we planted 
them closely together to create a veil of delicate foliage and a 
filtering canopy against the summer sun . Luminous foliage is 

Smooth stones line plaza pool. Honey locusts were chosen 
because fol iage is translucent against br ight sun or night lights. 
Plastic disks on round bases that comprise the 'Month of June ' 
sculpture are used for seating . (Photos: Kathryn Graham, 
left; Gil Amiaga, below and right.) 

also apparent. It results from viewing the translucent foliage 
against a bright sun and one will sense that it "glows" with 
light. Everyone sees th is startling effect in the woods in the 
fal l. We therefore made it a major element in our design. 

To benefit from this strong characteristic of the honey lo
cust we had Howard Brandston design high light ing to pro
duce luminosity of foliage at night. It causes a soft g low to 
pervade the trees and the effect is warm, friendly and inviting . 

Enticement is another strong aspect of the character of the 
plaza. A retreat from the rain and snow of winter; an escape 
from the burning summer sun ; a place to relax, watch the 
hustle of the Wall Street crowd ; to sit and observe the passing 
parade of human ity, or just to read , eat or sleep. Why not? 
Too many of our plazas are empty spaces-wonderful to look 
at but not a place to tarry. 

A final touch that links the fun city plaza to 
offices above : elevator interiors that 
become illuminated light boxes when the 
doors close. Kaufman believes thi s 
enhances the experience of the ride, 

making elevators less like coffins. 
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Interior design 

The interior designer as tenant 

Space planners JFN Associates, Inc., tenants in the 
building at 77 Water Street, practice what they 
preach about the principles of open office planning 

The space planning firm JFN Associates, Inc., one of the pio
neer enthusiasts of office landscape, is a tenant in 77 Water 
Street. The firm uses its 20,000 sq ft on the 18th floor and 
4000 sq ft on the 19th as a laboratory / showcase for the prin
ciples of planning the open office. Committed to the theory 
that the three most important elements in any office are com
munication, change and people, JFN based its own planning 
on a 5-ft hexagonal grid that allows circulation without formal 
corridors. The Herman Miller Action Office II furniture system 
is the same that was chosen for JFN's Chicago office (P I A, 
Nov. 1969, p. 1 08). 

About 40 freestanding panels, aligned on the hexagonal 
grid, define personal working areas. The panels are 62 in. 
high with 2-in . fiberglass insulation that provides acoustical 
privacy. The system components, which also fit the grid, in
clude file bins, storage units, shelves, carrels, tables, desks 
and panels. Nonsystem furniture - tub chairs, round tables 
and a sculptu ral seating unit - is by Stendig ; box tables came 
from Juno. 

One part of the office was designed as a "park" for confer
ences, relaxation or simply a change of scene. There are also 
thr~e totally enclosed rooms: two are for conferences and 
presentations; the third is a "quiet room" for working on 
.projects in solitude or for brainstorming sessions. A multi
purpose room on the 19th floor comes equipped with floor
to-ceiling tack board walls and audio visual equipment. 
Lighting can be adjusted for any occasion, from bright for 
meetings, dark for films to discotheque for office parties. 

Arrangement of the open plan office is determined by work 
patterns. Teams collaborat ing on projects are grouped in 
hexagonal areas around a small conference space . As the 
projects change, so do the teams and layout of the panel sys
tem. A few departments have set locations, such as a samples 
area for interior furnishings, the purchasing and drafting de
partments. Some project teams have a sub-group. For ex
ample, a large team is now designing the executive suites, 
theater and dining room for the Avon office building on 57th 
St., while a sub-group is projecting an open plan for the gen-
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eral offices throughout the remainder of the building. 
The JFN organizat ion does not follow the usual managerial 

structure . It is headed by a four-man committee: Charles 
Boyles directs administration; Robert Orlando, production; 
Peter Beveridge , development; and Douglas Nicholson, mar
keting . Nicholson, who also serves as president, was one of 
the founders of JFN (originally Johnson, Fili & Nicholson) in 
1959. A second management committee made up of all 
project managers handles production. Because the open 
office plan cannot work without new management attitudes 
toward status, most JFN chiefs occupy standard size hexa
gons adjoining the " park " where they are readily acces
sible to the employees. 

JFN approaches office planning through the needs of the 
individual office worker. Charles Kinsey of the Chicago office 
describes this as a " study of ergonomics to analyze physical 
and psychological requirements of the human performer, prox
imics or man 's spati al relationships to others and the physi
cal environment, and territoriality, or man 's need for personal 
space and the means to define and defend that space." 
These stud ies are routed through a computer-equipped data 
processing department so that the firm can research its 
clients' work patterns, workplace requirements, traffic pat
terns and individual worker needs and preferences. There is 
also an information center containing material on environ
mental studies, management theories and related data. 

In addition to the usual complement of designers, archi
tects and engineers, JFN employs programmers who analyze 
the clients' business organizations and needs, plus special
ists in computer applicat ions, data gathering, and processing . 
In fact, the software staff is so substantial that JFN frequently 
consults on office managerial practice alone rather than of
fice layout and design. 

JFN has recently set up a subsidiary company that pro
duces special furniture and components required by unusual 
office designs. The company, "Symmetry," has turned out a 
trading desk and swivel chair for use by brokers, and has in 
the works a prototype component system of office furniture. 

In the next severa l years JFN hopes to branch out by estab
lishing more offices in other cities and become involved in de
sign for educational institutions, medical services and com
munity organizations as well as offices, and work more di
rectly in the area of management consulting. 



Swivel chair designed by JFN's development 
subsid iary, Symmetry, for a broker's 
special trading desk. (Photo: Guy Kramer.) 

Individual work spaces are organized along hexagonal grid. 

Central area was designed as a park for conferences and 
relaxation. Boldly designed scheduling board (left) helps visually 
orient the workers. (Photos: Louis Reens .) 
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Offices 

The case 
of the missing 
window wall 

A 12-story bronze and white office tower has 
identical reflective glass fa~ades despite the fact 
that one of them conceals the service core 

The First National Tower Building in Ft. Collins, Colorado de
parts from the typical bank / office structure in several ways. 
Its structure was slipformed in 17 days, cutting some five 
months off construction time. All four wa lls are bronze-tinted 
glass in bronze aluminum curtain wal l frames, but the west 
one is windowless; solid spandrel glass sheathes the solid 
concrete service core. The mechanical system uses panel 
heating and cooling throughout; elim inating baseboard radi
ators and wall convectors saved valuable square feet in each 
office suite. Finally, the building is a condominium, with each 
floor above the bank area owned and financed separately. 

Although the architect, Marvin E. Knedler, did not specify 
slipforming, he informed the bidding contractors that the 
structure had been designed for that technique, and the low 
bidder elected to use it. All exposed concrete was finished 
with a granite-agg regate mortar coating . Inside, the bronze 
a!1d white color theme was continued not only by bronze 
hardware and elevator trim but by wall fin ishes and fabrics. 

Credits 

Project: First National Tower Building 
Architect: Marvin E. Knedler 
Program: condominium office bui lding connected directly to ex isting 
bank building; office areas designed for maximum flexibility to meet 
requirements of various occupants. 
Site: small site between two existing structures in downtown Ft. Col
lins, Colo. allowed a f irst floor of only 6000 sq ft. 
Structural system: sl ipformed concrete walls and service core; floors 
are prestressed twin tees supported on steel brackets welded to im
bedded plates of the slipformed structure ; foundation is large caissons 
in strong shale. 
Mechanical system: air is injected through ceiling panels in which 
heated or chilled water circulates; natural gas is used with the 100 h.p. 
boiler and the absorption chiller unit rated at 125 tons. 
Major materials: slipformed concrete finished with a granite aggregate 
troweled mortar coating; precast concrete tees for floors; bronze 
tinted glass and spandrel glass. 
Costs: $1, 138,361 or $21. 75 per sq ft. 
Consultants: Melvin B. Knoll, mechanical engineer; H.J. Meheen, 
structural engineer; Walter Steige, Jr., electrical engineer. 
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Offices 

Simplicity leads to complexity 

The program called for unobstructed office space, 
so all services were banished to separate towers in the 
design of a single-tenant office building 

By putting all service spaces into separate towers set diago
nally to the main office space, Architect William F. Pedersen 
created a complex exterior for the eight-story Imperial Chem
ical Industries building in Stamford, Conn . A semicircular ex
ecutive dining room and elevator, air conditioning and venti
lating penthouses carry th is complexity to the roof. 

Structural bays of the main tower are arranged so that each 
floor has a 38'-3" unobstructed square at its center: the four 
corner bays are 27'-9" squares while the central bays are 27'-
9" x 38'-3" rectangles . The structure is reinforced concrete 
and an exposed inverted pan ceiling system was used to cut 
floor-to-floor heights and finishing costs. A lighting-air condi
tioning-heating supply unit is set into each inverted pan 
diagonally, recalling the angled massing of the towers. Be-
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Credits 

Project: Imperial Chemical Office Building. 
Architect: William F. Pedersen & Associates. 
Program: rental office building with exterior service 
cores. 
Site: four acres next to river in industrial area, 
Stamford, Conn. 
Structural system: reinforced concrete with in
verted pan ceiling system and cellular floors topped 
by concrete. 
Mechanical system: chilled and warm air dis
tributed through plenums to light fixture diffuser 
elements; fan coil units at perimeter; entire system 
is gas ti red. 
Major materials: poured in place concrete, pre
cast concrete, granite, ceramic ti le, plaster. 
Costs: $2.8 million; $35 per sq ft. 
Consultants: Tizian Associates, mechanical; 
Frederick Fischer & Associates, structural. 
Photography: Cunningham-Werdnigg. 

Reflected ceiling plan shows how 
combined lighting and ai r cond itioning 
fixtures are set into waffle voids. 
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Offices 

Irregular plan on an irregular site 

Forced symmetry just wouldn't work for an 
odd-shaped corner site bounded by commercial buildings 
of various sizes, shapes, styles and ages 

Not only was the site irregular, but all of the buildings around 
it were of different sizes, shapes and architectural styles. 
Early in the design phase of the Crossroads Office Building, 
Kahn and Jacobs realized the importance of considering the 
physical and aesthetic millieu as an asset, as something that 
could contribute to the building in a positive way. But this 
could work two ways. Since the new structure would domi
nate the old downtown renewal area, they realized that 
through sensitive design the building could be made to rein
force those qualities that make that part of Rochester unique. 
The resu lting irregularly shaped building makes no con
descension to the expected . Where a conventional design 
might have tried to force symmetry and a regular ordering of 
volumes, this building delights in its irregular site and its un
disciplined surroundings. Its four sides are quite dissimilar, 
and the three street sides give little idea of what might be on 
either of the other two sides. 

Towering 17 stories and clad in gray-tinted glass, the build
ing contains 200,000 sq ft of rentable office space. Public en
trances on three sides are connected by corridors that culmi
nate in a spacious central lobby, and a boldly expressed fire 
tower is set between twin brick walls that complement the 
angled walls of the main entrance at ground floor. There is a 
simple use of materials; carpet, plaster and granite walls with 
highlights of polished stainless steel accessories add 
restrained interior detailing, and lighting has been given 
careful attention throughout to avoid a commercial look. 

Progressive Arch itecture 3:71 

Main lobby entrance of Crossroads Office Bui lding occupies the 
corner of the site and repeats the overall theme of irregularity 
and angularity. All four facades are different. 
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Credits 

Program: for the 200 ,000 sq ft investment type of building, client 
wanted maximum floor area within irregu lar site. Irregularly sized and 
shaped existing lot-line buildings, low budget, fixed window module 
and floor height were additional considerations in design. 
Site: trapezoidal lot in urban renewal area. 
Structural system: steel frame; metal deck with concrete fill. 
Mechanical system: hot water heating; central filter and cooling appa
ratus with air distribut ion zoned for individual tenant control. 
Materials: charcoal gray anodized aluminum curtain wall wi th gray 
tinted glass and gray glass spandrels; charcoal gray brick; granite 
lobby wal ls, plaster, carpet, stainless steel hardware and trim. 
Cost $5 million. 
Consultants: W.A. DiGiacomo Associates, mechanical; Leichtman, 
Quinn & Lincer, structural. 
Client: Wilmorite, Inc., developers and general contractors. 
Photography: Norman McGrath . 
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Offices 

Stainless steel polishes 
a corporate image 

Designing an office building on the principles of the 
Vierendeel truss gave the tenant a column-free interior; 
stainless steel exterior proclaims his identity 

American Zinc Co . had two main goals for its office bu ilding : 
internal flex ibi lity and externa l identity . They got both in the 
building designed by Hel lmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc. The 
structural system provided clear spans of 50 ft and a column
free interior, and the stain less steel sheathing says " metals." 

The bui lding is located on a small sloping site near St. 
Louis ' Gateway Arch . Three sides of the site are open but the 
fourth is closed by a brick and concrete building that is a less 
than ideal backdrop. 

The service core is located to one side, separating the 
building from the one behind it and leaving the floors open for 
office space. Office floors start above the ground level, leav
ing an enclosed lobby and display area and an open arcade. 
Parking for 21 cars is prov ided underground. 
The structural system is based on a steel vierendeel truss 

carrying 50-ft clear spans. The truss is supported at two 
points on the street (or south) side of the bu ilding and at sev
eral places along the opposite wall. Corrugated steel decks 
support 4 in . concrete floor slabs. The resu lt is a column-free 
interior that allows great flex ibili ty for office arrangements. 

The tenan t' s position in the metal industry made stain less 
steel an appropriate exterior material. Three years after com
plet ion the stainless steel sheathi ng looks very good, and the 
architects give a good bi t of the credit to the building man
agement. The build ing is small enough to be kept clean , and 
the maintenance people do clean it. 

In addition to saying someth ing about the tenant , the stain
less steel sheathing also expresses the structural system. 
Along the south face, the rouhded corners of the windows 
cover stiffeners fo r the vierendeel truss, and along the east 
and west ends , the long horizontal bands of glazing reflect 
the clear spans inside. The stainl ess steel also serves as the 
window framing . Aro,und each window opening an edge of 
the stainless steel was turned up to accommodate g lass and 
gasket. There are no supplemental window frames (detai l). 

Gaskets fo r glazing are set directl y into stainless stee l sheathing. 
Famous old Eads bridge is reflected in glass of lobby; Gateway 
Arch rises nearby. (Photo : Morley Baer). 
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Sheathed in stainless steel, the American Zinc bui lding was 
designed with a structural system that allows a 50 ft clear span . 
(Photos: Morley Baer, left ; Julius Shulman, above). 

Credits 

Project: American Zinc Co. Building. 
Architect: Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc. 
Program: office building for a single tenant; internal flexibility and a 
distinct physical identity were prime concerns. 
Site: a small sloping site near the Gateway Arch in St. Louis. 
Structural system: structural steel columns and beams in service core 
and vierendeel truss on the south side with 50 ft clear spans running 
back to core. Truss is supported at two points, 20 ft from ends; other 
side of building has two main support points, fi ve intermediate ones. 
Mechanical system: air system for both interior and exterior zones. 
Major materials: steel (structure), stainless steel (exterior). 
Cost: over $1 million. 
Consultants: William Tao and Associates, mechanical engineer; The 
Engineers Collaborative, structural engineer. 
Photography: Morley Baer, Julius Shulman. 
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Interior design 

Fiberglass in Toledo 

Setting out to use the client's product in all possible 
ways, the architects and interior designers 
came up with 41 fiberglass items in a 30-story tower 

It will surprise no one that one of the major directives built 
into a building program for a company headquarters is that 
the occupant be able to display, to best advantage, the results 
of its labors. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation has built 
such a showcase in Toledo, the 30-story Fiberglas Tower, de
signed by Harrison and Abramovitz. Of its 41 uses of fiber
glass, 14 were designed and one developed specially for the 
bu ilding. 

Sited in a plaza, clad in bronze and aluminum, the building 
houses a bank and other off ices, with 16 floors occupied by 
Owens-Corning. Harrison and Abramovitz have used f iber
glass products fo r such items as acoustical domed ceilings, 
wall coverings, roofing, ducts and modular bathroom units. 

The Knoll International Planning Unit, retained to design 
the Owens-Corning interiors, carried the theme even farther. 
Since f iberglass was again the featured material, the Knoll 
Unit collaborated with Architectural Fiberglass, producers of 
objects such as park seating and planters, to design an en
tirely new form of office furniture. Made of f iberglass rein
forced plastic, it is the result of design input from the Knoll 
Unit, headed by Conrad Zamka, and Architectural Fiberglass' 
Douglas Deeds and Barry Rosengrant. 

The client was intimately involved in the give-and-take be
tween Knoll and Architectu ral Fiberglass. Thirty prototype 
desk units were built, tried and evaluated. Comments were 
solicited from Owens-Corning personnel and incorporated into 
the design process. The result ing array of office units is an 
understated, "soft" expression of the worker's needs. Draw
ers, with their inefficiency and hardware requirements, were 
replaced by more usable fi ling space with top access. Cor
ners and edges of all units were rounded to ease the in
evitable conflict with the human anatomy. 

The entire process is an example of a design philosophy 

that Deeds has followed for years. "I am more concerned with 
coming up with a rea l and valid solution to a human problem 
than styling another pretty object for the world to admire," he 
explains. Human values, both Deeds and Zamka point out, 
have often been ignored in planning work areas. 
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American office workers have not found Burolandschaft to 
be quite as suitable in this country as it may be in Germany. 
Human demands, in an office context, express themselves in 
ways that may be distracting or unacceptable in an office 
landscape scheme. Increased pressure to conform can be a 
very real impediment to productiv ity, espec ially for Ameri 
cans. Long established in the pract ice of self-expression, U.S. 
office workers do not respond well to these implied pressures, 
Zamka feels. 

In an effort to capture the pros of the Quickborner ap
proach, and to correct the cons, the Knoll group designed an 
open plan scheme fo r Owens-Corning, using the Archi
tectural Fiberglass units. Screens and shelf units define the 
work areas and give a sense of privacy, although they do not 
restrict the view from a standing position. In the few instances 
where privacy is essential, walls occur, topped with glass to 
allow visual continuity of the space . Planters are also an in
tegral part of the feeling of semi-enclosure. The overall effect 
of this plan is a quiet, cheerful environment encouraging 
team effort, when that is desirable, without subordination of 
the individual. 

Credits 

Project: The Fiberglas Tower. 
Architect: Harrison & Abramovitz. 
Interiors: The Knoll International Planning Unit; Architectural Fiber
glass. 
Program: 30-story office building for speculative builder, with major 
tenant to be Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. 
Site: downtown Toledo, Ohio. 
Structural system: structural steel. 
Mechanical system: central distribution through ceiling fixtures, and 
induction units at window wall. 
Major materials: terrazzo, marble, aluminum, bronze (lobby), 
duranodic aluminum, glass windows and spandrels, and brick. 
Consultants: Edwards & Hjorth, structural; Jaros Baum & Bolles, me
chanical; Barber & Hoffman, foundations; Ebner-Schmidt Associates, 
electrical. 
Client: Riverview One Corporation . 
Photography: courtesy of Savage Communications. 



Though rectil inear, Kno ll 's scheme retains an informal fee ling . 

Furnishings of fiberglass take all fo rms. 

Acoustical inset on bookcase / screen unit. 

Drawers are eliminated in desk units. 

Storage is reached through hatch openings. 



The architect as developer 

Ten rules for profits in 
land development 
Paul B. Farrell, Jr. 

Just because the architect can make more money 
participating in land development than by designing for fees, 
such speculation does not guarantee easy profits 

Is the architect becoming a real estate entrepreneur? A recent 
survey indicates that about one-third of the architectural firms 
have actually been involved as principals in at least one land 
development project. Another third outlined similar plans for 
the immediate future . The survey included almost 100 large 
and small firms responsible for an estimated $4 billion of con
struction annually. As principals, these architects were not 
merely consul tants but also took a "piece of the action" (an 
equity ownership position in the project) either in lieu of or in 
addition to their fee. Moreover, it is also clear that these archi
tects were not passive investor-consultants, but rather active 
decision-makers and co-developers. 

This trend toward a more active leadership role in the real 
estate/construction / architecture business is a healthy sign 
for the profession . Architects moving in this direction should 
keep in mind certain operating rules, and also recognize the 
fact that the successful developer is likely to know when to ig
nore the rules and often does not fully understand his rea
sons for acting decisively. 

1. Develop a "killer instinct" 
Most architects.are passive consultants to developers. 

They lack the entrepreneurial flair-the killer instinct-that 
drives the developer to make decisions and take risks, acting 
on incomplete information in an uncertain environment. The 
developer stands to lose (as well as make) a lot of money. But 
he enjoys the adventure inherent in real estate development. 

2. Protect your position 
Often architects will develop concept drawings and agree 

to accept their fee if the project goes ahead. The client's land, 

Author: Paul B. Farrell, Jr., a mortgage banker with the 
Detroit office of the Sonneblick-Goldman Corp., is a lawyer, 
urban planner and graduate architect . He was the consulting 
edi tor for " The Architect as Developer," PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE, May 1970. 
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however, is probably appreciating in value whether the pro

ject gets built or not. 
Architects all too often underestimate the value of their 

contribution, both as a percentage of the seed money (initial 
capital) required to get the project off the ground, and as the 
planner of the development concept. The architect should de
mand more than his basic fee if his risks are greater than nor
mal, or else tie up the client with a partnership agreement be
fore making any studies. 

3. Reject marginal projects early 
One successful architect regularly but politely turns away 

many clients after he determines that the project's economics 
are questionable (the cost will be too high for the rents in that 
area, the principals are financially weak, or other reasons). He 
arrives at this concl usion quickly by making his own "ball
park" feasibility study of the project's economics (rule 4). 

4. Don't confuse project cost and mortgage value 
Value is not a function of cost. A leader does not give a de

veloper $2 million because the project costs $3 million and 
the lender will lend 67 percent of that amount. If he does get 
$2 million, it will be because the value of the project is $3 mil
lion, not the cost. 

Here is one simplified variation of the type of feasibility 
study commonly used by mortgage bankers in arriving at pro
ject value (diagram, p. 87). 
a. Multiply the rent per square foot times the number of 
square feet net leasable area to determine the gross rent. 
b. Multiply gross rent by the ratio of vacancies plus expenses 
to determine the vacancy and expense allowance. 
c. Subtract the vacancy and expense allowance from the 
gross rent to arrive at net income. 
d. Now "capitalize" the net income: divide the net income by 
the "cap rate ." (Definitions of the rate of capitalization range 
from esoteric to arbit rary, so just accept your mortgage bank
er's rate as a fiat from the lenders.) That is, if the net income 
is $200,000 and the current cap rate for this type of project is 
8 percent, the value of the project is $2.5 million . Look at it 
this way: the lender is tell ing the developer that he expects a 
$2.5 mill ion project to throw off a net income of 8 percent. 
e. Multiply the project value by the mortgage ratio to deter
mine the amount of the loan. 



f. Multiply the loan amount by the debt servi ce constant to 
determine the amount of debt service which must be repaid 
annually to the lender. 

g. Subtract the debt service from the net income to deter
mine the cash flow (before taxes) remaining for the equity 
investors. 
h. Subtract the loan amount from the actual project costs to 
arrive at the actual equity wh ich must be invested . 
i. Determine your cash return on equity invested. It should be 
close to 20 percent; if not, the project cost is too high, the 
rents aren 't high enough , or something else is wrong . 

There is nothing magical about the basic method of analy
sis and any competent mortgage banker wil l explain it. Cav
eat: the architect should use this type of analysis only to make 
sure the project is not way out of line (ballpark economics); 
his mortgage banker must prepare the final appraisal. One 
final word: remember that if a project's value is $3 million and 
it justifies a $2 million loan, the fact that it costs you $2.05 mil
lion means that your equ ity must be $50,000. If the actual 
project cost is $2.5 million, your mortgage will be the same 
(assuming the value is still $3 million), so you must then invest 
$500,000 instead of $50,000. And this equi ty must be in
vested before any mortgage funds can be drawn during con
struction . In short, the amount of the mortgage does not 
depend on the cost of the project. 

5. Don't give up equity until necessary 
Many neophyte developers think they must tie all the 

loose ends together before going ahead . Land development 
doesn't work that way. Equity investors tend to demand a 
larger percentage of the action the earl ier they come into 
the deal. The risks are greater then . A better practice is to 
draw in investing partners on ly when necessary to fund the 
development, using your own credit prior to that time. 

Here's one example: assume you have four investors put
ting up $100,000 each for the seed money to fund a project. 
That's 25 percent interest each for the actual cash invested 
to date. But if another $600,000 is needed, each $100,000 is 
a 10 percent interest. Or is it? If the origi nal investors take 
the risk of getting the mortgage commitment, option, su r
veys, zoning change and other costs, the risk of later ad
mitted partners is reduced, as should be their share of the 
equity. If they give a 40 percent interest fo r the last $600,000, 
the original four investors will each have an interest of about 
15 percent rather than 10 percent. 

6. Know basic financing techniques 
Architects have a respons ibility to design a project with in 

various constraints, including available financing. Most ar
chitects are familiar with the permanent first mortgage and 
construction loan. Here are a few other tech niques. 
a. Standby commitments. A form of short-term temporary 
financing. Some real estate investment trusts will issue a 
standby for an amount slightly less than a permanent com
mitment loan . Two advantages are (1) although neither bor
rower nor lender expects to actually close the commitment, 
it is a bankable commitment against wh ich a const ruction 
loan will be made, and (2) unlike a permanent loan, the de
veloper is not locked into the loan for a 10-year period, 
which is common today. The standby lender will usually ad
vance the interim construction funds. 

The lender issuing a standby commitment always expects 
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the developer to get a permanent loan once the project is up 
and leased. Later, a permanent lender is inclined to more fa
vorably appraise a project actually leased , since rents and 
income are no longer speculative. 
b. Gap financing. Permanent lenders usually condition their 
loans on the achievement of 80 percent of the projected 
rents. The borrower must obtain "gap" commitment from a 
lender who will agree to extend a commitment for the re
maining 20 percent. Then the construction lender will lend 
an amount equal to the full permanent loan . 
c. Sale lea!)ebacks. Frequently a developer can pull his 
equity investment out once the project is completed by sell
ing off all or part of the project to an institutional investor 
and leasing it back. The land alone, the energy system or 
the entire project can be sold to any one of many investors 
looking for sound projects to purchase. (Such a sale can be 
prearranged conditional upon achieving specific rent levels.) 

Of course, rental payments wil l dimin ish future income to the 
developer, but the sale and leaseback will usually resurt in a 
substantial current profi t for him , as well as the return of his 
capital. 

Other techniques the architect should be aware of are in-
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Ten rules for profits in land development 

stallment sales contracts, wrap-around mortgages, bond 
financing, secondary mortgages, land development loans 
and government guarantees. 

7. Understand the real costs of borrowing 
If you don't believe that the effective interest rate on in

terim construction money is 12 to 15 percent, and you re
fuse to pay it, stay out of the land development game. A bor
rower at the so-called prime rate (and most are not) is not 
paying 8.5 percent. He's actually paying much more, be
cause he must leave a compensating balance in the bank. 
Thus, on a million dollar loan with a typical 20 percent com
pensating balance of $200,000, the effective prime rate is 
10% percent. 

Real estate investment trusts have become a major source 
of short-term construction funds. Their money, however, is 
not obtained from small depositors at minimum rates as with 
commercial banks; their rates of interest must be higher to 
achieve a reasonable rate of return on their capital. 

Permanent lenders also tend to use a variety of techniques 
to achieve the effective interest rate they are seeking. "Dis
counting" a loan creates the same effect as using a com
pensating balance. A lender will charge 9.5 percent interest 
on a mill ion dollars, but discount the loan 3 percent and 
lend only $970,000. Or the lender will ask for a "kicker" 
(such as a percent of the gross income) which will provide 
him with additional return . In either case, the effective in
terest rate is always much higher than the stated rate . 

8. Don't procrastinate ... don't! 
No architect in his right mind will advise a client to wait 

for construction costs to come down. Why wait if the project 
is a good one? Construction costs will go up % percent per 
month. Every month's delay is a permanent loss of almost 10 
percent of a year's income from the project. In addition, 
property taxes and other carrying charges must be paid 
regularly on unproductive property. Facep with these hard 
facts, a developer with confidence in his project cannot 
afford to wait. 

Forecasting future interest rates is a game for metaphysi
cians and foo ls with ouija boards. Moreover, any advantage 
achieved by slightly more favorable interest rates six months 
from now (assuming you take the gamble and guess 
correctly, which is unlikely) will be more than offset by 
inflation . In fact, it can be shown that a one-month delay can 
be justified only if the developer is absolutely certain that in
terest rates will drop a minimum of 1 percent. 

Many developers who are delaying because of high interest 
rates are actually restrained because higher interest rates re
sult in higher "cap rates." And higher cap rates have meant 
lower project values for projects (rule 4) and, therefore, small
er loans. As a result, it is now exceedingly more difficult to 
"mortgage out" (get a loan which will cover all project costs). 
Today, a developer must put his own cash into a project or 
raise it from equity investors. Many cannot effectively do this. 
Those who have the cash, however, are enjoying a field day in 
the burgeoning market demand for new housing and other 
construction. Those marginal developers who don't have the 
cash resources are idle. 
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9. Recognize lenders as unique personalities 
Any developer in the country can walk into any lender and 

start negotiating for a loan. Out of the hundreds of lenders, 
however, the odds are high that he'll pick the wrong lenders 
for his project. Lenders don't like to say no directly, so they'll 
quote stiff terms and let you make the decision while delaying 
your move on to the next lender. Or they may simply ask you 
to wait awhile or make some revis ions. 

A developer may shop around for bids on his construction, 
but he's likely to draw a blank if he attempts to send his proj
ect simultaneously to several lenders. They won't waste their 
time once they find out that a developer is shopping his loan, 
which is a sure way to kill his efforts to get a loan. 

The market for mortgage loans is difficult to grasp, due to 
the large number of lending sources, their many idiosyncra
cies and the fluctuat ing nature of mortgage terms. Most pro
fessional developers involved in large scale building will work 
with other professionals in mortgage banking in order to lo
cate the lender and negotiate the best possible terms avail
able for a specific purpose. 

10. Select a competent mortgage banker early 
The success of any project depends on three main fac

tors: location, market and financing. Today, financing is fre
quently the deciding factor on whether a project goes ahead. 
The failure to consult a competent mortgage banker may re
sult, as it often does, in the architect preparing a handsome 
(and expensive) set of drawings for a client only to later find 
that the project is not mortgageable for any number of rea
sons. Usually, a mortgage banker is willing to appraise the 
project's economics based on a preliminary program and 
concept, and then work with the developer to produce a proj
ect mortgageable in today's market. 

A competent mortgage banker should also be able tp devel
op an appraisal quickly (rule 4), and then advise on potential 
methods of financing. Moreover, he should be able to act 
quickly once the developer has decided to secure mortgage 
funds. Within 45 days after he's given the green light, the 
commitment should have been issued. The mortgage banker 
who lacks confidence in himself won't insist on a 45-day ex
clusive because he knows it will probably take him longer to 
produce (and such delays are costly for the developer). 

Smaller mortgage bankers are often no more effective than 
the developer in placing the loan. They may adequately ap
praise the project's value, but because of their low volume of 
business, they will have weak contacts with the major lenders. 
Moreover, some smaller mortgage bankers are "correspond
ents" for one or more lenders. They get part of a fee from the 
lender and, more importantly, usually cannot take a loan to 
another lender (even though another lender might be the 
more likely to want it) unt il the correspondent's lender has re
fused it. Delays of six months and more are not uncommon 
when dealing with the wrong mortgage banker. 

On the other hand, a competent mortgage banker will nor
mally place a commitment within 45 days. He can intelligently 
select which lender's are most likely to be looking for this proj
ect currently and negotiate favorable terms. In brief, his 
knowledge of financing techniques, his contacts with lenders 
and his abil ity to negotiate quickly will avoid delay. 



Materials and methods 

Hypar gambits 
Edward X. Tutt le, Jr., AIA 

Although there was a great interest in the design of 
hyperbolic paraboloids about a decade ago, their 
application to structures today seems to have waned. 
In this discussion, the author rekindles an interest in 
hypars and illustrates combinations that to his 
knowledge have not been found in the literature or 
in actual construction 

Use of a laq;ie hyperbol ic paraboloid to roof a hangar for two 
airliners illustrates a happy congruence of form and function. 
At the wings, where the aircraft are broad and low, the struc
ture is also broad and low; at the tails, where the aircraft are 
narrow and high , the structure is narrow and high . Rarely 
does the rigorous geometry of hypars so neatly coincide with 
the functional demands of a specific building program. An
other advantageous arrangement of hypars occurred to the 
writer about 12 years ago. Since then , however, no suitable 
opportunity for application has come along, nor have I found 
hypars so arranged discussecf in publ ished work. The time 
has come, then, to pass on the ideas should someone wish to 
use them . 

Source of strength 
Along with other shell structures, hypars owe their st rength 

to their curved shape rather than to the ir mass. They are thus 
economical of material. Along with cylinders (barrel vaults) 
and conoids, hypars have the additional advantage of gener
ation by straight lines which makes them more economical to 
form than other curved structures. 

The hangar described above uses a single hypar arranged 
as in (1 ). Straight-line generators are labeled g. Shell stresses 
collect along the edges where they accumulate axially to a 
maximum at each point of support. In (1) the edge stress is 
compressive and varies un iformly from zero at A and B to a 
maximum of pat C and D. The resultant of each pair of p's is 
labeled r; each r resolves into a vertical component, v, equal 
to half the total dead plus live load of the structure, and a 
horizontal component, t, or thrust, which must be countered, 

Author: Edward X. Tuttle, Jr. is an architect 
pract icing in Southfield, Mich igan. 
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Hypar gambits 

ordinarily by a cable or tie rods running under the floor and 
joining points C and D. 

If the edge lengths AC, AD, BC, and BD are unequal, bend
ing stresses occur and the structure is statically indetermi
nate. We will consider only hypars with edges of equal 
length, statically determinate, and wherein all primary 
stresses are simple tension and compression. 

Understanding hypars 
To help get the feel of hypars, note that the shape of the hy

par in (1) can be transformed continuously to the shape 
shown in (2) by bringing points A and Band points C and D 
closer together, which increases the curvature, decreases the 
surface area and diminishes the membrane stress. A and B 
could have been brought closer together without changing 
the distance from C to D, and vice versa. 

The end elevation of the hypar (1) is shown in (3). Dimen
sions have been chosen that make L CAD a right angle. If 
point D is now raised to the level of points A and B, the re
sult will look like (4). If another hypar is added as in (5), the 
horizontal r of (4) becomes equilibrated and the structure ~s 
a whole exerts only vertical load (barring wind load, of 
course, and thermal load). If the angles at D and D' (in plan) 
are also right angles, then the hypars of (5) will look like (6) 
in plan . Obviously, another identical pair of hypars can be 
added as in (7), an arrangement whose elevation is shown in 
(8), perspective in (9). 

Horizontal thrust has been eliminated. The resulting archi
tectural space, furthermore, has more nearly uniform interior 
height than in (1 ). 

If walls are erected to coincide with hypar edges or gener
ator lines, then the intersections of walls and roof will be 
straight. Otherwise, the top edges of walls will be curved. 

" Shown in (10) are two octagonal rooms whose walls fall on 
generators. Note that roof overhang increases with wall 
height which is useful fo r sun control. 

c 

Rectangular space 
To create a rectangular space the arrangement can be al

tered as shown in (11 ), but one pair of opposite low points 
(E,E') will differ in height from the other pair (C,C'). 

Another possibility is shown in (12). The length of the struc
ture can be increased infinitely, and all low points are at the 
same elevation. Points Dare set higher than points A; areas 
DADA can then be f illed with relatively flat hypars supported 
on the edges of hypars ACAD. 

The basic configuration of (7) is perfectly workable for a 
roof as small as a telephone booth, (13). Used over a larger 
room, say 14' x 14', the hypars call for support at roughly win
dow sill level as in (14) . Rooms from 30 ft to 50 ft across could 
function as restaurants, stores, living rooms and otherwise, 
with an appearance something like (15) which, in plan, is the 
same as (10 left) . 

. Monumental spaces, say 100 ft across by 50 ft high or larg
er, are possible. Subdivision of enclosed space into multiple 
stories, however, is not suggested. The meeting of floor 
edges and hypars would be messy, for one thing, and for an
other, one would lose what seems to be a main attraction of 
such space: the drama of the curvature, and the alternation of 



sense of enclosure (near the hypar low points) with sense of 
openness at the corners of the room . These attractions re
quire that neither ceil ing nor partitions bar one's com
prehensive view of the structure. 

Thrustless structures 
So far only quadrangular arrangements have been consid

ered . Thrustless structures with three hypars as in (16) are 
workable, as are structures of any higher number of hypars. 
With any number of hypars over four, generator lines can be 
selected in such a way that walls thereon form a regular poly
gonal enclosure with the same number of sides as the num
ber of hypars. Illustrating this for a six-hypar structure is (17). 

As the edges of hypars accumulate axial stress, they must 
be substantially stiffened to become "edge struts. " Precipi
tation runoff collects along the edges in much the same way 
that stresses do. A gutter face tapering from narrow at the 
high point to wide at the low point as in (1 5) serves to express 
both stress and drainage phenomena, as well as to give an 
appearance of lightness to the whole. A cupola at the top 
center of the roof, useful for skylighting and venting, also 
helps define and stabilize the appearance of the structure. 
(Edge struts must be continuous through the cupola.) 

Stresses are relatively low in the membrane, and highest 
at points of support. Given a roof 32 ft sq in plan with load
ing of 45 psf of horizontally projected area (wood construc
tion) , each of the four supporting piers will carry 
%(32)' x(45), or 11,520 lb. Maximum axial load per edge strut 
will be 11 ,520 / /2, or about 8150 lb. To get an approximate 
edge strut size consider its midpoint wh ich is 16 )212 or 
about 11 '-3" from either end . Here, the axial load is half 
what it is at the foot, i. e., 8150/2, or 4075 lb. A pair of 2x6's 
spiked together as in (18) g ives strength to spare. 

Membrane stress equals wA/2h, where w is dead plus live 
load psf, A is horizontally projected area in sq ft, and his the 
vertical distance in feet from the low point to the level of the 
high points. In the arrangement of (7), A equals ADxBD / 2. As 
AD and BD are equal, substitute a for each , making A equal to 
a' / 2. Inspection shows that h then equals a/ ff Thus wA / 2h 

becomes (w)(a' / 2) / 2(a / /2) which reduces to wa / 2./2. As a 
is about 22.6 ft , membrane stress equals 45x22.6 / 2J2, or 
360 lb/ft, which is the value of both the tension and the com
pression stress per foot of membrane, and is also the load 
transferred by shear to each foot of edge strut. 360 lb/ft ac
cumulated over a length of 22.6 ft becomes a maximum axial 
stress in each edge strut of 360x22.6, or 8150 lb, which 
agrees with our previous calculation . 

Conservative approach 
A more conservative approach is to assume that wind plus 

snow load on one hypar resu lts in a 30 psf live load acting at 
45 degrees from the vertical and normal to the center of the 
hypar. For simplicity assume dead load acts the same way. A 
is the area projected onto a plane tangent to the center of the 
hypar, and equals a' ff. h is equal to a. Membrane stress 
works out to 720 lb / ft, p to 16,300 lb and r to 23,040 lb; all just 
twice as great as previously calculated . Each designer may 
choose the assumptions he thinks appropriate. 

Details for wood, concrete or other construction must, of 
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course, reckon with roofing, insulat ion, ceiling f inish and so 
forth, and are beyond the scope of this article. 

Specific system 
One of many possible construction systems, however, 

seems worth describing. It is shown in (19). Wood edge struts 
are first erected . Then 2x4's are set on about 16 in. centers to 
coincide with one set of generator lines. The 2x4's are nai led 
at their ends to the edge struts. Blanket insulation is installed 
between the 2x4 's. Inner membrane boards, 1x4 or1 x6, are 
bent and nailed to the 2x4's and edge struts. Outer boards at 
right angles to the inner boards are similarly applied. The inner 
boards take the membrane compressive stresses and also 
serve as the ceiling. The outer boards take the membrane ten
sile stresses and also serve as the roof deck. Nailing must be 
adequate to transfer stresses from outer to inner boards via 
the 2x4's, and from both layers of boards to the edge struts. 

Buckling from concentrated roof or ceiling loads is unlikely 
to be a problem. Considerations of prabtical carpentry will 
probably lead to over-design for membrane stresses, and the 
surplus strength will tend to take care of temperature 
stresses. Anchorage should, of course, adequately resist 
wind loading . 
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Conservation architecture 

The absolutely constant 
incontestably stable 
architectural value scale 
Malcolm B. Wells 

At last, architects can find out if they are 
part of the ecology problem or part of the solution 
by scoring projects on this value scale 

Architecture is the outward expression of a way of life and, as 
such, it must begin to express real reverence for life . More 
than that, it must actually help support life. We're in far too 
great a mess to hope that the ecological reprieve can be 
brought about by clean ing up the skies and the waters, and 
saving some wilderness. We've literally paved the land with 
architecture. And when we stop to think about it, which we 
rarely do , we only start to argue again . We disagree about de
gree, about priorities, about directions and goals. "This is rel
atively good." "That is relat ively bad ." We seem to have no 
base other than man-centeredness from which to measure 
our works. Ou r value criteria are so unstable that nothing can 
be objectively compared with anything . 

But there is a way to evaluate what we do. There's a cold , 
sc ientific , stable, constant , absolute and very simple scale on 
which we can rate one work against another. On it we can 
measure not on ly architecture, landscape architecture,. engi
neering and planning, but also zoning laws and everything 
else that's likely to affect the environment of which we are so 
visibly a part. 

So far as we know, the only fully appropriate structures and 
the only truly successful communities ever to be established 
on the North American continent during the current geologic 
epoch were-those myriad miracles that we now lump together 
under the word "wilderness." Over most of the continent wil
derness was forest, but there were also vast areas of grass
land, desert, tundra, glacier and marsh . What a difference 
from the mess we have today! 

Where Expo '67 still hollowly proclaims the g lories of man 
and his world (and Montreal's sewage slides untreated into 
the St. Lawrence) huge trees stood for countless centuries in 

Author: The times have finally caught up with Malcolm Wells. 
He wrote a major article on underground construction 
in 1965 (P / A, Feb. 1965, p. 174) and ever since has 
devoted much of his time and his Cherry Hil l, N.J. practice 
to the problem of bui lding without destroying land. 
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silence beside a sparkling river. Where Saarinen's great arch 
reflects dully in a septic Mississippi, breathless skies of unbe
lievable blueness moved above an endless green land. And in 
what is now Beautiful Downtown Burbank there was once a 
living paradise of incredible cleanliness. 

According to all accounts, the wilderness near Philadelphia 
was a climax forest of mixed birch , hemlock and pine, an end
less cathedral of ancient trees graced by meadows of wild- · 
flowers, watered by transparent streams, and inhabited by 
a profusion of wild life. But man wanted a city so he cut down 
the trees, turned that Arcadian heaven into a desert of brick 
and killed all the animals. He got his city all right: a thousand 
square miles of sprawling ugliness, the third most polluted air 
in the nation, tragic ghettoes, and a cracked liberty bell. Not 
much of a bargain . 

The wilderness as a system 
We're beginning to realize now just how precious that wil

derness was. Each year more evidence points to the proba
bility that your local wilderness - wherever you live - was not 
just one of many possible good solutions to the problems of 
survival there, but that it was very likely the most perfect solu
tion possible. In that light, then , the kind of wilderness that ex
isted here before the palefaces arrived can be used as an un
changing standard against which we can measure our own 
solutions to the same problems. For while it was never exactly 
the same from one year to the next, the wilderness, as a sys
tem is believed to have stayed pretty much the same for huge 
periods of time once its basic struggles were over. Whatever 
the region - forest, desert, prairie or tundra - the wilderness 
was a nearly perfect response to the very factors we now face. 

The Philadelphia forest must really have been something to 
see. It actually created pure air. It created pure water. It 
stored extra water fo r use during droughts. It created all the 
food needed for its inhabitants. It created rich soil. It drew its 
energy from the sun . It created fossil fuels. It created silence . 
It consumed all its own wastes. It required no detergents, no 
fertilizers and no insectic ides. The forest was supremely in 

tune with the pace of all creation. And it was host to uncount
able species of plan ts and animals, including more than a 
few of our own kind. In the Phi ladelphia forest, dust was vir
tually unknown . Wind was something to be heard only far 
above in the tops of the trees. And the moderating effect of 



From forest to city is the direction of 
man's progress, yet it is the wi lderness 
that provides a standard against which 
to measure man's buildings and cities, 
says the author. 
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Conservation architecture 

the huge forest kept summers cooler and winters warmer 
than the ones we have today. In fact, the only forest products 
we could possibly have objected to were the bugs . And the 
forest was beautiful, every living inch of it, with a beauty we 
can no longer even imagine. 

Measuring the city of today against such a standard is so 
humiliating we usually refuse to do it. We cal l the com
parisons irrelevant or unfair or even silly . But they aren't ; the 
wilderness and the city have exactly the same goal: suste
nance of a successful living community on the land. The wil
derness had millions of years of blind trial and error in which 
to shape its near-perfect responses; we've had a couple of 
thousand years and have managed to find only a few. 
Damned few. 

The shameful cities we've created have only one treasure 
(to human eyes, anyway), and that treasure is people -
human beings and human resources; our culture: the arts , 
the sciences, and the whole fund of knowledge and wealth 
that goes with them . The rest of the city is pure failure, for it 
does what the wilderness long since learned not to do. 

The city destroys pure air. It destroys pure water . It repels 
extra water that might have been stored for use during 
droughts. It c reates no food for its inhabitants. It feeds, waters 
and powers itself by deplet ing vast areas beyond its own bor
ders. It destroys rich soil. It destroys silence. It consumes 
none of its own wastes. It creates dust. It requires extensive 
maintenance and megatons of detergents and poisons. It is 
utterly out of step with al l natural rhythms. It destroys beauty. 
It makes winters and summers more severe. And it is host, 
really, to only one species. 

Now, none of this wou ld seem very important to us if the 
city offered a really livable habitat for our one lone species, 
but it doesn't. The city, and its suburbs , is sometimes almost 
unfit for human hab itation . It's becoming less fit rather than 
more fit every day. And since we can 't change our physi 
olog ical characteristics - not yet, anyway - if we are to sur
vive we've got to change the very nature of the city itself . 

Whether we like it or not, we inhabit bodies that evolved 
through eons of pure, unpolluted , silent beauty; bodies that 
lived in daily competition with a dozen other species. But now 
we offer our same unchangeable bodies exactly the opposite: 
impure, polluted, noisy ug liness, and daily competition with 
only one species: their own . 

That's why it's so important that we recognize the value of 
the lessons the wilderness offers and the need to apply them 
right now. We can ' t get well until we first find out just how sick 
we are. Which brings me back to the Absolutely Constant In
contestably Stable Architectural Value Scale. 

The charts on the next page show how the long-lost Phila
delphia forest would have scored and , if you don't mind being 
depressed, how man 's works compare with the miracle of wil 
derness. Here is my previous rating of any building featured in 
PI A. I have no idea what it is but I can rate it, sight unseen, 
and not be very far off . 

But before you think I'm criticizing anyone in particular, let 
me rate my own best project on the same basis. This is a little 
factory built on some sound ecologic principles and highly 
publicized locally as being of real significance. 

Still not much to brag about, is it? The best we can say for it 
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is that it's on the green side of the ledger again, and that it 
po ints the way to even more hopeful ratings later. Or do you 
find the comparisons in these graphs unfair? They really 
aren 't, you know. We can 't have different sets of rules for dif
ferent players. Every creature and every community on space
ship Earth must finally be judged by this chart. 

Some lessons to learn 
No, it's not unfair; not at all, and it hints at some really solid 

answers to our environmental problems, answers like using 
those recycling toilets the Canadians have invented , or re
using all ou r cooling and process water. Wilderness know
how could teach us how to use solar energy and to re-use 
all our wastes. More and more of our buildings would go 
underground. So would highways and parking lots. Some of 
our food would be grown on rooftop farms where today noth
ing but housetops stretch to the horizon. Al l kinds of wilder
ness-based practices come to mind once we start thinking of 
wilderness as a master guide for cities rather than as the anti
thesis of them. We ' ll learn to collect and use rainwater even 
on city lands rather than divert it to the nearest storm drain . 
We 'l l start composting city trash and garbage - and sewage, 
too - on a mammoth scale, as they do in some European 
countries, turning the wastes into ri ch , soil-building mulches. 
And our architectu re , as it begins to express the new values, 
will become really beautiful again , naturally - an earth art 
back where it belongs. As build ing becomes truly functional 
in this wider sense we' ll unconsciously texture it and arrange 
it with an eye to weath er moderation, no longer creating the 
sterile chasms that so multiply the winds. And, as the city be
comes a garden of life and the lost species of plants and ani
mals start to move back into town again, we ' ll find that we'll 
want to live there again, too. Benign, that's what the new city 
will be. And beautifu l. 

If we tried hard enough we cou ld build buildings right now 
that would rate a few positive sco res on the great wilderness 
scale, but so long as the total score was in the red we'd still 
be losing the race. It shows us just how fa r we 've fallen, how 
we 've lost contact with all real values in our temporary love af
fair with progress. 

If we worked an architectural miracle, drawing on the finest 
ecologic knowledge currently available, we might get well up 
into the green half of the scale but hardly above 25 percent. 

And by a national crusade of effort we might even rise to 50 
percent. But 75 and 100 percent might elude us forever, pro
longing the threat of environmental destruction for centuries. 
As long as we deplete living land in order to supply our sterile 
cities, the balances wil l be tilted against us, and no amount of 
rationalizing will change the situation. 

So it's a question of survival. It no longer matters very much 
how a building looks, and architecture can never again be 
judged on - what was it? - its firmness, commodity and 
delight. The prospect is not very hopeful but it isn't hopeless , 
either. Maybe we wi ll go ahead and destroy ourselves right on 
schedule but you 'll never convince me that it was inevitable. 

What Henry Thoreau said 150 years ago can still be said 
today: " Man's capacities have never been measured; nor are 
we to judge of what he can do by any precedents, so little has 
been tried." 
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Conservation architecture 

Wells picks his best 

II 
Malcolm Wells describes his 20,000 sq ft office, factory 
and warehouse for Construction Fasteners, Inc., a concrete 
and weathering steel building near Reading, Pa. 

The site was a rounded hilltop of worn out farm land, two or 
three acres ready for the f inal blow-industrialization . But the 
owner was as concerned as we, and he let us reshape the en
tire site with huge earth mounds. Not only did we trap all rain
water that might have left the site, we created a private little 
world cut off from its ugly neighbors. 

Now ordinarily, you wouldn't look twice at a little rusty shed 
of a factory like this, ahd I wouldn't blame you. But the archi
tecture isn't in the building this time; not all of it, anyway. It's 
in the earth sculpture that tries to heal the wounds caused by 
the building. Then building and site work together. A lot of 
neighbors downstream have been saved a lot of flooding and 
erosion, and one little bit of hilltop is starting back along that 
long, long road to land-health again. 

Water conservation isn 't the only thing we tried to accom
plish. That worn out soil was a disgrace, and it would have 
been even more of a disgrace to rob some other site of its top
soil just to cover this one. So we decided to let the land 
rebuild itself. Crown vetch was the key; it not only puts nitro
gen back into the soil and makes mowing unnecessary, it 
holds down weeds and offers small game cover . 

And in the sunken pebble garden: this week, pebbles; next 
week, who knows? Probably a shallow pond . But the water's 
being saved, not wasted. 
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EARTH MOIJNDS SCREEN 
HIGHWAY DISTR ACTIONS 

Rainwater drains from all parts of site into scu lpture court (top, 
right) where it slowly filters through pebbles back into ground. 
Factory site is slowly being covered with crown vetch planted to 
restore nitrogen to so il (left). (Photos: Graphic Studio.) 
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User needs 

The Flatwriter: choice by computer 
Yona Friedman 

Developing his theories of the flexible city, the 
author devised the Flatwriter as a way to involve future 
inhabitants in planning their own apartments 

Author: The Hungarian-born architect participated 
in the 1957 Tenth CIAM, and the following year formed GEAM 
(now GIAP) in Paris , where he li ves and practices. 
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Because the architect of the past served a single client, he was 
able to become thoroughly acquainted with the client's in
div idual tastes and way of life-he could make the client's de
cisions for him. The majority of architects designing housing 
today do not work for millionaires, but for millions of in
dividuals who wil l work or live in the architects' projects. The 
architect cannot study the behavior of each user; instead, he 
constructs an ideal user-usually a mirror image of him-

. ·~ . . 



self:--and plans for this ideal. Since he designs to a common 
standard of perfection, none of the ind ividually imperfect 
users is satisfied . The architect cannot possibly ascertain their 
preferences and, therefore, should not presume to choose for 
them. He should , instead, devise methods of promoting 
choice among the users themselves. 

Self-decision is possible fo r groups on ly if the individual is 
aware of his preferences. No matter how irrational these prefer
ences may seem, the individual must be allowed to express 
them ; he must also be apprised of the attendant risks and dan
gers. The group, being no more than an ensemble of loosely 
linked individuals, will find itself affected by the choices of its 
members. 

The task of the architect is to warn each user of the effect 
of each individual act of choice. For example, the location of a 
new building will affect all of the city 's inhabitants. The public, 
instead of being told only of the form of the building, has the 
right to know the repercussions the project will have on its way 
of life. This foreknowledge of possib le results, whether ac
cepted, rejected or ignored, allows the exercise of a popular 
vote for or against any project by the individual and the group. 
Even if the artistic form of the building is not known or under
stood by each inhabitant, if the aspect crucial to him is 
presented in understandable terms of the consequence to 
him, this foreknowledge allows the individual to vote fo r or 
against any project. 

The Flatwriter project, conceived although not executed fo r 

.· ·', 

Photo: John-Pierre Aubert 

the world 's fa ir at Osaka, allows the individual to select and 
print out his future housing preferences. He can locate his 
dwelling within a given infrastructure of services and be 
warned of the possible consequences of his decisions. 

The Flatwriter keyboard consists of 53 keys, each printing 
the figu re shown upon it. They represent configurations pos
sible within three volumes as well as the different forms that 
can be assumed by each volume. These choices are predi
cated by a framework of existing stocks of prefabricated ele
ments, service units, bathroom and kitchen units, and by the 
location of each within the house structure. Costs are also 
computed for each select ion. 

It is thus possible for any future resident of a neighborhood 
to print his preference for an apartment. He does th is by util iz-
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The Flatwriter 

ing a simple code that visualizes all elements involved in his 
decision in such a way that his decision is easily compre
hended by the constructor as wel l as by all other residents 
of the future neighborhood. 

The Flatwriter contains a repertory of several million plans 
for possible apartments; it can issue warnings concerning the 
consequences implied by any projected use pattern, and it 
can estimate whether the site chosen by a future resident 
confl icts with that of any other resident. 

The use of the Flatwriter implies the simu ltaneous use of an 
infrastructure-an empty skeleton construct ion of several 
floors. The infrastructure is designed in order to (a) permit the 
implementation of any possible choice from the repertory by 
simple insertion of rooms, etc. within the voids of the in
frastructure, (b) make possible any transformation 
(correct ion) of any possible implemented chosen plan real
ized within the infrastructure, and to do this without imposing 
a transformation or correction on the infrastructure itself. All 
transformations of a chosen plan implemented within the in
frastructure concern only the mobile elements (walls, parti
tion, floors , ceilings, etc.) inserted in the infrastructure (in
fillings of the infrastructure). A service network of water sup
ply and disposal, electrici ty, telephone and other services is 
contained within th is skeleton. 

The Flatwriter makes it possib le, in the planning stage, for 
any future resident of a town (infrastructure): (a) to choose 
the plan and character of his apartment-his private envi
ronment-(an act that today is practiced by the architect) , 
(b) to choose the site of his private environment within the 
town-public environment-and get a building permit in
stantaneously (an act that today is supposed to be done by 
the local municipal authority) and, (c) to be informed about 
the particular issues concerning himself directly, himself and 
his home, issues implied by any new event (intervention) any
where within the town (an act that today is omitted). 

The Flatwriter is thus an application of a new information 
process between the future user and the object he wants to 
use; it makes individual decision possible within very wide 
boundaries, and it provides a direct way for anybody to 
correct his own errors without the help of intermediary pro
fessionals. 

The following drawings, diagrams and captions describe 
the use and choices of the Flatwriter and how it wi ll help the 
architect accomplish his new task of determining the choices 
and lifestyles of a great number of clients. 

Repertory of 
al l possible 

* 
solutions 

Future Warning for 
the individual 
future user 

Jff------
-i The other 
A residents 

Infrastructure 

Warning for 
all other 
residents 

Organizational diagram, above, is explained through 
the fol lowing interactions of residents with the Flatwriter. 
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The keyboard of the Flatwriter contains: all possible linkages 
and configu rations of three distinct volumes (three volumes 
used here to simplify explanations and illustrations); all 
shapes any of the volumes can have (depending on the giv
en technological context); all possible positions for a pack
aged kitchen, bathroom or any special equipment; all 
c limatic orientations the apartment can have. Mr. X types , 
using this keyboard, as he would on an ordinary typewriter. 
He (a) chooses a configuration, then (b), one after the other 
he chooses the shapes he wants for each room in his apart
ment, then (c) he locates his kitchen , bathroom facilities 
within the spaces and, final ly, he (d) dec ides the orientation 
of his home. He uses only 8 to 9 keys , selected among the 
53 keys of the Flatwriter, thus choosing his plan for his 
apartment from some millions of possible plans offered by 
the machine (with its 53 keys). 

At this stage Mr. X makes all decisions. The machine does 
nothing other than print on a slip of paper the decisions 
(plan) of Mr. X, without opposing or criticizing these deci
sions. Th e Flatwriter wi ll print, for example, if Mr. X pushes 
the above keys, the following plan, and it will also calculate 
the price of the apartment chosen by Mr. X. 

Mr. X turns to another keyboard (or dial): that of habit fre
quencies. He has to indicate how often he is in the habit of 
going (following his own knowledge of himself) to his 
different rooms (to his bathroom, to his kitchen, etc.). These 
habit frequencies represent a characteristic parameter of 
his personal way of life. He pushes the keys represen ting 
the frequencies of his in-home errands (following his own 
estimate) based on his image of his future home. 
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to each room daily? 
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The first warning of Flatwriter arrives. It indicates for Mr. X 
what issues he can expect concerning his own tiredness, 
comfort, isolation, communication, etc ., based on the habits 
he specified and the plan he chose. The effort is implied in 
the utilization of each room of his future home. If th is effort , 
calculated on his own information, seems disadvantageous 
for Mr. X, he might choose another plan (by changing, for 
example, the linkage or the proposed function of some 
rooms), or he might prefer to change his habits (the fre
quencies of his in-home .errands). 
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The next part of the Flatwriter reproduces, on a TV screen, 
the plan of an infrastructure: i.e., an empty multistory skele
ton. Each void of this skeleton is identified by a number. A 
void occupied by some other apartment chosen previously 
by a neighbor of Mr. X presents, instead of a number, the 
outline of this apartment. 

Mr. X composes on the keyboard (dial) the numbers of the 
voids he intends to have as the site of his apartment. If Mr. X 
chose the above voids: 
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The Flatwriter inserts on the screen the outline of the apart
ment chosen by Mr. X in his chosen voids of the in
frastructure, controlling simultaneously whether Mr. X's 
choice of a site does or does not obstruct the access, the 
incidence of natural light, or the possibi lity of natural ventila
tion for one of the flats whose site was chosen earlier by 
some of his neighbors. 

Please choose again! 

If Mr. X' s chosen apartment or chosen site disturbs any 
apartment chosen before and registered by the Flatwriter 
for the benefit of one of his neighbors, the machine lights a 
panel. 

·. 

Once the control accepts to insert Mr. X's apartment at the 
site in the voids within the infrastructure chosen by him, the 
Flatwriter calculates the effort-chart for the whole in
frastructure, the chart being modified by the site-choice of 
Mr. X. The efforts shown in this chart correspond to the situ
ation of all flats and public services inserted in the in
frastructure at any given time . This chart is superprinted on 
the TV screen, which shows as well the occupation pattern 
(in a different color) within the infrastructure, or it can be 
presented on a separate TV screen beside the first one. 

This chart informs a// residents about issues implied by 
any new intervention .(newcomers ' site-choices for public 
services, new attraction points, etc.) within the infra
structure. The chart shows-or explains in a very rough 
interpretation-if the number of by-passers at any wanted 
point of the infrastructure (for example, near Mr. X's apart
ment, or to Mr. Y's or Mr. Z 's residence) changes. 

This information is very important because noise, calm, 
air pollution, commercial values, accessibility, etc . of any 
site within a town depend on the local-effort value. 
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Environmental engineering 

Air fi ltration 
John Kettleman, PE 

Selecting air filters for maximum performance is 
important in control of air quality. This article reviews 
basic types of filters and their capabilities 

To most laymen, air conditioning means cooling of air in or
der to keep an occupied space at a comfortable tempera
ture. Air conditioning also means environmental control of 
air quality within the space. While temperature and humidity 
are obvious terms, air quality is not. 

In the past, air quality has pretty much been determined 
by the percentage of fresh air circulated. If all the supply air 
was fresh air, the air quality was considered better than if 
only 10 percent of the supply air was fresh air. With in
creasing air pollution, the term "fresh air" has less signifi
cance in determining air quality. In some areas fresh air may 
have a negative effect on air quality. In such a situation air 
filtration becomes an important consideration in an air con
ditioning system. 

Filter capability 
Today's filters are capable of removing part iculate and 
gaseous material from the air. They are effective for particle 
sizes ranging from about 0.3 microns to large grit particles. 
(For comparison, tobacco smoke particles range from 0.01 
microns to 1 micron.) 

Proper air filtration for commercial build ings can minimize 
the impurities introduced from the fresh air, but cannot pre
vent contaminants from being introduced directly into the 
space by other means (smoking, cooking, from tenants' 
clothing and other materials introduced into the space). 

Filter performance is measured by two basic means: effi
ciency and dust holding capacity. The ratio of. dust fed to 
dust arrested determines efficiency, while dust holding ca
pacity gives some indication of the relative filter life. The in
dustry is working toward standardization of these criteria. In 
the futu re performance data for f ilters should be certified by 
ASHRAE and the American Filter Institute. 

Types of filters 
For purposes of this article, there are three basic types of 

filters. Permanent filters are designed to be cleaned and 
reused. A common example of this type is the carburetor air 
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filter in power mowers. Their efficiency is low, dust holding 
capacity poor, and use is limited to such things as grease fil

ters for kitchen range hoods and for paint spray booths. 
In general, permanent filters are not desirable because 

maintenance cost is high. The labor involved is very often 
not skilled enough to clean the filters properly. Space must 
be provided to clean the filters and to stock the ones used 
to replace those being cleaned. 

Replaceable filters, designed to be thrown away after their 
useful life, are the most common type. Efficiencies range 
from very low (15 percent) to very high (99.997 percent) . 
Dust holding capacity varies from nil to substantial. Many 
variations of permanent or replaceable frames and media 
are availab le. These filters are often installed in pairs, the 
first being a low efficiency, low cost pre-filter, and the sec
ond a high efficiency, costly filter. The pre-filter extends the 
life of the main filter by a factor of three or four . 

Replaceable filters provide the necessary range of effi
ciencies and require minimum maintenance which can be 
properly performed by semiskilled personnel. The engineer's 
challenge is to find the right combination of efficiency and 
dust holding capacity for the necessary air quality at the low
est possible owning and operating cost. 

Electronic filters are capable of high efficiency. The basic 
principle is to pass the air stream through a high intensity 
electrical field, charge the dirt particles, and then attract 
them to an oppositely charged plate. (This is a very general 
description and is not completely accurate for all types of 
electronic or electrostat ic filters.) 

The same maintenance and cleaning problems exist for 
electronic f ilters as for permanent ones. The material ex
tracted from the air stream builds up on the plates and even
tually they must be cleaned. In addition, the efficiency of 
electronic f ilters is closely related to uniform air distribution 
across the filter. The space to insure this type of air flow is 
usually not available or is prohibitive ly expensive. High initial 
cost and the unwillingness of the owner to accept the high 
voltage hazards are also factors in their low use. 

Other types of filters include charcoal filters, space charge 
filters, and dust and moisture separators. These have special 
limited applications to be defined in a subsequent article. 

Filter selection 
Determining the proper type of filtration for any project re
quires analysis of initial costs, replacement costs, space re
quirements, operating costs and caliber of operating person
nel. In the last analysis, the final performance of the air filtra
tion system is up to the owner's operating and maintenance 
personnel. The most efficient and costly filters will not per
form properly unless installed properly and replaced when 
their rated life is expended. In addition, design intent is often 
thwarted when the operating personnel attempt to lower 
costs by buying less efficient replacement filters from unre
liable manufacturers. 

In this connection , some manufacturers are now consid
erin~ offering owners a maintenance contract which would 
cover the cost of replacement filters, changing filters and 
guaranteeing perfo rmance. 

Author: John Kettleman is an associate of Syska & Hennessy, 
Inc., Consulting Engineers, New York City. 
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Specifications clinic 

American softwood 
lumber standards 
Harold J. Rosen, PE , FCSI 

The revised American Softwood Lumber Standard is now 
in effect. This article reports the new relationship of 
size to moisture content, and new uniform grade names 

The long awaited revision of the American Softwood Lumber 
Standard, formerly Simplified Practice Recommendation SPA 
16-53, was issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce and 
became effective on September 1, 1970. This standard, devel
oped by the National Bureau of Standards, will be known as 
Voluntary Product Standard PS 20-70 and represents the first 
major revision in lumber standards since 1938. 

PS 20-70 and the National Grading Rule have opened the 
way for uniformity among the various lumber species that has 
not existed before, which should simplify specifying species 
and grades for different uses. Primarily, approval of this stan
dard means that for the first time moisture content is recog
nized as a factor for determining standard lumber sizes. All 
lumber producing regions will now have to follow the same 
rules in the manufacturing process; namely, the relationship 
of size to moisture content. Under the old ALS, the estab
lished sizes applied equally to green and dry lumber. This 
meant that green lumber of some species could be dressed 
to the same size as dry lumber despite later shrinkage. 

There will now be two standard sizes for softwood lumber; 
one for lumber finished at a moisture content of 19 percent or 
less, and one for lumber finished in an unseasoned or green 
condition. Theoretically, both seasoned and unseasoned lum
ber will be the same size after reaching equilibrium moisture 
content in a building . Obviously producers of green lumber 
must now accept the penalty of cutting it a size larger than dry 
material. In addition green and dry lumber must now be so 
identified on grade stamps. 

Examples of standard sizes for dimension lumber: 
Nominal Seasoned Unseasoned 
2X4 1%X3% 1"/i 6 X3o/, 6 

2 x 6 1 % x 5% 1 'X. x 5% 
2 x 8 1 % x 7% 1 %. x 7% 
2x10 1%x9% 1"fi. x9% 
2 x 12 1 % x 11 % 1 •1i. x 11 % 

Three and four in. thicknesses will be 2% in . and 3% in. re
spectively for seasoned lumber and 2o/,6 in. and 39/i 6 in . for un
seasoned. 
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Equally important under the new standard is that grade 
names used by various species will be uniform under the Na
tional Grading Rule Committee. The standardization of grade 
names will eliminate the confusion that has often plagued 
specifiers in the past. This committee established under PS 
20-70 will establish , maintain and make available grade 
strength ratios, nomenclature and descriptions of grades for 
dimension lumber conforming to American Lumber Stan
dards. All approved grading rules must conform to the provi
sions of the National Grading Rule. 

The National Grad ing Rule for Dimension Lumber classifi

cations are: 
A. Two width categories 

1. 2"-4"thick x 2"-4"wide 
2. 2"-4" thick x 6 11 wide and wider 
B. Five use categories 
Dimension to 4 in. : 
1. Structural light framing (engineering application, 
high strength, 2 x 4's for trussed rafters). 
2. Light framing (nonstructural 2 x 4's, good appear
ance, lower strength). 
3. Studs (limited to lengths 10 feet and shorter). 
Dimension 6 in. and wider: 
4. Structural joists and planks (engineering 
applications, high strength). 
Dimension 2 in. and wider designed for special uses: 
5. Appearance (good appearance, high strength) . For 
example, in lieu of the structural joists and planks 
grade that a designer might use for an exposed plank 
and beam roof system, he would select and specify the 
new appearance grade since it combines C & Better 
grade appearance with No. 1 strength . 

Within each of the fi ve use categories will be a maximum of 
four grades except that any grading agency may develop a 
grade with higher strength ratio for material of higher strength 
than the four standard grades. Standard grades are: 
1. Structural light fram ing 

Select structural (Sel str) No. 1, No. 2, No. 3. 
2. Light framing 

Construction (Constr), Standard (Stand), Utility (Util) 
3. Stud grade 
4. Structu ral joists and planks 

Select structura l (Sel str) No. 1, No. 2, No. 3. 
5. Appearance 

The new standard requ ires that allowable stress values in 
grading rules of various species be developed in compliance 
with guides laid down by the National Bureau of Standards for 
appropriate ASTM standards and criteria and subject to tech
nical review by the Forest Products Laboratory. 

Implementation of PS 20-70 introduces many benefits for 
the architect, builder, inspector and consumer. These in
clude : (1) broader representation on the ALS Committee, (2) 
increased enforcement of rules and regulations established in 
the standard, (3) explicit regulations regarding grademarks 
and grademarking, (4) uniform grades and grade names for 
all species, (5) stressgrading of all species and all grades. 

PS 20-70 is available from the U.S. Government Printing 

Office, Washington, D.C. 

Author: Harold Rosen is Chief Specifications Writer of Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill, New York City. 
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Chicago's 

New MCCormick Place 

Acclaimed 

''Most Usable Exposition Center of all Timel" 
With more than a half mi llion square feet 
of exhibit space on two levels-32 meeting 
rooms - six theatres- eight restaurants
and 20 banq uet rooms, Chicago's new 
McCormick Place is the world's newest, 
most modern , and most complete exposi
tion center. 

Stretching over two city blocks beside 
Lake Michigan, this 95 mi ll ion dollar struc
ture has risen phoenix-like from the ashes 
of the first McCormick Place destroyed by 
fire four years ago. 

Though actually a thi rd larger than its 
predecessor, the new structure manages to 
create an atmosphere of warmth and inti
macy unique in so massive a building. This 
illusion stems from the Architect's ability to 
design the lobby, corridors and other pub-

lie areas as a series of elements rather than 
as a formidable, overwhelming monolith. 

The Sloan Flush Valve installation in 
McCormick Place is unique and completely 
new. In step with space age design, the con
cealed closet flush valves are remotely con
trolled by "Push to Flush" buttons conve
niently located in the toi let stal I partitions. 
Concealed urinal flush valves are similarly 
controlled by "Push to Flush" buttons in 
the wall immediately above each fixture. 

Early patrons of the new McCormick 
Place have already expressed enthusiastic 
acceptance of this new Sloan Flush Valve 
installation, one of several new Sloan ideas. 
We invite you to discuss your flush valve 
installations with Sloan to help make your 
proposed bui lding as new as tomorrow. 

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY 

4300 West Lake Street· Chicago, Illinois 60624 
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It's the law 

Protection against 
negligence charges 
Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan 

The 'General Conditions of the Contract for 
Construction' issued by the AIA, offers the practicing 
architect protection against charges of negligence 

One of the important concerns of the practicing architect is to 

insulate himself, insofar as possible, against charges of negli
gent performance where injury or loss is occasioned on a proj
ect because of some action or inaction on the part of the 
contractor. The United States Supreme Court has recently 
commented on the indemnification clause contained in the 
"General Conditions of the Contract for Construction" issued 
by the American Institute of Architects. This indicated a 
broader application in providing indemnification to the owner 
and architect than indemnification provisions contained in 
certain Government contracts . (United States v. M. 0 . Sekin
ger, Jr. etc., 90 S. Ct. 880). 

The Supreme Court case involved a construction contract 

between the.United States and a plumbing contractor forcer
tain work to be performed at a United States Marine Base in 

South Carolina. The indemnity provision which was contained 
in that contract, and which was common to fixed-price Gov
ernment construction contracts, provides that the contractor 

"shall .be responsible for all damages to persons or property 
that occur as a result of his fault or negligence .. . . " The 
United States Supreme Court agreed to consider the appli

cation of this provision. 
The facts in this case involved an ·employee of a plumbing 

contractor who was working on a particular section of pipe 
which had been partially constructed above a street. He was 
injured by coming into contact with an electric wire carrying 
2400 volts of electricity which was located about four or five 
feet above the place where he was working. The employee, 
although entitled to benefits against his employer under 
South Carolina's Workmen's Compensation Law, also com
menced a suit against the United States on the ground that 
his injuries had been sustained as the result of the Govern
ment's negligence in failing to de-energize the wire and 

advise the contractor's employees that the electric wire 
had not been de-energized. Eventually a judgment was 
awarded against the United States in the amount of $45,000. 

The United States proceeded to institute suit against the 
plumbing contractor, the employer, alleging that the con-
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tractor's negligence had been responsible for the employee's 

injuries and that the United States should therefore be fully in
demnified for the judgment which had been obtained against 

it and which it had paid. The Government alleged that the 
contractor was requi red to perform his contract with the 
United States "properly and safely and to provide work
manlike service in the performance of said work." 

The United States Court of Appeals in the Fifth Circuit held 
that an indemnitee cannot recover for his own negligence in 

the absence of a contractual provision which clearly and un
mistakably provided for this result. The Court concluded that 

since the construction contract d id not unequivocally provide 
that the Government was entitled to be indemnified for its own 
negligence and since the claimed negligence of the con
tractor was relatively slight as compared to the Government's 

negligence, no recovery would be permitted. 
The decision of the Federal Circuit Court was appealed to 

the United States Supreme Court and the decision of the low
er court was reversed in a divided decision . The majority of 
the Supreme Court agreed with the lower court that if the 
owner expects to sh ift the ultimate responsibil ity for its negli
gence to the contractors on a project, the mutual intention 
and agreement of the parties to this effect must appear with 
clarity on the face of the contract. The court concluded, how
ever, that the language of the Government contract did not 
manifest such intention and contrasted such language with 
Section 4.18.1 of the General Conditions of the Construction 

Contract issued by the American Institute of Architects, which 
expressly provides that the contractor shall indemnify and 
hold harmless the owner and the arch itect for damages attrib
utable, whether caused in whole or in part, by any negligence 

of the contractor "regardless of whether or not it is caused in 
part by a party indemnified" thereunder. 

The majority opinion of the Supreme Court , however, re

jected the conclusion of the lower court that the contractor 
was not required to make any indemn ification for any part of 
the damages even if caused by his negligence, stating: " ... 
the most reasonable construction of the clause ... is that li

ability be premised on the basis of comparative negligence. In 
the first place, this interpretation is consistent with the plain 
language of the clause, for Sekinger will be required to in
demnify the United States to the full extent that its negligence, 
if any, contributed to the injuries to the employee. 

"Secondly, the principle that indemnification for the in
demnitee's own negligence must be clearly and unequivo
cally indicated as the intention of the parties is preserved in
tact. In no event will Sekinger be required to indemnify the 
United States to the extent that the injuries were attributable 
to the negligence, if any, of the United States. In short, Sekin

ger will be responsible for the damages caused by its negli
gence; similarly, responsibility w ill fall upon the United States 
to the extent that it was negligent." 

The minority opin ion disagreed with this conclusion, stating 
that the Government contract no more says that the con
tractor shall re im burse the Government for his share of joint 
negligence than that he shall be a liability insurer for the Gov
ernment's sole negl igence. 

Authors: Bernard Tomson is a District Court Judge, 
Nassau County, N.Y. , Hon . AIA. Norman Coplan, Attorney, 

is Counsel to the New York State Chapter of the AIA. 



Now. .. Glidclen has 
vinyl wall coverings 

to blend with its paints 
Paints and wall coverings from one reliable source -
Glidden! 

Our new selection of 450 vinyl wall coverings puts 
it all together for you. Colors of each pattern can be 
quic~ly coordinated with Glidden's Architectural Color 
Device for walls. You can move from paint 
colors to vinyl colors, or vinyl to paint, 

·and make the right choices fast. 
If you're not already working with 

our Architectural Color Device, ask 
for one now. If you have one, you 
know how well you'll be served by 
color-coordinated vinyl wall cover
ings from the same source. 

FREE! The Glidden Color Studio - staffed by profes
sional designers - provides complete color styling: 
original elevations including wall, accent, and wood 
stain colors as well as carpeti ng, drapery, tile, and 
accessory colors. Ask us (on your letterhead, please) 
and we'll follow through, fast! 

GLIDDEN COATINGS & RESINS 
ARCHITECTURAL & MAINTENANCE 

CLEVELANtJ, OHIO 44116 
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Books 

Beyond Habitat 

Beyond Habitat. By Moshe Safdie. Edited 
by John Kettle. Cambridge : MIT Press, 
1970. 244 pp. $10. 

Herewith, a duet of comments to a single 
book. Those by our editor Forrest Wilson 
were provoked by his coverage of Expo 
'67 where he met and grew to respect 
Moshe Safdie. The review by Lawrence 
Lerner, president of Saphier, Lerner, 
Schindler, Inc. is inspired by identification 
with as well as interest in the planning 
problems of the here, the now and after. 

Safdie's book is important because it 
shows how a few men with guts and ideas . 
can protect these ideas against all odds -
government beaurocracy, building 
producers, self-interest and the profes
sional jealousies of engineers, arch itects 
and planners. 

In many ways it is a naive book. Safdie 
recounts the ills of the profession that 
those who have worked in it all of their 
lives have accepted and taken for granted 
as restri ctions of the des ign process. No 
one ever told him that he could not ac
complish what he did, so he accom
plished it . But it was not Safd ie's triumph 
alone. There were older men in positions 
of power, men such as August Kommen
dant, Churchil l, Fuller who apparently had 
not grown up. 

Most biographies of architects are bor
ing . They are records of egocentric ac
complishments. This is not. It recounts a 
battle to get something started and then 
the doing of it. The climate at Expo was 
one of excitement, of dedication. It was 
the beg inning of a Canadian architectural 
nationalism that, un like most nat ionalism, 
resulted in a great deal of fine arch i
tecture. One feels that Ontario Place in 
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Toronto and the very good if not great 
buildings that are being erected there are 
due to the spirit that, if not born at Expo, 
at least came to self-realization there. 

I first met Safdie in 1966 and was struck 
by his ideas. He was one of the first to 
realize the validity of some of the ideas of 
the thirties which we clothed in a monu
mental autocratic arch itecture. He saw 
what was behind them. He thinks in terms 
of groups of people, rather than the in
dividual. He applies the density of Medi
terranean structures to the density of city 
living. 

This is a book of the tremendous 
energy of the young or the ageless who 
have a conviction. The number of times 
that Habitat has been redesigned, pre
sented and argued about without los-
ing its integrity as an ideal is as much a 
cred it to the stamina of the designers as it 
is to their youth . Habitat exists and its 
worth is as much in the idea, not neces
sarily original, as to the men who made it 
work. Safdie is not necessari ly a brilliant 
designer; there are many who are as gif
ted. His unusual characteristic is his per
severance. Ideas have very little validity by 
themselves. But coupled with the raw 
courage of Safdie and his group of young 
designers who kindled the dreams of his 
older contemporaries, they are unbeatable. 

Personally I like Habitat. I always have. 
To me it means all of the th ings that Saf
die claimed it was supposed to mean. It is 
not only a nice place to visit but a nice 
place to live. [Forrest Wilson] 

"If I were king, how I would make life a 
constant delight for my subjects!" That's 
the transcribed essence of Moshe Safdie's 
"Beyond Habitat." It is a superb book; ex
uberant, critical, disdainful, creative, naive 

arrogant and humble . It is a book by a 
man with a bubbling , boiling, driving 
energy - almost a divine-right motivated 
ambition to improve the world. 

The fi rst half of his book leads the read
er through the difficult gestation and birth 
period of Expo and Habitat '67. Every 
practicing professional will recogn ize the 
frustrations he himself has been through a 
thousand times. An adventure story com
plete with villains and heroes emerges ex
citingly from the push-pull story of the 
beaurocracy-bugged development of a 
revolutionary idea. 

Safdie 's convictions regarding the envi
ronment - global and private - are so lu
cid and inspired one does not rea lize that 
only one of the many projects narrated 
has been brought through the morass of 
vested tradition and political status quo to 
realization . 

Safdie does not hit and run. In one 
breath he names names and castigates 
the sterility and paralyses of our present 
planning methods. In the next, he makes 
what he thinks are cogent suggestions to 
revolutionize and improve the system . Saf
die is the rare professional who, despite 
his messianic architectural zeal to be all 
things to all people, knows that all occu
pants of all spaces are, like he himself, liv
ing, thinking, conscious, self-sacred in
dividuals, in the broadest sense. He states 
this understanding loudly and clearly. 

Despite these protestations, his descrip
tions of his own great ego, and his behav
ior in expediting the critical path of his 
own projects leaves the hint, although un
mentioned, of possible bodies by the . 
roadside after the whirlwind of Safdie's at
tainment has passed through. It would not 
be the first nor the last time that a price 
had to be paid for improving man's lot. 
Safdie's brand of talent, drive and values 
are what this world needs more of. Let's 
hope that as he grows and leaves marks, 
he retains the desire to further document 
them for our edification, amusement and 
improvement. [Lawrence Lerner] 

Recommended Practice for Engineered 
Brick Masonry. Second Edition. By James 
G. Gross, Robert D. Dikkers and John C. 
Grogan. McLean, Va.: Structural Clay 
Products Institute, 1969. {337 pp., $7.50. 

Reviewed by William J. McGuinness. The 
reviewer is a partner in the firm of 
McGuinness & Duncan, Engineers, and 
formerly chairman of the Department of 
Structural Design at Pratt Institute. 
[continued on page 130] 
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We wrote the book on 
imaginative commercial buildings. 

Send for it. 
--------------------------------------Th e Bazaar at the Vi llage Green at Heritage Vil lage in Southbu ry, Connect icut is an outstand ing 

examp l.e of the way Western Wood adds character to a commercial project. 
Our new commercial buildings booklet is filled with imag inative des ign so luti ons. Solutions that are 

making dollars and sense for develope1·s as we ll . Th e scope ranges from an award winn ing medical cl inic 
to a suburban equestrian cen te1-. Each design has its own distinct persona li ty created with Western Wood. 

Let us show you how Western Wood can help add personality to your next commerc ial design 
project. Mail the coupon today. 

Please send me your "Wood in Buildings" book let. On Reader Service Card, circle no. 379 

Name 

Ad dress 

City 

(YfL' Western Wood does it 
VO like nothing else can. 

State Zip 

Western Wood Products Assoc iat ion 
Dept. PA-3c71,, Yeon Buil ding 
Port land, Oregon 97204 

WWPA's 1970 Grading Rules, approved by the Board of Review of the 
American Lumber Standards Com mittee, incorporate provisions of the new American Lu mber Standard PS 20-70, which es
tab lishes new lumber sizes, grades and identification requirements. They are now available from WWPA at $1 per copy. 





Now you can design entrance areas 
as individual and memorable as your 
buildings. 

For the firs t time you aren't confined 
to stereotyped entrance styles. 

En tara is a system of aluminum 
extrusions, sub-assemblies, parts, 
pieces and hardware. Variants in stiles, 
rails, plan kings, glazing options. 
Related in appearance and in function 
to achieve a wide selection of 
interchangeable design elements 
for an almost limitl ess variety of 
entrance configurations. 

To put it another way ... Entara is 
a system of entrance coordinates. 
Door coo rdinates-Frame coordinates 
-Hardware coordinates. New form, 
dimension , plane, texture, color. New 
push-pull hardware, created as part 
of the system, can be var ied to 
meet your design ind ividuality. 

r 

The multip le components of the 
Kawneer/Entara system give you 
optimum design freedom . For full 
information, see you r Kawneer 
rep resenta tive or contact Kawneer 
Product Information, 1105 N. Front St., 
Niles, Michigan 49120. 

Entara is a trademark of Kawneer/AMAX. 

THE KAWNEER CONCEPT: 

Attention to detail 

Kawneer Company, Inc., a Subsidiary of American Metal Climax, Inc. 
Niles, Michigan • Richmond, California • Atlanta, Georgia • Bloomsburg, 
Penn. • Harrisonburg, Va. • Kawneer Company Canada, Ltd., Toronto 

Designs and renderings by Richard P. Howard Associates, 
Architectural Illustrators, Sylvania , Ohio, 

Harold A . Roe, A.I.A . 
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Model MSH 911 Swivel Chair: 1st Award, 1969 IBD Honors Awards I" " !~~~-::::~~~----------, 
II II 317 Prairie Avenue 

Sturgis, Michigan 49091 
I 

I Please send me the MSH 900 Series seat ing broch ure . 
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Scene Stealers- Sculpted hardwood screens play many sup
porting ro les as wall s, dividers, backdrops to create drama 
in the setti ngs of business or homes. A wide repertoire of 
20 patterns and an unlimited cast of woods - walnut, birch , 
ash, oak, poplar and other species . You may direct us on 
size, framing and finishing. The 
response will be lots of app lause. ~- J! ---~I... __ 
Write for free color playbill. ~""'"'11 

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS 

5800 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90058 (213) 583-4511 
REP RESENTATIVES IN PR INCIPAL CITIES. COVERED BY PATENT NO. 285978 J 
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FREE 
BULLETIN ABOUT 
A BRAND NEW, 
ECONOMICAL 
LABORATORY 
FUME 
SCRUBBER 

The world's leading research team in the field of packed 
columns and mass transfer (gas stripping, absorpt ion, 
extract ion, etc.) has designed a simple, efficient, low-cost, 
corrosion-resista nt laboratory fume scrubber for use with 
any fume hood - t he "Lab-Air." Virtually ma intenance
free (no moving parts) . .. both vertical and horizontal 
configurations in models up to 2,000 cfm capacity . .. 
off-the-shelf delivery. 

GET ALL THE FACTS! Send today for free Bulletin LS-700. 
34-048 

&frklfrdf PLASTICS ANO SYNTHETICS DIVISION 
LABORATORY EOVIPAIENT PROOVCTS AKRON. OHIOH.9011 
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Carpet shown made of Bigelow Approved 100% Wool Face. 

The building that could never be built before. 
Bigelow carpets help make architectural innovations possible. 

Bigelow carpeting keeps rooms warmer 
when it's cold; cooler when it's hot. 
Rooms stay remarkably more quiet and 
glare-free. Walls can be thinner and 

lighter than architects 
ever thought possible. 
And with Bigelow car
peting you can save sub
stantially over the cost 

When you specify Bigelow, you get a 
vast engineering, manufacturing, design, 
and research staff in the bargain. Plus 
highly skilled Bigelow field specialists. All 
their new ideas are at your command
whether you're building or renovating a 
school; hospital, church, office, or store. 

Our 57 trend-setting patents are proof 
that Bigelow is the carpet to innovate 

with. We offer a wide collection of time
proven grades. And a limitless ·variety of 
special designs, patterns, and colors. (If 
your specifications call for it, we'll even 
custom-make the right carpet for you.) 

Do your planning from the floor up. 
The first step is to call the first name in 
contract carpeting: Bigelow, 140 Madison 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016 . 

....... :~=..~:;~:, .... ,, of maintenance of hard-
mac1,orpur,woo1p.,,. surface floors . l?eople who know ... buy 'i}.~g~!9.~ 
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An award 
winning library ... 

showcase for 
concrete with 

LPDZZDLITH /admixture. 

Owner: Cit y of Port Washington, N. Y. Arc hi· 
tect: Curtis and Davis. Structural Engineer: 
A. A. Abdalian. General Contractor: M. St ark 
Construction Co. POZZOLITH Ready-Mixed 
Concrete: Cert ified Industries, Division of U.S. 
Steel, Hicksville, N.Y. 
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"T he most beautiful concrete job I've ever seen in my life." 
So said one of the committee members of the Concrete 
Industry Board (New York) in judging the Port Washington 
Public Library, Port Washington, Long Island. The structure 
was unanimously awarded the CIB's Annual Award for 1970. 

Located on a grassy knoll over looking Manhasset Bay, 
the 34,500-square foot, spl it- level structure displays exposed 
architectural concrete with formboard finish inside and out. 
The awards committee stated that the finish shows not the 
slightest imperfection throughout. 

An important factor in achieving the desired concrete 
was the specification and use of POZZOLITH adm ixture. 
POZZOLITH helped make the high-strength concrete more 
placeable and workable, resul t ing in better consolidation in 
the forms. The result was concrete that faithfully reproduced 
the grain of the formboard and a surface dense and strong 
enough to retain this appearance over the years. 

The Port Washington Library joins an already impressive 
list of concrete structures that reflect the performance 
benefits of POZZOLITH. And POZZO LITH del ivers its benefits 
where performance counts-on the job and in the finished 
structure. That's why, over the years, POZZOLITH has earned 
the name "The Performance Admixture." 

To learn more about POZZOLITH and how it makes good 
concrete better, call your local Master Builders fie ld man 
or write Master Bui lders, Cleveland, Ohio 44118. 

POZZOLITH* 
manufactured by 

MASTER BUILDERS 
*POZZOL/TH is a registered trademark for MASTER BUILDERS' 

water-reducing, set-controlling admixture for concrete. 



Books continued from page 120 

It is a delight to find that a renaissance in 
the use of the world's most ancient struc
tural material has produced an engineer
ing manual based upon research and de
velopment comparable to the best re
search efforts given to newer products. 

Following the destruction by fire of the 
~ncient city of Babylon 2600 years ago, it 
was rebuilt with kiln-fired brick set in hot 
bitumen. This was, at the time, a relatively 
new method. The old city had been built 

ADJUSTABLE 
HEAD & JAMB 
EQUIPMENT 

of reeds and mud . 
By the time the Colosseum was erected 

in A.D. 70 the bricks were of better quality 
and laid in a mortar which utilized puzzuo
lan cement, a product of volcanic ash that 
approaches our modern portland cement 
in quality. The time-honored beehive meth
od of firing bricks by piling the molded 
clay units around a fire persisted into 
the 20th Century, yielding some good 
brick, some overburned deformed clinkers 
and some underburned soft "salmon" 
brick. Modern methods of brick firing 
have assured sound brick of ultimate 

our 471~ ';fear 
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Aluminum Housing 
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PROTECTION 
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---the most complete 
and authoritative 
guide for-

•WEATHER STRIPPING 
• SOUND PROOFING 
• LIGHT PROOFING 
•THRESHOLDS 

Zero's new Catalog shows 
many new products, contains 
184 full size drawings. 
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ZERO Write today for your copy 

W/ ZERO WEATHER STRIPPING CO., INC. 
Our 47th year of service to architects 

415 Concord Avenue, Bronx, New York 10455 • (212) LU 5·3230 
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compressive values of from 2000 to 
14,000 (p lus) psi for single units. It will be 
noted that these structural elements are 
as gopd as or better than basic concrete 
which, in conventional building oper
ations, is expected to have an ultimate 
strength of 2000 to 5000 psi. 

Of course, it is not possible to utilize· the 
full value of the highest strength brick 
units because all bricks must be laid in 
mortar to tiold them together, or, as some· 
consider, apart. In addition to holding the 
bricks apart, the mo.rtar, a fine aggregate 
concrete, renders the assembled brick 
masonry weaker. Adding lime to the mor
tar to make it reasonably workable and a 
little more water-resistant makes it weaker 
still. Finally, a great weakening effect is 
sometimes brought about by unsuper
vised poor workmanship. 

Yet, wi th good materials, proper control 
and inspection, ultimate strengths as high 
as 4600 psi are achievable as confirmed 
by the table, "Assumed Compressive 
Strength of Brick Masonry," in the new 
manual. This puts good brick masonry in 
the same strength c lass as good concrete. 
The table further shows that the ultimate 
strength of brick masonry so inspected 
and supervised is about 50 percent great
er than that of unsupervised work. Unlike 
steel, the manufacture of which is com
plete on its arrival at the site except for 
connections, brick masonry, no less than 
concrete, requires the control supervision 
affords during the building process. 

But brick and mortar had been "good 
enough" through the centuries and by the 
early 1800s was, on a worldwide basis, the 
primary structural material, albeit bulky 
and dependent upon thickness for stress 
minimization and on bulk and gravity for 
resistance to lateral forces. By that time 
the scientific basis for modern structural 
design had been established. From 1570 
to 181 O it had had its impetus in the tech
nical philosophies of Galileo, Descartes, 
Hooke, Newton, Leibnitz, Bernou lli, Euler, 
Coulomb and Young . Its application, how
ever, to brick masonry was quite deficient 
in shear, tension and bending resistance. 

Instead, the benefits of structural design 
were applied in the use of rolled sections 
of wrought iron that appeared in 1850 and 
to reinforced concrete beginning about 
1890. The steel frames that rose above 
the conventional six stories following the 
advent of the Eiffel Tower in 1889 were a 
curious combination of brick and struc
tural steel. The lower stories consisted of 
brick walls several feet thick enclosing the 
[continued on page 135] 
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Has anyone ever called your wiring system 

Danny Divot 

Planning a meeting? 
Ask your Wiremold 
representative about 
the 20-minute slide 
presentation 
"The FBI Meeting." 
It's informative 
and good fun. 

Wiremold's slim, stylish, Tele-Power™ 
Poles, carrying telephone and electric 
circuits from overhead to deskside in the 
open office, get that kind of compliment. 
They're easy to install, easy to relocate 
and they require no rug or floor cutting. 
They 're functional and versatile. And, 

people even say, "They're beautiful." 
That's only fair . We also produce surface 
wiring systems to carry telephone and 
electric service (and all the outlets 
needed) on walls. It's smart and con
temporary too but so inconspicuous . 
People hardly ever mention it! 

The Wiremold Company West Hartford, Connecticut 06110 



Gorilla 
under glass. 

In safety glass, variety is the name of the game at 
ASG. Variety in tem pered , wired or laminated . 
Patterned, clear or tinted , for indoors or out. 

No matter how wild your safety problem , ASG 
comes through. Like we d id for Como Park Zoo in 
St . Paul , where Don and Donna , the gorillas, stay 
safe and happy in a cage of laminated tempered 
plate sides and polished Nuweld ® top. It's an every
day business with us across the country. 

This wide world of safety comes to you from a 
single source, shipped in one lot from one factory. 
You get exactly what you want , when you want it, 
in one economical shipment. You save time. You 

save bothersome handli ng. You save money! 
ASG tempered , la minated and polished wired 

glasses qual ify as safety glass under USAS Z97 .l -
1966. And Armor-Gard® burglar-resistant and 
Armorlite ® bullet-res ist ant glasses are UL ap
proved. Nuweld wi red glasses are approved by the 
Nationa l Board of Fire Underwriters as fire retard
ant glasses. All meet FHA standards. 

Whatever your needs in safety glass. ASG can 
handle them a better way. We don't ape anyone. 

For special "Safety Glass and Safety Codes" 
brochure, wri t e: ASG Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 929, 
Kingsport , Tennessee 37662. 

~ ASG Industries Inc. 
,!,!~~ P.O. Box 929, Kingsport, Tennessee 37662 
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Books continued from page 130 

structural frame. The upper stories 
emerged tentatively as steel frames sup
porting brick walls of minimum th ickness 
on their steel spandrels. 

After it was found that brick was not 
needed for frame bracing or load bearing , 
the steel spandrels boldly carried the thin 
brick panel walls on all stories. Later it 
was found that lighter materials could be 
used instead of brick. The culmination of 
this trend is seen in the World Trade Cen
ter Towers whose 110 stories feature ex
terior walls of aluminum-faced , closely 
spaced steel verticals with only narrow 
glass panels between . And so brick has 
been left to develop its own structural use, 
which it has done admirably. 

The first step after improving the quality 
of brick, mortar and site supervision was 
to improve the qualities of brick masonry 
in resistance to shear, tension and bend
ing. This has been done by the refinement 
of reinforced brickwork. It involves the 
use of imbedded steel reinforcing rods 
making possible the use of slim co lumns 
for both concentric and eccentric loading , 

members that have value in bending and 
thin panels that resist wind and other later
al forces. The second step was the devel
opment of the manual here described . 

Based upon the earlier great works of 
Harry Plummer of the Structural Clay 
Products Institute, current contributions 
of the three authors and of a distin
guished panel of seven consulting engi
neers, and building on the earlier 1966 
edition, the new manual is excellent. 

Among many other innovations, the sev
eral examples of designs of 10-story wall
bearing brick bu ildings featuring the ef
fective use of intersecting planes are 
unique. The theory and application of 
reinforced brick is developed fully . The 
book is principally for practicing structural 
engineers, architects and engineering and 
architecture students. 

Kinetic Architecture by William Zuk, and 
Roger H. Clark, New York: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1970. 160 pp. 143 illus. $14.95. 

Reviewed by Robert P. Burns, Jr., head of 
the Department of Architecture, North 
Carolina State University, Raleigh, North 
Carolina. 

"Ours is an age of change, of dynamic
ism, of unrest, of revolution. This is an age 
of rapid transportation, of instant commu
nication , of high-speed computers, and an 
explosion of knowledge. With a society 
that is mobile and dynamic, with tech
nological developments occurring at an 
unprecedented rate, with an increasing in
ability to accurately predict the future, with 
changes of great magnitude taking place 
within short periods of time, with other dis
ciplines and interests work ing themselves 
into architecture, and with an obvious 
move toward an open-endedness in all as
pects of life, we must move toward kinetic 
arch itecture, an architecture which can 
adapt to a changing set of pressures which 
mould form ," write authors William Zuk 
and Roger H. Clark in their introduction to 
Kinetic Architecture. 

This new book is an attempt to develop a 
comprehensive theory, description and ar
gument for an approach to architecture 
which is responsive to change, a condition 
viewed as pervasive and accelerating, the 
essential characteristic of contemporary 
society. William Zuk, professor of archi
tecture in charge of architectural struc
[continued on page 142] 

From the glamorous styling of custom-designed, carved wood panels 
to the functional security of attractive steel doors. From the classic 
simplicity of flush wood, to the enduring translucent beauty of fiber
glass. One-car or two-car. Standard or custom sizes. Raynor offers 
you every popular garage door style in every popular material, in a 
full price range. And there's more. Electric operators, complete 
accessory lists, fast delivery, the industry's finest guarantees, the 
very latest engineering advances. All in one complete line. Send for 
free literature. Raynor Manufacturing Company, Dixon, Ill. 61021. 

~ 
RAYNOR .. 
The Brand You Can Depend On 
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The old-fashioned character 
comes from wood-the warm, stable, 
natural beauty of wood. The new
fangled part is a sheath of vinyl -
tough, durable, low-maintenance vinyl. 

Wood brings warmth and beauty 
to inside frames and trim surfaces. 
Wood means charm and character in 
design. Wood's stability and insulat
ing properties, and Andersen crafts
manship, make these windows espe
cially weathertigh t - importan t when 
caring for the elderly. 

All the exposed portions of 
Andersen Perma-Shield® Casement 
Windows are enclosed in a sheath of 
tough, durable vinyl. It does not 
deteriorate, does not need painting, 
does not rust or pit or corrode. 

Furthermore, these Perma-Shield 
Windows have welded insulating glass 
which eliminates storm windows. And 
all the glass surfaces can be easily 
cleaned from inside. The rigid vinyl 
grilles are removable- another aid t o 
easy cleaning. 

The architect of Kimberly Hall 
Nursing Home in Windsor, Conn., 
wanted to avoid the institutional 
character seen in so many nursing 
homes, and design a building where 
the residents would feel comfortably 
at home- while meeting the low
maintenance requirements of the 
owner. Andersen Perma-Shield Win
dows met these needs exactly. What's 
more, the old folks love them. 

With five styles and hundreds 
of sizes, and combinations, Andersen 

Building: Kimberly Hall Nursing Home, Windsor, Connecticut. Architects: Moore and Salsbury, West Hartford, Connecticut. 



Perma-Shield will fit any design
traditional, modern or contemporary 
-and still give you low maintenance 
with traditional character. Compare 
total installed costs, and you'll see 
that Andersen's price is right, too. 

For more information, check 
your Sweets File (Section 8.16/An. 
and 8.4/ An.). Or see your nearest 
Andersen distributor or dealer. 
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© PUNCH, London 

[jJJ HELIOLUX 

If you can't 
get rid of 

your problem 
this way ... 

\ I / ,-o: 
" I I 

HELIOLUX is a new precrsron 
instrument that provides the first 
economica l way to determine 
the effect of sun and shadow on 
a detail, a building or a city. By 
adjusting three settings-lati
tude, declination and hour-of
day-HELIOLUX simulates the 
shadow patterns for any spot on 
earth, at any date, any hour. The 
portable sun-machine including 
accessories and shipping costs 
with in the U.S. is $1,000. 

HELIOLUX 1000 SANSOME 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94111 
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This a11nouncemenl is ntither an offer to stlf nor a solicitation of an ofier to buy any of 
the:se securit ies. The offering is made only by the Prospectus. 

lJl'cemher 18, 1970 

100,000 Units 

~'±"~ GENIMAR, INC. 
200,000 shares of Common Stock (par value $ .10) and 

100,000 Warrants to Purchase Common Stock 

Offered in Units, each consisting of two shares of Common Stock and oni Warrant. 
Each Warrant may be immediately transfe rred separately and will be exercisable 
lo purchase one share of Commo n Stock at SB.SO per share to and includ. 
ing December 30, 1974, when the Warrants expire. Th e Company has the right to 
redeem the Warrants at any tim e prior to expiration al S2 per Warrant. 

PRICE S/5 PER UNIT 

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained in any S tate only from such of the underwriters 
named in the Prospecllls and othus as may lawfully offer these securities in such Stale, 

W. E. HUTTON & CO. 

BEAR, STEARNS & CO. 

CLARK, DODGE & CO. 

CBWL-HAYDEN, STONE INC. 

ln C'Orporaltd 
DOMINICK & DOMINICK, 

lncorporaltd 

F. S. MOSELEY & CO. SHIELDS & COMPANY 
lncorporal t d 

SOGEN INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION . KOHLMEYER & CO. 

LAIDLAW & CO. LEGG, MASON & CO., INC. 
lnC'o rporalrd 

PUTNAM, COFFIN, DOOLITTLE, NEWBURGER 
Dlv/11/on of Ad1•u l Co. 

G. A. SAXTON & CO., INC. WOOD, WALKER & CO. 
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Cut-away view illustrating structural 
steel, insulated panels, roof con
struction, and refrigeration units in 
a typical Bally building. 

BALLY PREFAB PANELS . .. FIRST TO PASS UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES (UL) FIRE TEST! 



You probably know 
how easy it is to slope 
a roof with Tapered 
FOAM GLAS® 
insulation ... 

Tapered FOAMGLAS eliminates roof drainage prob
lems by automatically putting a slope on a flat deck. 
The roofer simply places factory-tapered blocks in 
sequence and roofs over immediately.FOAM GLAS 
is an excellent base, because it's strong and 
dimensionally stable. It consists entirely of 
closed-cell glass, so it's waterproof, vapor
proof, and incombustible-and guaranteed 
to remain so for at least 20 years. 
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ltS just as easy with 
CIRF, our new insulating 
fill that acts like 
concrete. 
New CELRAMIC® Insulating Roof Fill is 
another simple way to slope a roof. CIRF 
eliminates the traditional problems with 
insulating fills because its very low water
cement ratio of .62 ( 6-7 gallons of water per 
bag of cement) is about the same as for 
structural concrete. 

CIRF gives you a strong, durable concrete 
base. Curing time is very fast- you can 
usually roof over in a couple of days. Shrink
age is less than 0.12%, and residual moisture 
is negligible. 

CIRF's secret is in the aggregate
CELRAMIC Nodules made of closed-cell 
glass. They're nonabsorbent, inorganic and 
incombustible, which gives CIRF a 
two-hour rating. 

FOAMGLAS or CIRF? We'll help you 
decide with men, samples and technical 
data. Write Pittsburgh Corning Corp., Dept. 
PA-31, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 15222. 

PITISBURGH g;· 
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BUCKS 
PASSED! 
by VAN-PACKER 
Chimney Systems 
Pass the savings 
right on to yourself. 
A VAN-PACKER 
Chimney System 
costs only half as 
much as a tile-lined 
concrete block 
system, YJ as much 
as brick, and about 
the same as a steel 
system. But instal-_.--~ 
lation Is easier, 
cheaper/ U.L. rated. 
No elaborate fire
proofing and insu
lating needed. And 
your VAN-PACKER 
refractory-lined ~.JW~~ll.. 
boiler/ incinerator 
chimneys and refuse 
chute system can't 
corrode. Should 
last three times 
longer than steel 
stacks. 

Spend 6¢ now. Save 
big money later. 

W£~c[p£@~~~., PRODUCTS 
THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY 

480 Central Avenue 
East Rutherford, New Jersey 07073 
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tu res at the University of Virginia, is a fre
quent contributor to professional journals 
and the author of Concepts of Structure. 
Roger H. Clark previously taught at the 
University of Virg inia and is now assistant 
professor of architecture at North Carolina 
State University's School of Design where 
he teaches and does research in the appl i
cation of kinetic· architecture. They argue 
that the static nature of most past archi
tecture makes it inadequate to satisfy the 
rapidly evolving needs of a society in flux . 
"What happens," they ask, "to fixed struc
tures that are built to last for about one 
hundred years when they have outlived 
their usefulness within five or ten years, or 
very often before they are even com
pleted?" For a society confronted with vast 
problems created by obsolete, deteriorating 
structures, the result ing imperative is to 
develop an approach to architecture that 
recognizes the changing pressures which 
generate form and to enlarge our tech
nological capability to interpret these pres
sures into architecture. 

The description of kinetic architecture as 
presented in this handsome, liberally illus
trated volume is not a national or particu
larly novel concept, nor does it represent 
an unprecedented departure from histori
cal traditions and emerging practices. In 
fact, the roots of an architecture physically 
adaptable to changing pressures and re
quirements are firmly established, as the 
authors point out, in nature, technology 
and in architecture itself, both in its histori
cal manifestations and in current tenden
cies toward mobile and disposable struc
tures. The real goal of this book, and what 
seems to me its major achievement, is to 
g ive form and a coherent structure to an 
emergent movement with profound impli
cations for the future of architectu re. By 
providing an historical and scientific basis, 
by establishing a framework which re
solves many divergent tendencies and by 
identifying common principles which unite 
a whole range of seemingly unrelated de
velopments, Kinetic Architecture presents 
a concise and convincing theoretical foun
dation and justification for a potentially re
warding new direction for architecture . 

The book is divided into four major sec
tions: Introduction, Kinetic Geneses, Ar
ch itectural Applications and Implications. 
The Introduction establishes the essential 
theory of an adaptable architecture. In 
contrast to certain traditional views of ar
[continued on page 154] 
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.... ------------• 
...... HEUGATILE 
...... CORPORATION 

I HEUGATILE 

I ~\~j· 
185 Sumner Avenue 
Keni lworth , New Jersey 07033 
Dept. PA-3 

I 
I 

0 Send me your new study, THE LANDSCAPED OFFICE. 
0 Send me more information on Heugatile. 
0 This is for a current project. 

Name __________ Title _ __ _ 

Company __________ _ __ _ 

Address ___________ _ 

I Cit y ______ State ___ Zip __ 



for architects, engineers, consultants . • • 

"NUTS & BOLTS" SEMINARS 
ON BUILDING 

MOBILE HOME PARKS 
Qualify for today's hottest opportunity in housing 

Brown Palace 

DENVER, COLO. 
April 15 - 16 

• 
Two days of panel sessions. 
Basic coverage of feasibility, 
site and selection; planning. 

Detailed coverage: Sanitation 
(sewerage and water) • Util
ities services • Grading and 
paving • Landscaping • Aux
iliary structures. 

• 
FREE $100 LIBRARY 

FOR ENROLLEES 

• 
ATLANTA 

June 3-4 

MOBILE HOMES have come of age. 
Right now they provide comfortable 
- and affordable - housing for more 
than FIVE MILLION people, in over 
24,000 'parks'. 

The homes are being produced 
faster than sites for them are being 
made available in soundly conceived, 
well-designed and properly engineered 
residential environments. 

• 
This spells opportunity for architec-

tural/ engineering firms, landscape ar
chitects, lenders and other specialists. 
All are needed to help land developers 
convert raw land into quality housing. 
Quickly, and at minimum cost. 

• 
This is big business. Mobile homes 

account for 67 % of new homes selling 
for under $25,000. Production in 1970 
topped 400,000; they were sold at re
tail for approximately $3 BILLION. 
Sites are needed for more than one 
thousand mobile homes a day! 

Typically, parks cover 30 to more 
than 200 acres; provide sites for 100 
to 700 homes, at costs of from $2500 

to $3500 per site. Million-dollar pro
jects are not uncommon. 

Specialized preliminary studies and 
engineering techniques are needed, if 
costly mistakes and delays are to be 
avoided. Is your firm prepared? 

Mobile Homes Research Founda
tion, with over 20 years extensive in
volvement, is making the specialized 
techniques available through a series 
of seminars for professionals. Nation
ally recognized authorities share their 
experience covering every vital step 
and answer questions from the floor. 
Obviously, attendance can be worth 
thousands of dollars in time and ma
terials saved on these projects. 

Also, enrollees can be listed in a 
Directory of qualified professionals be
ing compiled by this Foundation for 
distribution to land developers and 
others in response to many requests. 

• 
Enrollment will be limited by the 

facilities. Prompt action is suggested. 
Use the coupon below, write on bus
iness stationery, or to be absolutely 
sure, telephone (312) 792-3782. 

Qlhl'rl~MSPOONSBORIELD EBY MHMA 

~~l9~ HOMES RESEARCH FOUNDATION 

-ALTERNATIVE-

Please send me brochure and 
details about the Foundation's 
Seminar checked below : 

D 
D 

ATLANTA 
June 3-4 

How about a 
future Seminar in 

___________ ? 

(Suggested location) 
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MOBILE HOMES RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
6650 N. Northwest Highway, Chicago, Illinois 60631 

Dept. PB-3 

Gentlemen: Please pre-register me (us) for the Foundation Seminar at Brown Palace, 
Denver, April 15-16. (Get acquainted cocktail party evening of April 14.) Our check 
is enclosed D ( $225 for first registrant of a firm; $200 each for additional enrollees) 
OR D We will pay on registration at Brown Palace. 

Name(s) ______________ _ _ _ __________ _ _ 

Firm Name--------------------------~ 

Professional or business designation ----------- --------

Address ___________ _________________ _ 

City--- ---------- State--------- Zip ____ _ 



w ereyou · 
program 
for security 
When the input is Corbin, you're programming 
for safety, security and speed. Corbin Unit® 
locksets are renowned for combining 
maximum security and fast, economical 
installation with design leadership second to 
none. Contact a Corbin distributor for 
information and service or write P & F Corbin, 
Division of Emhart Corporation, Berlin, Conn. 
06037. In Canada, Corbin Lock Division. 
On Reader Service Card, circ le no. 337 
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both listed by 
Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. 

and approved by 
Factory Mutual Research Corp. 

Provide immediate automatic release of heat, smoke and noxious 
gas in the event of fire ; retard fire's spread; limit damage. 

Comply with the rigid standards of Underwriters' Laboratories 
and Factory Mutual to assure trouble-free performance. 

Available in two styles. To meet varying architectural 
preference, Milcor Heat and Smoke Vents are offered in a 

modern low profile style, and a sloped cover style that 
minimizes snow build-up. 
Newest members of a complete line. Milcor roof hatches, 

sidewalk doors, floor doors and ceiling access doors are 
available in a wide choice of metals, finishes and sizes. 

Specials fabricated to your needs. We welcome inquiries 
for special units and will either modify one of our standard 

models or custom design one to match your requirements. 

lllLRID* 
IYEB9DN 
General Offices: Chicago, Illinois 

A member of the. stee l family 

See Sweets', section 7.5/ ln, or write for 
Milcor Catalog No. 33-2. Address requests 
to Inland-Ryerson Construction Products 
Company, Dept. C, 4069 West Burnham 
Street, Mi lwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 . 



Fonnica makes 
beautiful things 
live on. 
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The Brazos River 
Country of Texas 
supplies a 
remarkably high 
grade of calfskin. 
Here was found a 
single skin without 
one barbed wire or 
tickbite scar. We 
cap tu red the beauty 
of this flawless hide 
in FORM ICA® brand 
laminate. 

Magnificent works of nature and 
of craftsmen's hands deserve to 
live on. At Formica, we like to 
think we immortalize exceptional 
things. The richness of wood
grains, marbles, leathers and 
fabrics. The superb colors, 
finishes, textures, and patterns. 
We reproduce their beauty in 
long-lasting FORMICA® brand 
laminates that are easy to install 
and maintain. And a joy for you 
to use. Contact your Form ica 
representative. Or write 
Dept. PA-3 for information 
on all the ways we help you 
create beauty that endures. 

Leadership by design 

laminated plastic 

© 1971, Formica Corporation, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, 
subsidiary of c::==--C:-Y_A_N_A_l'K_I_D_=::::, 
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SCHOOLINE SEMI-CONCEALED WARDROBES 
do away w ith the costly, inconvenient nuisance of a cloak room
the slamming, banging, finger pinch ing of closet doors-the unat
tractive clutter of open shelving and, instead, give a completely 
flexible hidden-from-view wraps and storage system. 

. Each double wardrobe unit accommodates 16 pupils, is constructed 

'( 

~ to give long trouble-free service and as an extra bonus, provides 
f I ....... ..._ ·· _.,. · · 21 sq . ft. of colorful tackboard or chalkboard. Matching teacher's 

~ closet, storage cabinet, and sink units are available and can be com
bined to meet your special requirements. For a more complete story 
write for our catalog SL 510. 

C\JogeQ-cpete~go~ COMPANY 
"The Coat Rack People" 
ELMHURST, ILLINOIS 
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Sanspray. The Great Stone Facing. 

Imagine an exterior wall cladding with 
all the beauty and durability of stone. 
Plus the low cost, easy installation and 
maintenance freedom of plywood. And 
you're into Sanspray~ A natural stone 
aggregate bonded to plywood. The 
most exciting thing to happen to 
exteriors in a long, long time. 
That's Sanspray's large aggregate 
pictured above. There's also a small 
aggregate (equally distinctive). And a 

range of colors you have to see to 
appreciate; like Tangerine, Pearl Gray, 
Gaelic Green, Monterey Sand ... and 
others. 

But the hidden beauty of Sanspray lies 
in its low cost-far less than most stone 
and masonry wall claddings. Far lighter, 
too, and much easier to install. Saw it. 
Drill it. Glue it. Nail it directly to framing 
members. Then forget it. Because 
Sanspray is virtually maintenance-free. 

On Reader Service Card, circ le no. 393 

in all climates. Sanspray. The beauty 
treatment for all residential, light 
commercial and industrial buildings. 
Find out more about it at your local 
U.S. Plywood Branch Office. 

a ~,:,~:.~~.~!!.~.~.~ V 777 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 
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The Rada Thermostatic Mixing Valve does a supe
rior job of conserving hot water. Because it does a 
superior job of controlling it. 

Once set, Rada's bimetallic brain automatically 
adjusts for both temperature and pressure fluctuations 
in the hot and cold lines and holds steadily to the tem
perature you set. 

Result: a safe, steady shower temperature without 
scald ing or freezing bursts. Greater comfort for them, 
but more important, the safety you must have in 
schools, hospitals and other institutions. 

But that's not all. Rada cabinet assemblies also re
duce design and installation costs. We've designed 50 
different cabinet assemblies. So you can select the 
thermostatic control center that's best for your system. 

Next time be certain to specify Rada. It's a comfort 
to showerer and specifier alike. 

For an explanatory booklet and specifications on 
Rada Thermostatic control centers call or write: 

Richard 
Fife, Inc. 
1140 Broadway, New York, N.V. 10001 
Phone: (212) 683-0745 
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:f.:,. '{:::!2j Whiteprints 
£( i . without ammonia. 

Our new PD-80 
whiteprinter requires 

no ammonia. 
So there are no fumes or 

odors. No vents or 
pipes. No user complaints. 

The PD-80 fits on a 
tabletop, yet it makes prints 

up to 42" wide. Which makes 
it perfect for architectural prints, 
engineering satellite prints and 

check prints. For information, 
write to Bruning Division, 

Addressograph-Multigraph Corp., 
'ftj),,,-; P.O. Box 3176, Cleveland, Ohio 

:>«!\\<tn')A{l'/~~;t-lfff/t< 44117. 
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PISTOL AND RIFLE RANGES 
SEI designs and manufactures electronically 
controlled pistol and rifle ranges; automatic 
target transport, turning and hit sensitive 
systems; bullet traps, shooting stalls, and pro· 
tective baflle systems. Free planning recom· 
mendations. 

~ 
Shooting Equipment, Inc. 

2001 NORTH PARKSIDE AVENUE • 312/889-6200 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639 
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Now, one of the 
most versatile 

building products 
you ever specified 

is more useful 
than ever. 

TECTUM II can insulate twice 
as efficiently as Tectum. The 
%"of polyurethane foam 
doubles the insulation value 
of 2" Tectum producing a low 
"U" value of .10 and better 
thermal control. And inside
same beautiful Tectum tex
ture to dress your ceiling. 
May we send you details? 

' . 

Making things better 
is a National responsibility. 

Gypsum Company 

Gold.Bond® 
TECTUM 

The name Gold Bond identifies 
fine building products from the 
National Gypsum Company. 
For further information on 
Tectum II, write Dept. PA-31T, 
Buffalo, New York 14225. 
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TECTUM II with factory-applied urethane foam eliminates 
on-site insulation, can be installed quickly, is immediately 
ready for the application of any conventional roofing system. 
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Books continued from page 142 

chitecture as "frozen music," the authors 
argue that environments can serve man 
only if they respond to the complex needs 
and changes that take place in them . They 
choose, however, to substitute the concept 
of "pressure" as being a more inclusive 
and active form generator than "need." 
Architecture is described as a "three
dimensional form-response to a set of pres
sures." Thus is established the basic rela
tionship between pressure and form, or, 
more specifically, fo rm as a response to 
pressure. Architectural form can then be 
conceived as generated by a set of in
teracting pressures. A change in any one 
pressure will naturally affect the whole and 
demand a formal response. When the 
dimension of time is added to the notion of 
pressure/form-response, the implications 
of an adaptable or "kinetic" architecture 
become extremely far-reaching . 

The authors suggest that the pressures 
to which form must respond are of two 
types: physical and nonphysical. The phys
ical pressures are chiefly the result of func
tional considerations and the need to con-
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trol natural and man-made environmental 
factors. The nonphysical realm of pres
sures are those relating to human re
sponse to the physical environment-the 
social, creative, cultura l and psychological 
bases of behavior to which the aspirations 
of architecture as an art form are most 
commonly directed. 

Technology is identified at the interface 
of the set of pressures and the new form . 
"It is technology which gives us the ability 
to interpret the set of pressures and the sit
uations under which they exist ." Optimis
tically, the authors state that the thrust of 
technology "has now removed us from 
past shackles of means and has provided 
us with new and greater freedoms of 
choice increasing our capacities to solve 
problems." 

The section on Kinet ic Geneses exam
ines the historical and scientific bases of 
kinetics. Examples of natural adaptation in 
plants and animals are described, with 
special emphas is on types of motion. The 
human body is seen as particu larly in
structive: "literally every principle of kinetic 
structures may be found in the physiology 
and morphology of the human body." De
velopments in related technological fields 
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are investigated to illustrate potential appli
cations in architecture. Finally the evolu
tion of kinetic experimentation in architec
ture is examined, revealing a surprisingly 
rich heritage of development, from such 
modest and ubiquitous elements as doors, 
windows and elevators to relatively recent 
innovations such as flip-top stadia and mo
bile homes. 

Having presented a definition of kinetic 
architecture and arguments for its adop
t ion as the most feasible way of qu ickly and 
efficiently accommodating man's con
stantly evolving environmental needs, the 
authors propose specific applications of 
kineticism in arch itecture. 

In the third section, Architectural Appli
cations, a framework of eight classes of ki
netic architecture is established to de
scribe the general categories of kineticism . 
This classification system, while admittedly 
overlapping, provides a useful frame of ref
erence for examin ing many examples of 
adaptable build ing and for relating a highly 
diversified range of tendencies to certain 
shared principles. 

The classifications divide rather neatly 
into two basic groups: the first four can be 
[continued on page 156] 
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Books continued from page 154 

seen as closed-system kinetics, con
strained by original decisions; the latter 
four are open-ended systems, capable of 
greater variations and unanticipated 
modifications. Each category is illustrated 
by buildings, projects and speculative 
studies, including works by Fuller, 
Rudolph , Nervi, Zetlin, the Metabolists 
and the Archigram Group (whose projects 
hold a unique fascination for the authors). 
Most of the examples selected .are charac-

sunset 
• 1sa 
difficult 

act to 
follow 

terized by a concern " with basic kinemat
ics and topology of kinetic space and not 
with predetermined forms as derived by the 
conventional structure and space consid
erations of static architecture." It is argued 
that this approach is essential if the full po
tential of kinetic architecture be realized. 

Implications, the concluding section, 
speculates on future developments in ma
terials technology, construction, urban 
planning , architectural practice, econom
ics and property rights, architectural edu
cation and lifestyle. Foreseen are such pre
dictable developments as a highly in-

A NEW MOOD IN LIGHTING BY PEMCO 
Illus.: The Crys ta , from Pemco 's futuristic line of architectural luminaires . Descripti ve data on request . 

PEMCO CORPORATION• 1200-36 N. 31st St. , Phila., Pa. 19121 • (215) 236-9020 
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dustrialized building industry with a "used 
building" inventory; extensive use of light, 
high strength materials; employment of in
creasingly sophisticated planning and de
sign tech niques; abandonment of obsolete 
codes and legal restrictions for flexible, 
performance-oriented control mecha
nisms; and technologically revolutionary 
urban infrastructures. It is predicted that 
the adopt ion of kinetic architecture will 
lead inevitably to a fundamental reori
entation of attitudes toward the physical 
environment. Previously accepted con
cepts of cultural stability will be replaced 
by an ethic of change with greatly en
hanced opportunities for individual 
choice-architecture itself will evolve new 
forms, less deterministic, infinitely variable, 
responsive to human needs, producing 
"dynamic images of order to our wildly 
changing world." 

Kinetic Architecture ultimately must sur
vive several inexcusable printing bloopers 
as well as some difficulties in quality and 
organization of graphic material. In a num
ber of cases illustrations and written de
scriptions are separated by several pages 
which rendered this reader a bit confused 
and exasperated . A more serious reserva
tion can be raised about a small number 
of illustrated projects, especially certain 
relatively crude student models, which are 
reproduced in large, poorly composed 
photographs. In contrast, the original line 
drawings are expressive and together with 
the other graphic material constitute an in
tegral part of the book's thesis. 

It would be unfortunate if Kinetic Archi
tecture fails to find an appreciative follow
ing. One wonders how an aquarian age, 
much given to mysticism, introspection 
and treatises on complexity and con
tradiction wi ll respond to the enlightened 
pragmatism of Kinetic Architecture. Even 
with its graphic inconsistencies, it is an at
tractive and appealing book. Some may be 
critical of a perceived lack of sophis
tication in the author's celebration of tech
nology. In my view, this goes to the central 
issue: is the basic extrapolation logical or 
likely? The authors state, "What is pre
sented is not an architecture of fantasy, 
but a prediction fo r the future based upon 
a natural evolution , a reasoned and rea
sonable extension of accelerating trends, 
and a need to satisfy a dynamically chang
ing society." 

One suspects that Professors Zuk and 
Clark have caught an accurate glimpse of 
architecture's future and in so doing have 
produced an affirmative and stimulating 
examination of its orig ins and evolution. 
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INSULATION "' ONE-PIECE GEON® VINYL 
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ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT 
METALASTIC®MARK II 

new principle expansion joint cover 

by PAUL J. RAABE, Products Manager, 
Building Products Division, 

GREFCO, Inc. 

- A subsid iary of 
General Refractories Company 

What is Metalastic Mark II? 
It is a new type of expansion joint cover that assures 
your clients of weatherproof joints in rooftop con
struction. It permits roof sect ions to expand, con
tract and distort without causing breaks in the joint 
cover. 

How is Metalastic Mark II made? 
By a new principle. Extruded simu ltaneously through 
a single die is a Gean···· vinyl bellows flanked by two 
semi-rigid flanges containing continuous metal 
imbedments. After extrusion, t he bellows is lined 
with closed-cell vinyl foam insulation. 

What is meant by metal imbedment? 
It is a continuous perforated st rip of steel that con
trols the expansion and contraction of the joint 
cover· the vinyl f lange and the metal assume iden
tical ~oefficients. This metal strip is an integral 
extruded part of t he flange. It has neither been glued 
nor crimped in place. It won 't work loose. It can 't 
rust. It can't corrode. 

Why is this strip perforated? 
Molten vinyl f lowing through the perforations "keys" 
the metal in place. The slight indentations occurring 
every %" along the imbedment show where nails 
can be driven. 

Do these perforations have other advantages? 
In add ition to speeding na iling, nai ls driven through 
the perforations are automatically sealed tightly 
a_gainst entrance of water. 

What about the "dissimilar metals" problem? 
Metalastic Mark II solves that because its metal 
imbedments, as the term implies, are completely 
encased in Gean'" vinyl, which is compatible with 
any metal. 

How is Metalastic Mark II packaged? 
Straight flange Metalastic Mark 11 comes packaged 
in 50-ft. rolls together with nails and splicing kit. 
Curb-shape is ava ilable in 10-ft. lengths. Also avail
able are cross-over, tee and corner transition pieces, 
which lap over straight runs and eliminate butt 
joints and splices. 
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Is there an advantage to roll material? 
Sure, it eliminates most of the splicing. 

What is the splicing procedure? 
It's as simple as putting a patch over a joint and 
takes less than five minutes under most weather 
conditions. A properly executed splice is almost 
impossible to remove after 24 hours. 

Why a 50-ft. roll and not 100-ft.? 
We can supply 100-ft. and 150-ft. rolls if you order 
them . The 50-ft. roll is t he result of conferences 
with roofers . Since the 50-ft . roll fits in a carton 
less than 20 in. square and 14 in. high, roofers 
found it easier to handle. They like its l ight weight
only 45 lbs. In addition, they can now purchase 
closer to the exact footage required and eliminate 
waste. 

Why furnish nails? 
To make sure the proper size and type of nail is 
used. 

Has Metalastic Mark II been thoroughly tested? 
Yes , in bot h field and laboratory and in testing pro
grams set up with the Illinois Institute ofTechnology 
as well as GREFCO's own Research and Develop
ment Laboratory. Many roofers participated in our 
initial testing program, and we benefited greatly 
from their experiences. 

What are architects' reactions? 
They appreciate the abi lity of ~etalastic .Mark 11 t~ 
conform to unusual roof design .They like Gean-.. 
vinyl ' s established resistance to industrial and 
atmospheric pollutants, its toughness and its flame
retardance. 

Is there any significance to the word "Mark" instead 
of just Metalastic II? 
My boss, Mr. B, insisted on it. Everyone else was 
against it. 

Is the name set? 
Looks like it. Meta lastic Mark II is a registered 
trademark. 

Sounds great! How can I secure a free sample and 
technical data? 
I thought you'd never ask. Write GREFCO, Inc. / 
Building Products Division, Dept. PA-1, 333 N. 
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60601. 

• Registered Trade Mark of B. F. Goodrich Chemica l Company 

GO AHEAD ... SPECIFY METALASTIC MARK II 
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Roofs that leak, that transmit heat from 
the sun; roofs that go boing, boing when 
it rains and that are unsightly. 
ROYALTY roofing* developed by 
Royalty Designs of Florida, Inc., provides 
a continuous, one-piece resilient vinyl 
encasement that is leakproof, 
sound-deadening, heat-reflecting, 
self-extinguishing, mildew-proof, attractive, 
and so durable that it is guaranteed for 
five years on mobile structures and for ten 
years on modular or other fixed structures. 
ROYAL TY roofing* will be your next 
great step upward in roof covering. -
A step that will end roof complaints from 
your customers and bring more 
profitable business your way. For complete 
information on ROYAL TY roofing*, 
fill out and mail the coupon below. 

J " 

... ... ... . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. ... ... . . . . . . . ..... ... . . .. . . . . .... . . 
Royalty Designs of Florida, Inc. 
601West27th Street, Hialeah, Florida 33010 

Please send me the ROYALTY roofing brochure. 

Name _ _________________ _ 

Company _________________ _ 

Address--------------- ----

City------- - State _____ Zip __ _ 

Nature of Business-- ----- --------
*Patents Pending . . .. ............................. ........... ...... ................ 
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Free 
technical 
data* on 
steel frame 
components 
for 
entrances 
ask for Steelcraft "spec-pak" FC-46 
The "spec-pak" contains technical 
drawings illustrating how steel door 
frame sections are used for entrances, 
end walls and other special purposes. 
Details are shown of anchor conditions in 
walls and of all connections. The 
components are called "sticks" and are 
detailed so that they can be easily 
specified in accordance with a specific 
job. Write today for your free Steelcraft 
"spec-pak" FC-46. 

*Available only to architects, contractors, engineers 
and other key specifiers . 

specify 

~Steelcralf 
fin est name in metal doors and frames 

9017 Blue Ash Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 

An American-Standard Company 
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Notices 
Appointments 
Rossetti/ Associates, Architects, Detroit, 
names James W. Smith, AIA, as an asso
ciate for design, and Stanton Glover, Jr., 
associate for graphics. 

Richard A. Tater, AIA, was named a vice 
president of Hague-Richards Associates, 
Ltd., Chicago. 

Felix E. Massaro, PE, was appointed man
agement consultant of ENGINEERS incor
porated, Newark. 

Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall, Los 
Angeles, name Stanley M. Smith, a mem
ber of the board of directors. 

Partners appointed to Vincent G. Kling & 
Partners are Frederick G. Roth, FAIA, di
rector of the design disciplines; Albert J. 
Huber, AIA, director of operations; Walter 
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C. Taylor, Esq., director of adm inistration 
and finance; Joseph Marzella, AIA, staff 
affairs. Also Eric Chung, Lewis Eisenstadt, 
William B. Hayward, B. Lee Hutchinson, 
Robert A. Kear, Vincent G. Kling, Jr., Dan 
Peter Kopple, John Larkin, Jonathan Nay
lor and John Rutkowski. 

Charles H. Stark, Ill, AIA, and Dean L. 
Lashbrook, PE, have been admitted to 
partnership in the To ledo architectural and 
engineering firm of Richards, Bauer & 
Moorhead. 

New firms 
Robert K. Vance, 421 Ridge St., Madison, 
Wis., has formed Construction Time Con
trol, offering a crit ical path method (CPM) 
consulting service. 

Goldsmith, Yamasaki, Specht & Anderson, 
a specialized design firm, 75 East Wacker 
Dr., Chicago. 

Richard D. McFarland, Architect, Pier 3, 
San Francisco. 

Mergers 
Howard P. Hoffman Associates, Inc ., New 

York City corporate real estate con
sultants, and Frank Grad & Sons, archi
tects, eng ineers and planners of Newark, 
announce the formation of Grad-Hoffman, 
Inc., New York City. 

Expansions 
Vincent G. Kling & Associates, Phila
delphia, will be Vincent G. Kling & Part
ners and will become a multi-disciplinary 
environment design organization . 

New addresses 
Ecodesign, 180 Franklin St., Cambridge, 
Mass. 02139. 

Frank Orr, 3324 West End Ave., Nashville, 
Tenn . 37203. 

Allen & Hoshall, 2430 Poplar Ave., Mem
phis, Tenn. 38101 . 

Good Design Associates, 31 0 Lafayette 
Building , South Bend , Ind. 46601 . 

Name changes 
William E. Nix, Architect, will be known as 
Nix, Spencer, Herolz & Durham, Inc., 
Houston. 

I 
One Union St. , Dept. 328, Boston, Mass. 02 108 J 
Please send information on Cabot's Bleaching Oil. 

I 
I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~- I 
I 

_ __ __ _______ ~rite ~ ~~letterhea~ J 
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Stop 
Flashing 
Failures-

install Gacof lex Contourf lash! 

You can stop flashing failures at roof terminations, 
parapets, curbs, penetration joints and expansion 
joints with Gacoflex Contourflash. 

Contourflash is a specially formulated elastomeric 
sheet material designed for use in all flashing appli
cations. It is self-curing, is easily and permanently 
adhered to concrete, wood and metal surfaces, 
regular or irregular in shape. 

The natural elasticity of Contourflash allows ex
pansion and contraction with the substrate and it 
remains flexible from - 40° F to + 220° F without 
getting soft or brittle! 

Gacoflex Contourflash is in use in buildings all over 
the country - commercial, monumental and insti
tutional. You can find out why by checking Sweets, 
Section 7-10 Ga or writ ing for the Contourflash 
Bulletin. 

,,. GATES ENGINEERING

WILMINGTON, DEL. 19899 
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The reasons are simple. First, Hickman is a 
total system. It's also a permanent system. 
Our patented compression clamp means 
that Hickman offers permanent protection 
against water damage, cracked felts, leaks, 
and tar drippage. 

Our first system was installed more than 
10 years ago in Detroit, Michigan. And, 
while that may not be forever, we don't 
know of another gravel stop that can touch 
us. And our installed cost is actually lower 
than ordinary gravel stops. And what's 
more, we can prove it. 

Galvani1ed water dam 
is thermally com
patible with the 
felts. Means no 

Extruded aluminum 
fascia is free
floating. Joint covers 
are concealed. 
Variety of s1!es 
and finishes. 

Patented compression 
clamp is key to 
Hickman's lasting 
quality. Locks down 
fe lts, locks out water. 
No perimeter leaks. 

See Hickman Gravel Stop, Roof Expansion Joint 
and Fascia Panel Systems in SPEC-DATA 7 and 
SWEET'S Architectural File. 

I~ 
HICKMAN 
W. P. Hickman Company, Inc. 
2520 Industrial Row Troy, Michigan 48084 
Phone: (313) 549-8484 
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Job mart 

Situations open 

Architects: Architectu ral / engineering firm ranking 
in top ENR 500 with excellent future growth po
tential and individual advancement opportunities 
needs qualified candidates to fill challenging posi
tions. Must be design oriented towards medical , 
educational, commerc ial and industrial facilities. 
Libe ra l benefits package. Within one hour of a va
riety of sports and cultural activities. Please send 
confidential resume inc luding salary requirement 
to Box # 1361-200, PROGRESSIVE AR CHITECTURE. All 
replies acknowledged. An equal opportunity em
ployer. 

Architect II: Florida Division of Health, Bureau of 
Health Facilities , experience in function , design , 
and construction of all types of health facilities. 
Minimum requirements: College degree: Three 
years experience, and Florida registrat ion within 
one year. Salary range: $10,426-$14,482. Contact 
Personnel Section, P. 0. Box 210, Jacksonville, 
Florida 32201. 

Industrial designer: Hauserman, Inc ., R & D, is 
developing several exciting projects involving 
school and office interiors. We need a designer 
with a knowledge of these environments and ex
perience in the design of joinery , metal forming 
and related areas. If you are interested in joining 
our team, forward a resume to: Art Dillenmuth, Di
rector of Research and Development , HAUSER
MAN, INC. , 5711 Grant Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
44105. An equal opportunity employer. 

Architect: Lockwood Green , Inc. has immediate 
open ing for a registered architect experienced in 
commercial and industria l plant design. Applicant 
must have functioned as a job captain and have 
strong supervisory abilities that would lead toward 
management type positions. 1776 Peachtree 
Street, Atlanta , Ga. 30309. 

Artist-delineator: To work with architectural firm 
on varied and exciting work. Challenging career · 
opportunity with growing St. Louis firm. Peckham
Guyton , Inc ., 73 Maryland Plaza , St. Louis, Mis
souri 63108. Phone: 314-367-7318. 
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Project architect: Outstanding opportunities for 
mature graduate architects with full range of re
sponsibilities. Varied and challenging national 
wo rk. Apply to: Fred F. Guyton, AIA, Peckham
Guyton, Inc ., 73 Maryland Plaza, St. Louis, Mis
souri 63108. Phone: 314-367-7318. 

Experienced draftsmen: Outstanding career op
portunity with expanding St. Louis architectural 
fi rm. References required. Apply to: Fred F. Guy
ton, AIA, Peckham-Guyton, Inc., 73 Maryland 
Plaza , St. Louis , Missouri 63108. Phone: 314-367-
7318. 

Sales representatives: Large prestige manufac
turer of custom architectural woodwork, cabinet 
work and millwork wants to develop national sales 
organization through association with seasoned 
hi-calibre sales representatives that have solid fol 
low ing with architects, interior designers and gen
eral contractors-exceptionally high earnings po
tential commissions-all territories open-send 
confidential resume to : President , Box # 1361-
201 , PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Architectural association: Nationally recognized 
large Midwest architect-engineering firm seeks as
sociation with smaller architectural firms to supple
ment their office for commission in the areas of 
vocational-technical education, Community 
colleges and mental health facilities. Please send 
firm brochure to Box # 1361 -202, PROGRESSIVE 
ARCHITECTURE. 

Situations wanted 

Experienced architect: A.I.A., awards w inner, 
etc., seeks position offering opportunity to make 
meaningful contribution to our environment. Will
ing to leave top design position with large firm to 
do creative architecture, research, planning, 
teaching. West coast or New York area preferred. 
Box # 1361-203, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Lead designer: For a large midweste rn archi
tectural and engineering firm desires relocation to 
pacific coast area. Experience includes leadership 

in a wide range of design projects and proven 
abilities in project development, programming , 
project management and staff organization. Box 
# 1361-204, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Architectural designer: Notre Dame graduate, 
married. 3Y2 years experience with a large munici
pality: working drawings, office planning and in
terdepartmental liaison, detailing, design, in
spection . Seeking stimulating and challenging po
si tion with a private firm. Location open. Resume 
on request. Box # 1361-205, PROGRESSIVE ARCHI
TECTURE. 

A.I.A.; A. l.P.; PH.DR.: Professor of architecture . 
15 years teaching/research. Industrialised hous
ing, city planning in Europe. Books in architecture, 
planning, industrialised housing. Housing for fed
eral government. Will bring impact in modern ar
chitectural design, shell structures, industrialised 
housings, most advanced city planning. Looking 
for position: teaching / research, design . Box # 
1361-206, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Architectural/interior designer: Capable of 
doing creative interior / exterior building design in
cluding institutional, commercial, contract, resi
dential design, space planning, working drawings 
and renderings. Three years experience with mid
west firm plus B. F. A. degree in design . Military: 
Honorable discharge, married , willing to relocate. 
Personal resume upon request. 1125 Davis St. 
# 2C, Evanston , Ill. 60201 . 

Specification writer available: Competent profes
sional with extensive experience in project 
specification writing, development of specification 
standards, construction contract administration 
and supervision, and research of materials and 
methods. Remuneration requirements negotiable. 
Call or write-M. Davis Alexander, CSI, ASTM, 
ACI; 10010 Memorial Drive # 905, Houston , 
Texas 77024; AC713 / 681-7144. 

[Continued on page 164] 



TODAY THCNET 
This is Formula Ill . .. a new lounge group from 

Thonet. Striking contrast of molded walnut veneer 
chrome plated bases and luxurious upholstery. 

Formula Ill includes: armchair, two- or 
three-seater, occasional tables. And, like all 

Thonet furniture, built to endure. See all the 
new excitement in contract furniture at a 

Thon et Center of Design. New York. 
Chicago. Los Angeles. San Frar:icisco. 

Dallas. Miami . Or write Thonet Industries, 
One Park Ave. , New York, N.Y. 1001!3. 
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Job mart 
Continued from page 162 

Professional engineer: Proficient in heating , ven
tilating , air conditioning , plumbing and drainage 
systems. Registered in seve ral midwest, west, east 
and southern states. Will affiliate or represent con
tracting, engineering or architectural firm . Geogra
phical area no barrier. Box # 1361-184, PROGRES
SIVE ARCHITECTURE. 

Manufacturers' representative: Desi res additional 
lines-11 years successful experience covering Il
linois, Missouri. Call on architects, contractors, in
terior and graphic designers, contract furnishers. 
Work with office, motel , restaurant equipment 
dealers. Familiar with office, apartment devel
opments, and institutional market. Wannemacher 
Associates, 1319 Kendon, St. Louis, Missouri, 
63131. Phone 314-822-9422. 

Miscellaneous 

Public relations/marketing: Is your architectural 
practice growing? Are you well known and highly 
regarded in your market? Is the best of your work 
published on a continuing basis? Excluding staff 
and clients, are at least 200 people currently fa-

DAVIS 
X-1 

A great improvement 
in seating comfort 

miliar with your office and its work? Does your 
brochure represent you as well as your most suc
cessful project? If you answer "no" to any of 
these questions, professional public rela
tions/marketing service may be of immense value 
to you . We would be pleased to discuss your 
growth plans. David S. Wachsman Associates, 
Inc., 51 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017 
(212) 687-1196. 

Career builders inc., agency: Complete range of 
Architectural and Interior Design placement under 
the direction of Ruth Hirsch. Apprentices to Senior 
Designers and Project Architects. Professional 
screening and personalized service. References 
checked. 501 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10022, PL 2-7640. 

Edwards & Shepard, Inc: We are a design and 
architectural placement service uniquely equipped 
to locate , screen and appraise the qualifications, 
experience and effectiveness of design and archi
tectural personnel from recent graduates through 
administrative levels. Each person is given a per-

sonal interview and portfolio review. Our service 
el iminates the expense, time and effort that you 
would normally have to expend. Areas of special
ization include: architectural and interior design , ur
ban planning , systems and space planning, exhibit 
and fair design, construction specialties, lighting 
and environmental design. Interviews by appoint
ment in our " Dome on the Roof" at 1170 Broad
way, New York, N.Y. 10001. Contact Bill Shepard 
at (212) 725-1280. 

Advertising Rates 

Standard charge for each unit is Fifteen Dollars, with a maximum of 
50 words. In counting words your complete address (any address) 
counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may 
be purchased for thirty dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. 
Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be 
mailed to Job Mart c/o Progressive Architecture. 600 Summer 
Street, Stamford. Conn. 06904. Insertions will be accepted not later 
than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. Box 
number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box 
number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope. 

By LATCO 

Rectangular Vitreous-glazed 
Mosaics in Tantilizing Colors 
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. . . from a collection of classics in contemporary 
design. Send for brochure illustrating the complete 
Davis line. Davis Furniture Industries, 602 W. Linden, 
High Point, N. C. 27261 

Indoors or out, "Candysticks" offers exciting effects 
for walls or floors, used vertically or horizontally, in 
solid colors or interesting medleys, bright glaze or 
satin soft finish. Easy to install, these 1 %"x %"ti les 
are mesh-mounted on foot square sheets. Various caps 
and surface bullnose trimmers avai lab le . 

Write for color brochure : 

'~~f ;:~,~ ~"~':" ~ II DAVIS FURNITURE INDUSTRIES. INC .• HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA 27261 

TE LE PHONE: (213) 664-1171 ~~ 
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New from Progressive Architecture 

'Details from the Industry' 

Now, four times a year, P/A will feature a select group of 
advertisements showing professional architectural details 
of buildings. 

The 'Details' gives the manufacturer the opportunity to 
advertise products within the framework of a working drawing, 
giving advertising a new dimension. 

Remember, once a product is in the working drawing, 
it's in the building. 

To insure the use of these pages, they have been designed 
for easy removal and filing under the Uniform Fil ing System 
adopted by AIA, CSI and the Producer's Council. 

Call your P/ A representative, get the details on 'Details', 
and arrange to use this important new program in your 1971 
schedule. 

Progressive Architecture 600 Summer Street Stamford. Connecticut 06904 

Our Model 1042 is the class machine among tab le-top 
whiteprinters. Engineered forthe long pu ll , the 1042 is ruggedly 
constructed of alum inum extrus ions and castings, w ith heavy 
duty operating parts that mean dependab le durability -that 
mean day-after -day performance without breakdown s or 
ma intenance. As fool-proof as a machine can be made . As low 
cost as a precisely eng ineered quality wh iteprinter can be 
built, the 1042 is the cla ss of the working class. And for 
hundreds of dol la rs less than floor model machines of similar 
capacity, the 1042 with speeds up to 22 feet per m inute and 
a 42-inch w idth may be a ll the whiteprinter you' l l eve r need. 
Wou ld you like free literature, a demonstration, or both? 

Ask your Blu -Ray deale1 
about the low cost 
monlh ly lease plan. 

D'LT l R'R' 1 INCORPORATED 
LJJ LJ- T 6570 Westbrook Rd., Essex , Conn. 06426 ======== Phone (203) 767-0141 
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Progressive Architecture 

Advertisers 

Advertising Sales Offices 

Stamford, Connecticut 06904: 
600 Summer Street 203-348-753 1 

William F. Bondlow, Jr. 
Advertising Sales Manager 

Michael J. Hanley, John P. Mertens 
District Managers 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107: 
12 So. 12th Street 215-922-0346 
John A. Teefy, District Manager 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219: 
601 Grant Street 412-281-9421 
Albert E. McClimans, District Manager 

Chicago, Illinois 60603: 
10 So. LaSalle Street 312-726-1282 
Charles E. Durham, Jr .. , James J. Hoverman 
Distr ict Managers 

Cleveland, Ohio 44114: 
1717 E. 9th Street 216-771-4011 -1 2-13 
John F. Kelly, District Manager 

San Francisco, California 94104: 
Jobson, Jordan, Harrison & Schu lz, Inc. 
57 Post Street 415-392-6794 
Charles S. Harrison, Cyril B. Jobson 
Representati ves 

Los Angeles, California 90057: 
Jobson, Jordan , Harrison & Schulz, Inc. 
1901 W. 8th Street 213-483-8530 
Kenneth E. Jordan, Peter Schulz 
Representatives 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308: 
Robert L. Watkins Associates 
505-805 Peachtree Bldg. 404-874-6427 
Harmon L. Proctor, Representative 

Tokyo, Japan: 
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2-4 , 6-Chome Akasaka, Minatoku 
Sumio Oka, Representative 
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Mother Nature goes to a lot 
of trouble to develop a 
strong, mature, richly
grained wood of natural 
beauty. Then we take it and 
manicure it slight ly to 
provide you with real 
hardwood planks of random 
widths and lengths, tongue 
and groove each plank for 
the simplest.installation, 
and just to protect its natural 
beauty, we app ly a special 
factory pre-finish of 
baked-on acrylic. And if 
that's not enough, we make 
it available to you in twelve 
rich hardwoods in Colonial, 
Select, or Rough Sawn 
grades. You get real 
hardwood planks-not 
simulated wood panels. The 
real thing. 
That's why we call ours the 
"honest" wood. 
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~r'Townsend 'Inc. 
P. 0. Box 916 • Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160 
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Would using a Castell 
pencil imp1~ve your ability? 
Nope. Just your reproducability. 
Some beaut ifully black drawings go into reproduction 
and create pale, washed-out offspring. That never 
happens with Castell drawings. 

When you use Castell 9000 wood pencils or 
9030 refill lead in a Locktite 9800SG lightweight holder, 
your repro machine sees the same opaque lines your 
naked eye saw. Because Castell lead contains no oily 
additives that fool you about blackness but never 
fool the machine. 

With Castell penc ils you get cons istent ly smooth, 
crisp lines and the bonus of Castel l's great resistance 
to annoying point breakage. It all adds up to drawings 
that produce crisp, high ly readable prints. 

So whether you choose Castell pencils in 20 
rigidly controlled grades from 88 to 1 OH, or 9030 refill 
leads, you 'll get the line you bargained fo r. You'll find the 
line at your local Castell Dealer. 

Write on your company letterhead for a free 
sample of Castell 9000 or 9030 in the degree of your 
choice. As a bonus we'l l also send you a Magic Rub 
vinyl eraser. Non-abrasive and perfect for 
polyester film. A.W. Faber-Castell Penci l Co., Inc., 
41-47 Dickerson Street, Newark, N.J. 07103. 
Los Angeles, Calif. • Toronto, Canada: 
A.W. Faber-Castell Canada Ltd. 
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